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PREFACE 
There has been much discussion during 
recent years as to whether or not there would 
develop a substantial need for cooperation in 
America. Some economists point out the many 
pitfalls t hat a\-rait the young society. These 
same men contend that cooperation is not 
successful here because it is not adapted to 
the economic and political structure of the 
United States. 'ro bear out their theory they 
point to the notable n~~ber of failures among 
cooperative societies. 
The author has noticed t hat too frequently 
those who contend that the cooperative will not 
succeed have based their conclusions entirely 
upon the assumption that cooperativ? fundamentals 
will not fit into the American scheme . 
It is true that cooperative society failures 
have been many, but what is the true cause? Has 
money been too easy in the United States, has 
"trust-busting"- legislation controlled unwarranted 
high prices , have modern merchandising methods 
enabled the manufacturer and retailer to beat the 
cooperative at its Oim. game , or is the movement 
itself to blame because it has failed to efficiently 
organize in order to compete vTi th efficiently 
organized private ownership? 
vi 
All of these factors have contributed to 
cooperative failures~ : The author attempted to 
find out where a society would turn for advice 
if it were to organize successfully~ Little 
complete information could be gathered,. 
The marketing funct ions offer an opportunity 
to cross~section business organization since 
there are very few functions of bu~iness that 
are not involved, in part at least , by the 
marketing functions. 
The conclusion reached is that the cooperative 
society can not truly be test ed in the United 
States until it pays more attention to the 
organization of i t s business since it must compete 
with successful private concerns~ After the 
movement is well organized from a business stand-
point, it will be more easy to appraise its 
worth to the economic structure of the country. 
The aut hor wishes to express his appreciation 
to Mr,. Quentin Reynolds and Mr~ H .. L~ Lane of the 
Eastern States Farmersi Exchange , and to the 
Springfield Consumerts Cooperative for their 
helpful information~ The cooperative wholesale 
and educational societies have also supplied some 
very essential material. 
Henry D~ Tiffany, Jr. 
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PART I 
. THE COOPERAT I VE MOVEMENT 
-----------------~-- --- ---
- -- --------. 
CHAPTER I 
ORIGIN AND GROvnH OF THE COOPERATIV~ 
The Oxford Dictionary states that to cooperate means 
to "work together , act in conjunction with another person 
or t.ing, to an end or purpose, or in an organization . 11 
If we accept this definition, it will be difficult for us 
to trace the real beginning of the cooperative movement . 
It is found in the Patriachies and in the rudimentary 
gove rn~ents of early history . The cooperative movement , 
recognize d as such, begins in the middle of the 18th Cen-
tury. 
Robert Owen (1771- 1858) , an Englishman and Francois 
Charles Maire Fouier, (1772 -1837 ), savT the cooperat.1.ve 
system as a method of inducing people to take up land . 
Both of these men were radicals and advanced the movement 
as a communistic ide,a to attain agri cultural cooperation. 1 
The cummunistic features of their principles led to 
the f ailure of the movement and it was not until 1844 t hat 
an enduring cooperative organi zation was established. This 
organization was the Rochdale Equitable Pioneers. 
Rochdale Principles 
The Rochdale group was a consumers ' organization . 1-
though at that time the group of weavers that organized the 
11 Pioneers, 11 did not realize that its structure had the 
l I<lears, Elliot G.; Tobriner, Mathew 0. , Principles and 
Practices of Cooperative Marketing p .l 
- l -
characteristics essent i al t o successful cooperation, late r 
analyses show that t his is the first know·n example of sound 
organization adapted to a cooperative . 
James Peter H"arbasse gives us the following as the 
Rochdale Principle s: 2 
l. 
2 . 
3 . 
Democracy of contro1.--...::ach member shall 
have one vote and no more. 
Limited interest on capital.--Capital in 
vested in the socie ty, if it recei ve in-
terest, s hall receive not more than a 
fi xe d percentage 1-rhich shall not be more 
than the minimum prevalent rate . 
Savings- -returns .-- If a surplus - saving 
( 11 profi t 11 ) accrues from the difference 
between t he net cost and the distri bu-
tion price of commodi tie.s and services , 
after meeting expenses, paying interest 
( vTages to capital) , and setting as ide 
reserve and other f unds, the net su rplus -
saving shall be used for the good of the 
members, for beneficent social purposes , 
or shall be returned to t he ~atrons as 
savings-returns ( 11 dividends 11 ) in pro -
portion to thei r patronage . 
These principles are important . They assure democratic con-
trol , a method of curtailing interest expense and provide 
for the retur•n of "urofi ts n to the members . 
. ' 
The y are not, 
however , sufficient in themselves to pr·ovide an infall ible 
method of cooperat ive management . 
- 2 -
Converse3 in his analysis of the Rochdale .principles de-
velops t hem further t han Warbasse . He adds to the ones already 
mentione d : 
(l) Sales at prevailing· market prices . 
(2) Cash sales and accumulation of surplus . 
2warbasse , James Pe ter, Cooperative Democracy, p . l4 
3converse , Paul D.·, Elements of Marketing , p. 478 
In modern cooperatives, 1-re find many other principles 
commonly followed. Among these are unlimited membership; 
a percentage of sunplus usad for educational purposes; 
political and religious neutrality, and cooperation with 
other societies. 
The success or failure of a society does not depend 
upon its strict adherence to the Rochdale Principles . There 
are many examples of successful societies who have modified 
them, examples follow . 
The Eastern States Farmers ' Exchange supplies its mem-
bers with over fourteen million dollars worth of goods in 
the course of a year.4 Yet some smaller and less successful 
cooperatives point out rather smugly that the Eastern States 
Organizat ion is not a Rochdale cooperative. The principle 
- 3 -
of democratic control exists in this organization but the 
Eastern States Exchange has no stockholders and membership is 
to be gained only through purchase of goods . This particular 
society is the most successful of its type in New England . 
It adheres firmly to the principles of cooperation. And it 
is used in this instant to show clearly that the Rochdale 
principles, although desirable and sound, are not essential. 
The Consumers .1 Cooperative of Springfield, Massachusetts 
has departed successfully from the principle of sales at pre-
vailing market prices. Many cooperatives offer a limited 
credit privilege . To sum up the conclusions to be derived 
from this we see that there are two fundamental rules for 
4warbasse , op .cit., p . 6o 
1 
cooperatives: 
(1 ) Democratic control . 
( 2) Sharing of the "profits" in pro-
portion to purchase . 
There is another fundamental of sound business 
management which should be applied to cooperatives , this 
is the principle of adequate surplus accumulation . 
Growth of the Movement in the United States 
- 4 -
Since the ' time of the Rochdale Pioneers, cooperativffi 
have made rather slow progress in the United States as com-
pared to the other types of business organization . I n some 
of the countries of Europe, however, this is not true . 
About the time that the Rochdale textile workers 
opened their store , a Boston tailor organized a buying group 
which later developed into a cooperative store . At this time 
the United States vas · still young and rather than face the 
struggle for existence in limited territories, many settlers 
and emigrants moved to the newer territory in the West , ivhich 
was not a good thing for the cooperative movement . 
The Civil 1;lar also had a deleterious effect upon the 
societies . The reason, we shall see later . Their first re-
vival occurred following the Civil War . The Knights of Labor 
and the National Grange at this time attempted to foster co-
operative buying . The attempt was not successful . 
In the early part of the 20th Century groups of emi-
grants from foreign countries , Finland and Sweden particu-
larly, brought their cooperative ideas with them to the 
communities they had established in the Neiv ·world . These 
new societies, however , were limited largely to foreign born. 
The World War and the prosperity following it were not 
encouraging to the cooperative movement among consumers. 
After the vlo~ld War , hovTever , we find the "farmers" loss of 
foreign markets, caused them to search for a method of ob-
taining greater profits from their curtailed income . They 
organized largely to broaden the sale of their products . 
- 5 -
But it was not long before it was discovered that they could 
also increase .their margin of living by buying more cheaply . 
It is characteristic of farm products , that they are 
produced in small quantities and must be centralized prior 
to distribution . This places the farmer definitely at a 
disadvantage in an economic world that has turned to large 
scale production . It was the farmer ' s viewpoint that if he 
could compete in such a world, he would have t o group his 
efforts , and the farmers ' cooperative has grown to be a 
method of obtaining the advantages of large scale purchase 
and sale . 
There has been no limit to the variety of goods that 
the farmer has been able to purchase cooperatively . Start-
ing -vri th the wholesale buying of feed, seed, and fePtilizer, 
they found shortly that gasoline and oil could well be added . 
From then it was a short step to a heterogenious field of 
commodities . Among these are insurance , dry goods, groceries , 
and lumber; and in Rock, Michigan, we find the cooperative 
marrying and burying . 5 
5clark, Fred E., Readings in Marketing, p.454 (This c ooper -
at ive has its own justice of the peace and burial s ociety.) 
During 1937 , farm purchasing cooperative business a-
mounted to $309,000,000 of which $48,000 , 000 was in gas and 
oil . Although it is impossible to attain the exact fi gures 
it is estimated that $4,000 , 000 was returned to the membe rs 
in gas and oil alone . 6 
During 1935 the wholesale cooperative associations in 
t he United States of which there are twenty-three, invested 
a million dollars in buildings and warehouse equipment . It 
is interesting to note in passing that the newest coopera -
tive farm activity in this country is the control of lines 
to distribute electric power to rural communities . This 
was one of the original purposes of Scandinavian coopera-
tives, who resented e l ectricity control by trusts . Ohio 
is particularly active in this electric movement . 7 
During the depression follm.;ing 1929, city cooperatives 
have also been gro-vring rapidly . Five hundred associations 
n 
operate retail stores and a thousand operate 0 services; 
such as, insurance and medical care . However, this approx-
imates only a minute portion of business9 done in urban 
communities in this country. And in spite of the growth 
6Goslin, Ryllis Alexander, Cooperatives, p . 34 
7Goslin, ibid . , p.34 
8 i bid 
92500 Consumers ' Cooperatives in the United States, s e e 
11Fortune 11 March, 1937 
- 6 -
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since t e l·lorld \-Tar of farmers 1 cooperatives , i t is still 
far fro a potent factor and can n'bt be COl pared 'VTit t he 
forei n socie tie s . 
rovrth of the ovement Abroad 
It is logical to trace the foreign movemen n co-
operatives f rom England , since i t i.s here that the o c_ ale 
Pioneer started their work . London was one cal l d t 
"C-:)ope rative Desert" , but in 1934 it is observed by 
Covrden a s a d l e gate of t he Cooperative League o the United 
States o the Fourteenth Co gress of the International Co-
operative lliance , that here vT re nearly milli on c oopera-
t or s vrithin a t1venty mile radius of Cha ring ross.10 
These coopera tors are .. embers of one of our soci t ies 
in this district . The London socie ty with 535, 000 e ers 
is he largest retail consumers ' cooperat ive soci ty in t h 
mrld . I t has tw·o hundred grocery and mea stor s and i f 
part ental tores. It h andles among othe r t ing ; milk , 
coal , d rugs , eye glasses , th ate and trav tick s; as 
beauty parlors and s hoe repair stores . 
T e other societi s in the area are the oyal r ena , 
South Subui•ban, and ndfield - i gh1·rays •11 Perhaps , on of 
the most potentia l a ctors in the success of n g l ish c o -
ope ratives has been t he develo ment of t e Cooperative 
1 0cm1den , Hmv-ard A . , A rip to Cooperati ve urope , p . 6 
11 ibid 
Wholesale Society and the Scottish Cooperative Society. 
The "C. 1{ . S . " as the former is called, consists of 
1,052 member societies. These societies own shares in the 
11 C. W. S . " The societies in themse 1 ves have five and one-
half million individual members in England . The member 
societies are customers and owners in t he typical coopera-
tive manner . The employees of the 11.C. 'ItT . S • 11 are not 
members of the wholesale society, but on t he other hand, 
receive their participation as consumers belonging to the 
member groups. 
In capital, the nc .w.s . " totals $450,000 , 000 consist-
ing of factory buildings and ships, land and equipment. 
One-sixth of the total retail trade of the country passes 
over the cooperative counters . 
The Cooperative Union is the central educational 
agency of the English cooperatives and is largely respon-
sible f or coopei•ative enlargement , for it trains executives 
for the movement. It also supplies publicity in t he form 
of books, and pamphlets; and publishes the "Cooperat ive 
Review" , a periodical . It acts in the more conventional 
method of advertising by planning layouts, posters , hand-
bills, and it distributes the financial statements of its 
members . 
The Scottish Cooperative \fuo lesale Society or the 
"S . c . W. s . " has two hundred and fifty-three member 
societies , doing a total business of $800,000,000 . 12 
12cowden, op . cit ., P.l6 
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It is organized in the s ame manner as t he 11 C. W. S . 11 , its 
members being local societies. 
After we have considered England vrhich is first in 
chronological precedence , it is well to go to the Scandin~ 
avian Peninsula, \-There we find the cooperatives most pow·er-
ful in proportion to t otal business . 
In S1veden, we find the co operative movement instigated 
by the consumers ' resentment to monoply control . Originally 
a group of individual : soc letie ~, t he coope rative movement · 
banded toge ther in 1899 to form the Kooperativa Forbundet , 
known f amiliarly as 11 K. F . " The trusts in Svreden did not 
fol l ovr the same form as trusts in the United States . In 
t his country, vre find anti - trust laws , necessarily curtail-
ing carte l activi ty . I t was this cart e l a ctivity vrhich ;;.ras 
legal in SHeden that controlled the priyes of many e ssential 
goods . Thus ve find them functi oning in margarine , ele ctri-
city , electric light bulbs , and in a gr eat variety of other 
products . In 1925, t he membership of the 11 K. F . 11 divided as 
fo llows : 13 Per Cent 
of Total 
Farmers and small land owners-
Farm workers- - -------- --- -----
Small workshop masters -- ------
Small workshop workers- - -- ----
Professional, civil service ---
Clerks , public employees --- - --
I ndustrial and factory vrorke rs 
Other workers -- - -- -- - - - - --- -- -
Corporations ------ - ----- - -----
Others - - - - - ---- - ------ - - - - -- --
15 . 2 
4.7 
3 . 1 
5. 2 
2. 4 
8 .2 
29 . 3 
20 . 5 
1.0 
10. 4 
13childs , Marquis \f ., The Midd l e lfay , Svreden, p . 8 
- 9 - I 
A complete list of the goods that the 11 K.F." handles 
would be very extensive. Its manufacture s include: flour 
cereal, feeds , tires, rubber f ootwear, margarine, electric 
bulbs, etc. The bulb factory alone, which is known as 
''Luma 11 saves the Svredish people $1 ,340,000 a year according 
to Mr. Albin Johansson, General Manager of "K . F.!! This 
saving is fi gure d on t h e cost of bu lbs as maintained by the 
c a rte l , pri or to the formation of "Luma". In 1933 "K. F 's" 
tot al sales, approximately were 160,000,000 kroma. 
cents Kroma-par ). 14 
(26 . 3 
DeTh~ark gives us an example of wel l - developed co -
operat i ves . After the political upheava l in the mi ddle 
of t he 19th Century, the cooperat ive organization was i n -
traduced as a sub j ect i n the schools . A period of ten 
years elapsed before the idea finally took practica l 
fo r m. . t that time a milk cooperat i ve -vras started . Before 
the genera l idea of coopera tives was f orme d in DeTh~ark , t he 
f armer's had on their h ands a situation of over-production . 
Cooperatives did not curt a il this production but i ntroduced 
s ystematic ma rketing . The re sult wa s , that after the co-
operative be came established in Denmark , a crea ge unde r 
cultivation i ncreased , and de mand increased in proporti on . 
The r eas on for this increase of demand corresponding to 
a n increa s ing supply has been the sensible home marketing 
and t he development of a n export market by the Danish c o-
operators . 
l l! 
·cowden, ~· ci~ . , p . 27 
- lO -
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Ostergaard gives us an interesting comparis on between 
the American farmers and the Danish farmers . Out of the 
dollar paid by t he consumer in America for farm products , 
the farmer receives approximately thirty-seven cents , sixty-
three cents ·goes· to the middleman . The Danish situation is 
practically the reverse . The Danish farmer receiving sixt 
od cents of the dollar . 
·here is a membership of 331 , 00015 in consumers ' co-
operatives in Denmark . Producers cooperatives number about 
the same . The population of Denmark is approximatoly 
3 , 000 , 000 but it must be remembered that membership in a 
cooperative usually represents a family . 
Other foreign countries with substantial cooperative 
movements are Armenia , -vri th 160 , 000 members, 16 Turkey, Burma , 
Ceylon , and niam. The int ernational Cooperative Alliance 
founded in 1895 1~epresents cooperatives between countries . 
I ts ob j ects a r e : " ( l) to collect information concerning 
cooperative principles and methods in all countries and to 
promote education and propaganda ; (2 ) to maintain friendly 
relations betvreen the members of the lliance; (3) to col-
lect cooperative statistics; (4) to provide information and 
to encourage the study of cooperation; and (5) to promote 
servi ce relations bet1men the cooperative organizations of 
all countries . " 
l5ostergaard, S . I . , Cooperative Denmark , (Appearing in the 
Christian CentU::t;>$, December 25 , 1935 . 
16 . 
. ppendlx Table I 
17'\varbasse , ..2.£.· cit ., p . 62 
The Alliance 1 is composed of 193,000 cooperative 
s ocieties , whose membership tota ls over 100 , 000 , 000 . 
Cooperative ivholesaling has been undertaken and for -
wa rded by the Alliance. Such i·Tholesaling usually means the 
exchange of commodities among constituents of the societ • 
he effect upon political internat ional relations can 
hardl be measured as yet but it should be extremely im-
portant if the grovrth continues . It fosters the exchange 
of products between countries that can best produce them, 
and brings international business together fo r a be tter 
understanding . 
18 rarbasse , ££ · cit . , p.63 
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CHAPTER II 
THE ECONO!UC REAS ONS FOR THE EXISTENCE OF COOPER.TIVES 
Incr~ased Purchasing Powe r 
The first and probably the most important reason for 
the existence of cooperatives i s man ' s attempt to better 
himself by increasing the purchasing pOiver of his income . 
The fact that in the United States , inc omes have been re-
l a tively high e xplains toa great degree the slovr growth 
of the c ooperat ive movement in this country . 
As previously mentioned, the comparative ease vrith 
which new l and could be acquired by individuals as terri-
tories vrere developed gave endless opportunities to Amer-
icans t o profit by the deve l opment . Thus , vre find that 
America up until the time of t he Civil 1tfar vras a country 
ot small businesses and entrepreneurs , ho1-rever as compe i -
tion increased and territory expansion decreased bus i ness 
banded together and we find an a ge of c onsolidation that 
eliminated to a great degree the smal l business man . It 
is a common sight today, to vralk down the Main treet of 
a tm·rn or small city and find the drug , department , gro -
ce ry, and spe c :La l ty stores, merely units of larger groups . 
This movement started short ly after the Civil far· and 
has gained rapid strides during the 20tn Century . he fact 
- 13 -
I 
now becomes appar•ent that the individual, generally speaking , 
- 14 -
is a.n employee rather t h ,n an emplo er tod y. As ,n 
em loyee , his outlook on l ife has change d . ie i s depend-
ent upon some•.)ne else f or his s a l a ry or \·rage s . From thi s 
Sc.lary and imge he mus ~., set as i de suf _ icient funds to take 
care of his old age and emergencies . His em l o er , gen r-
a ll~ s eaking , has no great interest in the personal problems 
of his empl oyees . 'rhis is not surpri sin , m.rine; to t he fact 
L.at the employees number far too many to be individuals 
in thee es of the corporation . 'rhe refor•e , ivith ' he s tana-
ard of living perpetually risin and the demands on the 
s l ary muh .. iplyi nt: ve ry rapid y , it is sma.ll uonder ti:lat 
the inrivi u .. looks a round for a me t hod of better n his 
own position . 
We have mentioned previous ly that cart e l s are not 
permitte i n this country. Had the y been perm tted , busi -
ness doubt less \-rould have us e them year's ago . he proof 
o this is in the mc:my cases which have come up to the 
Supreme Court shoviing attempts a t price and territ ory agree-
ments . ad cartels been permi tted it mig t l·rell be u -
posed t lat the growth of cooperatives i n the Tnited tates 
1·10uld ave been more r apid, providing as they do a demo -
cra tic nethod of protection for the average citizen . The 
ca r t l movement l·ras doubtless one of the most potent 
fac tors in e stablishing coopera tives in the Scandinavian 
countries . 
1 
Uns a tisfact ory 1anagement 
A second re ason for the development of c oope r atives 
. , i·rede n , Land of c onomic Democrac' , p.20 
has been the uns a tisfactory management an d operation of 
business . This is c los e l y l inked wi th t he first reason . 
~any cooperators use it as a just i fication of cooperative s , 
although it seems more like l y that the fault lies not so 
.mch 1-rith managerr1ent as ~-ri th the high prices vlhi ch astute 
management , and therefore , 11 unsatisfactory" management . 
has been able to obtain for its products. 
Compet ition 
A third reason for t e existence of coopera tives 
is t at it serves as a met _od of banding together in-
dividual roprietors , w~ o because of t~e nature of heir 
occu at ions must remain individuals , but \·rho need t he 
advantages of l a.rge scale pur·cha se and selling methods . 
This r eason , vle find to be extremely important in the. 
development of fa rm coopera tives . The farmer is gene:. -
al ly a pereon 1-rho demands individuality and receives from 
it a certain psycbj_~ income, vrhich he 1-rould not exc lange 
fo r more t e.ngible income in a busine ss vrhe re he could no 
remain an entrepreneur . In the cooperat ive , the fal'mer 
sees a met od of e.tt a inin the pm-Ier of unity ~orl1ile re -
t a ining the independence of individuali ty . 
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CH ~PTE , III 
P OBlli 10 0 •' COOPE .A11 I _jS 
The prob l ems a c ooperative has to meet a r e virt uall 
the same in every country . It is merely a que st ion of 
t he de gre e to \·7hich the prob l erns a rise tha t marks the 
d i f e rence . 
hifting Popula tion 
A c o oper·e.tive i s largely dependent upon its r:1embe r s 
for i ts busine ss , a lthough I·Ti th some of t he ·1· rge r and 
st ronger c oopera tives, membe rship is me r•ely a matt r of 
fo r m. t i s quit e usual tha t pa tron a ge and ca pib·. l are 
e qua lly in dema n d . Ther•e fore , vre f i n d t ha t a shif ·n g 
popu h 1.tion is dangerous to most coope rative organi zati ons , 
because as t he populati on s h i f ts i t is ne cess a ry to obtai n 
neiv membe rs to take the pla ce of old ones , constantly i n tro -
ducinG' nevr ca pital and ne\v pe.tronage . 
n the Uni t ed t a t e s, we f ind t h is chara cterist ic of 
a shift i n g po ula ti on empha si zed . As h a s a lrea dy 'be e n 
ment ioned , f or many years t he country -vra s in a p roces s of 
e x e.n s i on . This, in itself , 1-ras ca use enough to reta r d 
t he grm·rth of coo era ti ves . I n l a t e r year s , the s ame:t-rhat 
ue st iona ble cust om of trans f erri ne employees ha s g r ovrn to 
be a policy of many c ompanies . Ame rica has be e n knm-rn as 
a r•ee-t land of home o-vrners . Incidentally 1 t is a e r e a t 
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l and of transients . 
'ie do find the f arme r in many communities bound to 
an investment , and labor bound to the communit because 
of its charact ristic immobili ty . This probably is 
one reason for the more rapid grow·th of coopera tive s 
among labor and farm groups. 
It can also be said t hat the chara cteristic mobility 
of the middle cl ss American is an explanation for the 
re tarded grovth of cooperatives in that group . 
ublic Indifference . 
The indifference of the public is the second rea-
son for cooperative failure . Although many cooperatives 
_ave been started with a briskness of spirit, it is too 
true , that this spirit is dependent upon the enthusiasm 
of t he small group . vhen such enthusiasm vTanes the mem-
bership begins to become apathetic and patronage d1·rindles . 
Such apathy is due largely to the lack of the cooperative 
to strengthen sales by al"tificial measures , and a lso to 
the fundamental absence of economic necessity . It is 
aggr avated by keen competi t ion from efficient merchandis-
ing organizations of other types . Among these, 1m find 
department stores, chain stores and mail order houses , 
offering a greater variety , a more conve nient source , 
and in many cases, 1.re find services such as credit and 
de li very ivhich the cooperative does not offer. These 
efficient marketing organizations frequently give these 
advanta es at little or no increase over the price of the 
cooperative . 
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After the cooperative has passed through its organiza-
tion stage and a ttained size with i·Thich it rna compete on 
equa l terms \·lith the large sca l e operator previously nen-
tioned, such competition no longer offers the threats that 
it formerly did and the cooperative may then effect savings 
for its members , even thoug it is competine; against lm-1 
mark-up organizations . However, it sti ll has to face the 
individual 1-rhose income i s sufficiently lar e to dis re-
gard the s a vings . The high average income in the Uni ed 
States is probably the greatest drawback to the cooperative 
movement , permitting as it does a comfortable mode of liv-
ing above the subsistence l evel without careful spending . 
Competent anagement 
Anothe r cause for cooperative failure and a problem 
that a ll cooperatives must meet , is the selection of man-
agement . The cooperative society, be it large or small , 
must compete vrith the privately mmed organization in the 
labor market or in the market for administration . 
It is axiomatic that cooperatives obtain the best 
possible management available at a low figure . But this 
is not to infer that the cooperative reduces its employees 
to a 1-rage scale permitting subsistence only, because the 
true spirit of cooporation should provide for its em-
ployees as l·re ll as its members . 
The California Fruit,. Growers 1 xchange did a gross 
business in citrus fruits of $107 , 000 , 000 in 1935 . The 
exchange is made up of thirteen di strict associations . 
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The manager of a typical association receives $7 , 200 a 
year . An equivalent position in business would probably 
pay1 close to twice this sum of money . It is not unusual 
under these circums tances for cooperatives to have diffi -
culty in hiring efficient employees t o handle their af-
fairs . The vonder is that they are able to hire any ef-
f icient manager . 
Here onething ac ts in favor of the cooperative . 
~ach manage r receives the satisfaction of service ren-
dered t ovmrd a cause , as well as his annual salary. Bab-
bit - like as this may be , its physic effe c t is probabl 
a s worthwhile as a larger salary . 
Democratic Control 
So fa r 1ve have dealt I·Tith only management from a 
hired viei·Tpoint . Cooperatives being democratic organiza-
tions have a ls o the management of their members -, vrhich has 
the cha r acterist i cs of democracy ~ 1n1en a society is small , 
democracy is l ike ly to \vork if petty differences can be 
avoided . When it is large , it faces the indifference of 
a democ r a tic gove rnment , inevitably placing the pov1er in 
the hands of the inte rested fev or the politician . This 
is hard to overcome , if it can be overcome a t all . 
vlhen a cooperative grmvs to a size ·1-rhere membersh_p 
becomes aformality, the strength of the cooperative rests 
\vith t he wisdon of t hose few -vrho seek to operate it . 
l "F'ortune " July 1936 , p . 51 
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Dishonesty 
Dishonest rru:magement is anothei' stumbling block for 
cooperative ol~ganizations , but it is no more of a stumbl-
ing block than it is to private organizations , except that 
the check- up of private capital is more rigid because of 
the greater personal interest involved . 
Indefinite Policies 
Perhaps one of the greatest difficulties in coopera-
tive management in small societies is t he lack of definite 
policies. 
In the small society, each member feels his ideas 
shcmld be given a hearing . This results in frequent changes 
in management policies . Perhaps i t can best be cited by 
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an example taken from the Springfield Consmne rs ' Coo erative . 
One gr•oup of the membe rs felt that it was an excellent idea 
to carry three grades of gasoline. The three pumps were 
installed and gas purchased from a we l l - known, large con-
cern. The thir<:I gas pump uas found to do relativel little 
business . At the end of six months , the cooperative cease d 
to se ll third grade owing t o the agitation of another fac -
tion , who saw money tied up in a tank that '\vas not contri -
buting a substant ial quantity to sales . The polict was 
changed and the society determined from then on to sell 
only two grades of gasoline , in spite of the fact that 
stations on eithe r side, and there were many of them, con-
tinued carrying three grades. Because of the chan e - over , 
many members -who purchased the third grade gasoline I·Tere 
forced to use the second grade gasoline , ho-vrever , much of 
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their transient business was lost . 
U on analyzing the three grades of gasoline which 
the had, it vras found that the octane rating of the third 
was fif't - four, too low to be readil consumed in the modern 
ca:r- . However , the present rating of third grade gasolines , 
on either side of the street , on which they were located, 
measured from sixt up , in octane rating , adequate for the 
modern car . This illustration demonstrates plainl that 
democratic managements have weaknesses . It is all oo 
wi lling to make a chan e toward t h e line of least resistance , 
rather than scientificall determinin vThat chan e is 
necessary . 
Capital 
Another reason for cooperative failure is the lack of 
sufficient capital . Capital for s uch an enterprise is 
difficult to obtain . It is obvious that this difficulty 
lies in the fact that no one is promised any great profit 
on their inve stment in this new enterpris e . Nevr enter-
prises usually appeal to a man ' s greed for property 
acquisit ion, and the cooperative does not offer a high 
yield in return for the ris k involved . Most cooperatives 
ay only a small ixe d rate of interes t on invested capital . 
The real return is the savings ~_,o the member . 
I t has been mentioned previously that enthusiasm or 
the lack of it is frequently the c a u s e for cooperative 
success or fai l ure . Enthusiasm also is frequent l y the 
prime instigation for the deposit of capital. This is not 
/ 
J 
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necessarily true in foreign cooperatives where neces sary 
capi t al has long since been rai sed and additional capita l 
.is unne cessary. Or in foreign cooperat ives that are young 
but whose members have had experience in successful co-
operative societies. 
However , in America , \vhel~e most cooperat ives a re 
de pendent upon middle class members, it is true that 
enthusiasm rather than high yield is what sells the stock . 
Such ent husiasm is dangerous because t hose uho originat e the 
ide a are frequently too anxious to start before adequate 
capita l has been raised . 
The United States Government reco~~ends ~3,750 
as a minimum for the establishment of a cooperative cHrry-
i ng only rneats b .!ld ~.::::r:OCt<r· :i_e,_; . I-:~. _:_f; tl .c frequently t rue 
tha t coope ratives founded t odaf stil l feel that the Rochda l e 
ca pital is sufficient for the ir needs . 
vlh ile , '3, 750 may be conserva tive for a group that 
wi ll assure patronage of the store , it is not conservative 
vrhen it is c ons i dered tha t enthus iasm is often a waning 
asse t, and that many promises from PI'ospect i ve me mbers may 
be brokGn and the coope rative -vril l probably find it ne cess a ry 
to bui l d up its cliente le in much the sanBmanner as a private 
c oncern . 
In capita l f a ilur·es, t ht--: eoopera.ti ve .ts not c;.J.nne . 
L<_ : (· :!.J~ oi Ce.pita.1 has been p l aced as probably t he most in-
p or• t. ant cause for a ll bus:Lness failures i n pr:i.:vate enter!)rises . 
2 11 rganiz a t;lon and Ivlanagement of Consumei' Cooperatives, As -
sociations , and Clubs ." United St ate s Departmen t of abor , 
u lletin No . 593, ~ . 6 
Therefore, the cooperative ee.n not be condenmed a ny mor e 
t han the private e oneern , but t he p oint tL be 0 a ined is t hat 
the e ooperatl- e is not exempt beea use of i ts pre-orga nized 
pat:b onage . 
Cross-purposes of Produee r and Consumer Cooperatives . 
· he last point to be brought up in the problems of 
c ooperatives is the ultimate struggl e between producer 
and c onsumer s ociet ie s . The producer• society is i n erested 
fW1damen t a l:ly in enabling the member :" .·::. ) produce .10re che a ply 
and receive a gr·eateP return for their product. Th e consumer 
co opera tive is i nte reste d fundamentally in ena blin memi)ers 
t o buy more cheaply . 
It is obvious that thes e interests are c ontrary. 3 h ould 
the c ooperative become a wide spread movement it would be -
c o~e a bat tle be tween the two f a ctions . The effect of 
such dis a greement ca n be only speculative because the co-
operative has not yet achieved t he proportions vrhic. vr ould 
br•ing a bout such a pro h:lle m .3 
Today vre find that the cooperative spirit is able t o 
-vrork t o the advanta e of both produ cers and c onsumers 
thr-ough the willingness of the consumer units t o buy fr om 
the producer uni ts when price a nd quality are comparable to 
o t. ~'ler purcha ses that might be made. 
'rhe problems o:f the c ooperative may best be summed up 
by the following t able , which r;ives the reasons for fail ures 
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of over one t housand c ooperative a ss ociations between 1913-19 23. 
3Appendix, Table I 
Reas~ns Given For F a ilure By Over 1~ 0 00 Cooperative 
As sociations To United States Departme~t of Agri -
culture - -Period Covered : 1913 to 1923 
I f .-, 0 0 L -L- 55~ ne IlClen~ managemen~--- - - - - ------ -- --- - - - -- o 
Lack of int eres t- - --- -- - --- ---- - - --- - ·---- -- -556 
I nsuff i cient business - --- - - ---- - - - --------- --326 
Insufficient workin~ capital---- - -- - --- -- --- -2o 2 
I nsufficient members h ip-- -- - -- - -- -- - - - ---- -- -2 22 
Too l i beral credit------ - - - - -- - -- - ---- - -- -- --137 
I nadequate accounting sys t e m-- - - - --- - -- - --- - - 1 14 
Lack of proper audit---- --- - -- --- ---- -- - - - - - -103 
Dishonest manage ment -- - - -- - --- - - --- -- -- - --- -100 
Capita l s to ck f a lling into hands~ too fer -- - 3 2 
Property damaged by fire - -- --- -- ------- --- -- - 12 
4 11Pgriculture Cooperat i ve ", J anuary l, 1924, 
·5 
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CHAPTER IV 
THE NEED F OR A PLAN OF OPERArriON 
The 11 Ro chdal e Principles" wnich were taken u · e a rly 
in this discus sion have appa rently been the only source 
of guidance for most consumer cooperat i ves in the United 
States . This is rather de plorable be cause t .. e 11 princ i -
p l esn a re generalized and of fe r no definite p l an by 
which the cooperatives c a n per..:·orrri thei r funct ions. • x -
cellent in themselves , t he principles may become a mea.ns 
to·ward a goa l but by no me a ns should t b.e y be considere d 
t he goal . 
Though they prescr ibe vaPious methods of o eratin . 
t h ere i s not hing about t nem that gives detail . Man ques -
ti ons remain unans wered . For example: Limited interest on 
caJital is a Roc~dale principle , ye t it does not definitely 
cite 1-rhat interest, nor ho11 much capital. It merel states 
that such interest should be limited , no r can the observer 
find out by turning t o the records of the oc dale society 
because money r ates and capital requirements have changed . 
too much since that time . 
Although this illustrai::.ion menti ons only. financin , 
we can also go to a further exi::.reme a nd fi nd i llustrati ons 
in all the functions of marketing . For example: In pack ing , 
- 2 
the ochdale pioneers cert a inly had no problems of trade -
marks , a cka es versus bulk , g r ading, etc . Trans ortin 
is e ua lly a prob em . Will the oil cooperative find i t 
c 'l.eaper t a operate its own trucks or hire the oi l delivered , 
or rent a r a ilroad slding? \-rill the farmer cooperative find 
i t cheaper t o use a com.rno11 ca rrier·, or operate it s trucks? 
I t is these and other problems of marke tin functions 
tha t. wi ll be dealt wit h here and it is hoped that by 
presenting t he various me thods avai l able that the c oo era -
tive may, a t leas t , know fr om what it may choose, and t l1e 
advantages or disadvantages of the choice prior t o the 
kn~wledge gained from ex erience . 
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PART II 
MARKETI NG FUNCTI ONS 
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CHAPTER V 
BTJ"YING ND · SSEMBLI NG 
BuYING FOR THE CONSUME~S ' COOPER TIVE 
T1e consumer cooperative vrhen it buys , finds i t may 
choose from tvro groups of article s . One , the trademark 
and adve rtised brand g r oup; and tvro , the unt ra emarked 
and unadvertised group . If we c an speak broadly of this 
sub j e ct it might be said t hat cooperat i ves would find it 
more t o their advantage to purchase unbranded mer chandise . 
This mer chandise need not necessar,ily be without any 
brand , but may carry the private brand of the cooperative . 
One draw-&c~ to buying unbranded merchandise is required 
quantity purchase -vrithout vrhich vendors vlill :r'l~fuse t o 
se l .., ~ "' . .. ,_more.:c.aes_ goons . The small cooperative is , there-
fore , unable to purchase in sufficiently large uantitie 
t.o gain the right to buy un1 r anded me rchandise . It is 
because of this that cooperatives have orga n ized their 
own wholesale institutions . The wholesa le or anization 
uys in lar e quantiti~s to 8Upply severa l stor s . 
!- >:.rholesale s o~iety is fo r med as a cooperati ve -vri t 
individual societie s a s its members . The Eastern Coopera-
tive holesale Incorporated , organi ze d in 1929 , p rformed 
t his f unction for one ... undred and tlrenty- s even independent 
s ocietics in 1936 in -~ew England a n d in the Mid.dle '~t lantic 
States ; to be specific the territor• covered includes a l l 
of the New Zng l a nd ~ t "'tes, Ne1-r Yor•k , Ne\·i J e r s e , 1ar• land , 
Delaware s.nd the District of Columbia . 
e Eas t ern Cooperative \{holes ale is one of t \·rent y -
three sucrt orgar:i zations ," and bEcause all of the who l e -
s ale s perform t"he s ame func tions , in t he s a me manner, the 
...:J • C . It . '' 1-rill be u sed as an example . 
The items it handles are groceries, cit rus fruits , 
mil~ , tires , tubes, motor oil , bat teries , and pa i nt . ~hen-
8Vl3r it is possible t o do s o , the 1.8 . C . l . 11 urchase s from 
c oo e r at ive or .anizations . For exam le : The eggs hand -
led are urchased from the coopera tive G . .L. Exchan0 e 
and rices are f igured on the quotation of eggs ln the 
arket reports f o r he receding day. 
On t he other hand , such items as s oap chips and f l akes 
are purchas ed from leading soap roducers ac c ordi n to s ec-
if i cations of the c oopera tive . Thus , we find that t e c o -
opera tive label become s its own standar·d a nd the member• 
can fu ll ex ect a uniformit in grade f or the i tem c over -
ed by the cooperative label. In the 11E . C. H." an 
a t tempt has been made t o 1U chet.se only the best except 
where there is a steady demand f or more than one ·articular 
g r 2.de . 
So vre find , for example in er:s s , both Grade .. and 
Grade Beggs sold . Gr ade is for c ooking ur os e s . I n 
canned gco s, hol·rever , it has be en the policy of the 
society t o purchase only the best quality . - uality in 
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canne d goods is determined by tasting samples. 
T o quote .from mimeogra p hed information put out by t he 
2:aste rn Cooperative Le ague· regarding the purchase of 
a pp lesauce: "Af ter d iscovering a product closer t o home -
made applesauce tnan a ny previously kno~orn t o the 11!:LC . \-f . 11 
a rran.eme n ts have been made t o have coopera tive labels a -
plied by t h e canner. On e c oopera tive group in holding 
the tasting party gave co - op a pproximately nine t een oints 
a s compared -vri th fou r• for othe r competit ors . '~ 
The "E . C. -1:!. 11 pol-icy is to help publicize ti1e move -
ment by coopei'ative labels on items of knovn quality , lvhich 
c an be pa ss ed on to the cooperative at a s a ving ove:r• nat i on -
al ly advertised bra n d s . 'r he 11:S. C. \·[ . 11 uses the Department 
of Agricu lture , the Bm"eau of Standards , t he Home E c on omi c 
De part rt1.ents in various coJ..leges , and other agencies i n 
helping t o determine qua lity standaPds . 
The adv antages obtaine d by purchasing on specif:l c a -
t ion and distributing unde r ~he cooperative br and can be 
summed up as fo llows : 
( ~ \ .L , 
( 2 ) 
( 3 ) 
( 4 ) 
(5) 
T~e goods can be purcha sed ch e a per t han goods 
bearin _ the national ly advertised brands. 
The goods c an be sold mo r e cheaply than nation-
ally branded merchandise . 
A higl:1e r margin can some times be obtained on 
unbranded merchandise. 
The private brand is controlled by the coopera-
tive and cannot be takeu from it. 
T '"1e c ooperat ive b:eand can also be controlled in 
price by t he society i.r"ho might be p ovre r•less to 
contr'o l pr·ices of nati onally branded me r e ~ anulse 
an would h ave to meet price cu t tine c omp Jtitiori 
and price maintenance l aMs. 
""' - c.
, . 
~ It is possible for ~:e s~ciet to oo~ain 
special features, vhic1 they mi ,ht n nt be 
able co obta ~ n i•1 e Jvertised mer·cl1andise. 
-'·or· exar~rple: 'rhree t pes of soap c:1ips , each ha v -
-~ ..L•~ • T 1 ~ t·'; t 1-. y J.Jti Jt:: · r of ., 
.1arke t e d b 
YJ strrJ_ r 
-----
12e-:: fvP clenning _n_:_ll ~ room.s , . .., - c_,ot t, l c s ,.~ lr: !.. 
t;le who e -
n~ "u:r·e is 
th r 
i •:.ems t;v•t should be sterile. Tnt-:; 3econ1 l ype of 
medium strength is for use in washing white clot1in, 'i hAs , 
etc . The third t ype is a pure soap lacking i n a buil er, 
suc:1 /?, S ri-sodium phosphate, .s.ncl pal'ticula.rly SUiv8i~. uO 
the Has~1lng of 1vools : slL s , and . other> fine laundr· . . 
T~1e a vera.e;e consumei' buyine:, so::1p unrer a. nat i::ma l l-
adve r t iser brand would probably find it diffi cul t to get 
any whic. is di.rectly ::Lda ->ted t o speciHl uses. The avel'-
age soa chi) h s, wi t h the exception of a few pure flakes, 
a small ~.mount of tri - s odiu" _ hosp~·mte or other s t :r• onC" 
agent s and it l s a lmost im·_os3ible for· the consuner to 
"J.s certc.ill vlhich s :Jap is best for a pnr·t.i cu_.ar' purpose . 
In spite of the f act that it is to the a vantage of 
tne cooperative to buy in qua ntities, this is not alwa ys 
possible. 3ven ~ith t~e collective buying that the coo era -
tive wholesale distributors achieve tLere are man artic le s 
o. til J vri t : out the co - op brand. For example: Out of a price 
ll3tin of e1irty-eight aJ:'ti cles hanr led by the l!: a ste:r·n 
Coo· erRti ve \' ~1o les ale , only thir·t e en carried the co - 0 
br:::md. Out f the remain i 11g twenty - five , seventeen Ccn•rie r 
q, vell-kno-vrn , and in some eases nat_i..ona1ly known, advert i sed 
___ J 
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brand. The othe r eicht were rrlsce1laneous .. ' l ror~uc·cs . 
.3e . .JeconrJ., c~r·tai.::. 
b · uc~ t unb ~nded . 
The unbrAnde·· or 
.,irs t , t. E: 
.r· _-r·i vete brand merchan-
(. l"~ J ~~·-·" ~ 1 .. :' lr._:_t_s·~·~~c be 
----......... - ---.... 
-.............., 
r ivHte merc·'.1Etnr ise .:.s ._..3,_. 
r,c;c'O:.rted q1~ite ent~ u sia.stien.lly by membe r s . This is ar-
tlcul ar_J true if the c ooperstive has take pains Jo 
offer· o:-J.ly su erior u.nbran ed ne::·cl B.nd:lse. Some m .mbers 
may :eequire a certain amounl. •)f' ec_~_ucE•.ti or. be.for·e t:'1e'-
entlor·s this p ulley but '\olDen i;. is understood thet he' 
stand to pr· ofit b purchaslnr:; pr·ivat e branc c:;oods their· 
SumminG UJ of t ne s ourcos o f su pl i es in t .lE: orde · o~ 
>reference for eitne r t ne c~nsumcrs or tne pro uc e rs co -
o GI•ative , can nm.,r be a ccompli ·3he d . One , CJ.j_•ec;t fro1 L1.e 
_k,nufo.cturer· ; tl·l'.J , tbr ou::_:;h s rJrne !li d1eJan o f U1e whole -
In t~1.is . tnlm~:tr· it must cs re:..li ed as s tated pr .... -
·.ri :;u __ i. ~r t~at not s.l 1 c oope r e.ti iJe s can pur' cha se fr · .: t~l 
s 0urces named , and , the r e f ore , tl'1e.;r ::rmst c.:.oose fro n the 
.1e7: u best source • 
- Few.J ~e t t .r•, .i: a:s·:.:. ern Co;:/ erati ve ~·T~o lesale , Janut-lr~ 2_, 
...-3. T.t.P.J. "l!: . C. vr . " br ancl merchP,ndise , Go ltem in 
July , 1}){' , ,:_,ccord_:_fl.C, i:; o inf orLation _ecei,;ed frrJm. . .)b T·t 
L. 3mit_ , "ssistant 3ecretery of t he Sastern Coo ~rative 
Lear:rue. 
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4ssei hl ing can be cons idered an integral pa r t of 
~u~int . Br i ncin t o~ether of a varJ.ety of goods fo r t' e 
conveni ,11ce o~ e1e ut=tr·lre t is a lwa ys one of tne first rob ems 
t 1at a y oun consumers ' coo ~erative l1as to cope 1vith . Ee -
c~use of its l i 1ited capital, t:ere is very little c~ance 
of n~~nc~ins, a complete l ine of pl"o ucts . 
r_r 1us, vre fin d. some c o o ~1e.ra.t ;_ves vrhich j_J.a \le s·'- a rce r_ 
fr o n a small beginnine , suc~1 a.J t.he urc ':u1.se of a. cG.rl:;ad 
of coal for distributi,n , or the i nstal l ation of wa·ol ne 
·..~um- s , rea l ize it is necessar r or h i ghl advantageou., to 
~andle additi onal s oods . It is verj easy to make sug-
ges t ions at-3 to l·rhat; goods rna be nand led, but before go-
inz further , 1.3t us ·~ake up a particular prob l em . 
p smal buyine; c l ub st ar•ted 1¥1 t ~ out l"ules or by-
laws , me rely by ten people purchas in - a carload o coal . 
Til l s was ~ound to be so extreme ly pr ofitabl e tha dfter 
tne transacti on, n c rJnsumer 1 s coo r a.ti ve vras forme d . 
he first functl on ·of t he c ooperative wa s t o _ease 
IJ. site Er.nd handle t anl~ ca r gaso llne . Ha.tur•a lly t1l.e r1ext 
item t o be added wa s oil . In each case the expansion re -
cuire~ a little addi tional calital . However, as time 
1·Te~'l. JC on , i'"'riends of the Jriginal members sought t ·~ j oi n 
t :e grou·, and it wasn ' t l one: be f or•e oil had t o oe pur -
chased i n l arge r quant ities in orde r t o t ake care of the 
demand . 
The f ixed inve stment of ca ita l increased and soon 
use . u p the capita l of t he nei·T members . Hoifever, after a · 
.ive months 1 struggle, t_e cooperative found the had suf-
ficient funds to a ll r:lw furt'. er expansion . ires , tubes , 
chai ns, acces s ories , greasing equipment , an zreasin£ 
ervices were added vGry r ti idly . t the end of a ear 
the coo erative - ad been so successful t at man o its 
me:[T1bers \·rere i n favor of cooperating in the purc ~1ase of 
groceries . 
U to this time, the problem of assemblin a complete 
line had been limited l a rgely to the vari ous obvious an 
relatively few needs of t e automobile . With the su . -
estion of grcceries , the immediate prob em arose as t o 
vrhat groceries . 
Natural choice eliminated the perishab l es so the 
society de cided to e;o into canned oods . Because of tn.e 
lack of c apital, it was impossible to carry a full l ine 
of stock . A vote was taken as to the most popular o f 
certain obvious lines . Among tnese were canned corn, 
peas , beans, t omatoes , ketchup , peaches , pears , ine -
o pple , and fruit juice s . Be cause of the a ppa rent o -
ula rity of a l l of these products it was f ound pra cti-
cally impossible beca use of l a ck of c a ital to stock 
tl1em except on a hand to mouth basis; therefore , th~ 
coope r a t ive decided to sell only in case quantity u on 
order . 
iis a ttempt wa s notable only in its ai~ure , but 
the members had had sufficient provocati on to wa_t a 
continued se r vice in groceries . H0weve r, because of their 
own in _fference , it had been impossible to change their 
buylng habits to t ile p oin t of ordering in uantities and 
ahead of time . 
A further in vestment of capit a l 1·ras ·needed and a 
rive for members_1i was s tarted . This enabled t e society 
to bui ld a wing l arge enough to store the. neces sar select -
ed items and l a y in a st oc k of t he oods . 
Consi · eration of assembling a ain became necess~:J.ry , 
for many of the members o t he society found i t i ncon -
venient and rather expens i ve to buy only a limite an.o nt 
o · their canne d ~oods in the cooperative, be cause it necessi -
t ate d two markets and two market tri s rather than one . It 
l·ras found , t he refore , essent i a l to add as r a i .1 a s possi b le 
sue package goods as soaps , macaroni , canned fish and meats . 
Soon t he cooperative had fille d out t he line t o furnish a l-
most a c omplete grou of non-perishable groceries . 2 
' he oint 1-rhich it is desira b l e to brin out , is tn.at 
at l eas t twice uring the evolution of this cooperative it 
ncount e r ed difficulty . The firs t time l·ras in the tria 
an. fai l ure of t he case- uantity method . The second was 
in the e ta.b l ishment of an incomplete l ine of merchandise . 
It is well o sa~, t hat if it is in any way feasib le 
t o beg:Lr;, with a l an roviding for' a complc te serv ice to 
? 
-The society that forms the latter p a rt of this composite 
on I arch 1~ , 1938 added perishables. ( Consume rs 1 Coo e ra-
tive of S ringf i eld , Ma s sachusetts . 
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the members , lt is better to wait and start correctl , than 
to begin and run the risk of failure . 
The dange r of fault assembline; is not only found in 
ar1. incomplete line but also in a line 1-1hich is not balanced 
to the needs of the ·members . We fi nd that man consumers ' 
cooperatives have in the ast made the error of adding un-
related goods to an othervr1se hOmogeneous selection. This 
is due as a rule to the sales work of some producer or the 
over-deve loped interest of some member in some particular 
field . 
T'le exampl e of some lai'ge mar_ ets, mail order· houses , 
and chain stores in · andling unre l ated l nes should not be 
f ll owec without considereble thought by the cooperative , 
becaus e it is to be remembered that the chain store an . 
li_e organizations are buyine in l arger quantities and 
have more capital, and a marlcet of more customers per store 
t han the a verate cooperative . 
It is foolish , for example, f ur the small gro cery 
cooperative to go into the drug business , this bein 
pr mari ly an emergency item .and purchased at the conven-
Ience of the consumer . .It is also t rue that some societies 
have attempted to sel l shopping goods in a ~ro cery store; 
the result being the stocking of such things as s oes, 
rugs , radios, and other unr•e ated and sometimes ex ensive 
j_ tems tha t have a slow tui'n-over and that run the :ris of 
obsoles cence . 
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Be f ore a c oopera tive should attempt suc h spreadin£ 
into unrelated _terns , it is essential t ha t it shoul d firs t 
6eve l op its field of o r i ·inal endeav or and then bui l d up 
i t 3 membership to a. point v1here it, can i n crease its lines 
of act ·vity 'l·rit""lcut a strain bein im osed upon t he orig -
·ina business . 
Having considered the funci.,i0n of urchasin an as -
sembling , it is now well to conside r the manner in w11.ich 
tLese funct :i.. ons may be e rformed . 
Pri marily, urchasing is in itself a large enou h 
field to demand the attention of at least one individual 
exc lus i ve'ly . Of c our•se j_n the very small and possibly 
y outhful socie t y, this may be imp ossibl e . The mana er in 
such a soc i et y may be the clerk , ac c ou~1.t ant , and oene r al 
factotum , a s well as pur•chasing agent . 
Hm·reve r, as the society rrows , i t 'fill be mor e easi ly 
and more e ffi c iently operated if a sing le individual is 
a ssigned to t he various impo tant functions as r a i d ly as 
t ~1.::ts can be performed e c onomi ca ly . Thus, vre find i n 
store s employin· two or t h r ee people, one ~ au ld mna e 
and probably do t he purchasine; , t !l8 oth e r two handle 
t ~1.e s e 1 i ng . 
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This functiona l division is of course somewhat arbitrary , 
it be i ng impossi b le t o d e termine here whi ch employee is 
most fit for the t ask to ')e performed. H:nve ver , it is vre 11 
for the c ooperat ive in its ori g ina l h iring of empl oyees to 
ke~p in mi nd that a knowledge of purchasin is one of the 
prerequisites and endeavOI' to obtain a man suited to this 
purpose . Here again , the cooperative is competing in the 
field with bigger organizations and a possible solution 
I 
might be the hii•ing of a yow1.g trained purc!1asing agent , 
not yet ualified to receive the highe r wages offered to 
purc1.asing agents in the field of private industry. As 
the cooperative £I'O\fS , the young employee should grovr -vri th it . 
The point can not be over emphasized that the average clerk 
is not ah1ays in a position to as sume this function, and if, 
as is often the case, t he directing is l e f t to the thea-
retical (if well meaning membei's) , it may go astray . 
Although, in the last analysis , the assembling of 
the line should be dic t ated by the demand of the members, 
the actual purchasing should be done by the employee in 
ch ai'ge of that function . 
The performance of t his purchasing is made simple by 
the wholesale society , wi.1ich because of its volume can af-
for cl men expe rienced i n the field , who will select for the 
unit society products of excellent quality consistent with 
lo1v price . 
Inasmuch as most 1-rholesale societies operate on a 
strictly cash bas:ts, stock control is important to the in-
dividual member of the wholesale. Ho matter how the 1--111o1e-
sale society eliminates choice from the problems of the 
individual store, it is impossible f or them to eliminate 
stock control. 
Therefore , it is up to the purchasing agent of the 
consumei's' cooperative to prevent over -s tocking and under -
stocking of a g iven line or over-e x pa nsion of t he c omplete 
line . Th e capital of the consumers ' cooper t ive can ve r y 
s hortly disappear a nd the turn-over, which is vitally im-
port ant , can be cut down if t he purchas i n g a gent over - buys . 
On the other hand, if the purchas ing a gent under - buys 
and stock shorta~e is t he result, it is seriously harmful , 
for members may g o elsewhere permanently , and in any event 
it causes the loss of a sale. 
The re are several e x cellent methods foT t h e c ontrol 
of stock. It is true t hat t he more excellent the met ' od , 
t h e g re ate r t he c ost. Therefore, it is up to t h e consum-
ers ' cooperative to select a met h od of st ock control which 
achieves its purpose cheaply and with little effort. 
Probably t h e most successful of these methods is a 
s y stem of pe rpetual inventory. n i nexpensive manne r is 
to divide st ock into two groups . The first is t he stock 
upon the shelves , sufficient to supply current needs. he 
second part of t he division is the reserve , wh ich should be 
sufficient to cover the demand exis ting during t he period 
of ordering and delivery of a new stock . 
Cert ain qualifying feat ures should be couple d with 
t his . The first of t hese is t he feature of dis c ount . If 
the cooperative can make more money by ordering in discount 
lot s t han it can make by high turn-over, th~ orderi· g s h ould 
be done in di scount quantities . 
This is pur ely a mathematical problem . Fbr example: 
I f a coopera t i ve sells one c a se of a certain brand of soap 
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pe~ day and can obtain one hundre d cases at a quantity 
d iscount of two per cent and capital can be borrowed at 
si x per cent pe r annum, it is obvious that it is cheap-
e r for the cooperative to buy in one hundred case l ots . 
In t his event assuming that storage space for the soap 
adds little or nothing to t he cost, it would be wise for 
tbe cooperative to put a small amount of the soap on the 
shelves , the rest in a bin; and assuming that it takes 
ten days to orde r and receive delivery of the new soap , 
it should be stored in such a manner so t hat when there 
are but ten or fifteen cases remaining (allowin a mar -
g in of safety )· an. order for more 'soap ~ill automatically 
be sent in . 
Pre-determining the demand for a product is also of 
importance . In the case just il lustrated , the society 
knows that its average sales amounted to one case a day . 
This means that .the society h a d recorded average daily 
sales. Of course, most tabulating machines provide 
me t hods of obtaining such records , but to t he young co -
operative , the service of the machine may not justify t h e 
investment. Where such is the case, it will probably be 
necessary to tabulate such records weekly and in this 
event , t he recording . cash re gister is probably the best 
available tabulation . 
Physical inventory is very costly, if time spent in 
taking it is paid for . Chain stores make it a practice 
of requiring physical inventory weekly after hours at no 
extra pay. Cooperatives do not approve of poorly paid 
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labor and the refore physical inventory is probably out of 
the question , except taken monthly , quarterly, or semi-
annual l y to provide a check of the assets. Further dis-
cussion of storage and recording wi ll be taken up later . 
To sum up the purchasing function as performed by 
consumer cooperatives , these points are outstanding : 
( l) The function is important and performed in-
correctly can result in: 
a . the unnecessary investment of capi tal 
b . inadequate turn-over , resulting in a 
decrease of the earnings on the invest-
ed do llar . 
c. inconvenience to members with the re-
sult of dissatisfacti on and loss of 
patronage . 
(2) As soon as possible the function should be 
turned over to a specialist . 
( 3) The membership of the society in a coopera-
tive wholesale will reduce the responsibility 
and likewise the chance of loss on the part of 
the society by performance of thl.s function. 
(4) Whoever is employed to perform this function 
should be able to eliminate overstock or out 
of stock situations . 
(5) Stock control is the most important and pro -
bably the only problem t hat will arise in the 
society belongin g to a wholesale . Therefore , 
it should be taken into consideration as 
simply and effectively as possible. 
(6) Discounts, cost of capital, storage space and 
depreciation should be fi gured when determining 
quantities. 
(7 ) I t will be necessary to record the amount sold 
before it can be determined t h e amount to buy . 
The re is another point t hat s h ould be considered be -
fo re closin g the discussion of consumers ' coope rative pur-
chas ing , that is , t he possibility of developing c ons~~er 
owned sources of s upplies . 
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Ordinarily speaking , it is probably more to the ad-
vantage of the cooperative in its formative stages to pur -
chase from an outside supplier , but as t he society grows 
it may be vrell to consider vert ical integrat i on . . There 
are other reasons besides grow th which prompt a consumers ' 
orgainzation to go into the producing field . 
It has already been mentioned that it is impossible 
to buy everything needed under private brand . This means 
that the cooperative is forced to buy products at a price 
suitable to t he n ational advertiser . I rregu l arity of 
quality, poor service , and the tendenc y of the private con-
cern to discriminate agains t cooperatives are additional 
causes for vertical integration . 
Probably one of the outstanding examples of vertical 
int egration is the Luma bulb factory in Sweden . I n this 
particular case, it was the desire of the Swedish coopera-
tives to break the high price on light bulbs , which was 
~ 
caused by the cartel in that industry . J They were success-
ful in doing it and even prior to the completion of the 
Luma Factory, were able to get bulbs at nearly t heir own 
pri ce . However , it was too late at that time to turn 
back and since it might have been possible for the cartel to 
regain t he grip it had lost , it wa s deemed wise to go ahead 
wi t h the de velopment of the Luma Plant , which now supplies 
light bulbs to c ooperatives both internat ionally and nation-
ally . 4 
3Bowen , ££ .Cit ., p . 7 
4childs, op . cit. , p . 35 
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The early development of vertical integration should 
not be considere d . Prior to considering such a move , the 
cooperative must be well aware of the added responsibility 
of a producing unit . As vTe 11 as the obvious need for 
c§Lpita1 that such a move will demand , there results the 
necessity of disposing of the finished product and becom-
ing an industrial concern with all its problems of labor 
and organization . 
In the case of the consumers ' cooperative, vertical 
integration moves backward from the selling function . 
It is , thePefore, not entirely as logical a procedure as 
it is in the producers ' cooperative. 
BUYING FOR THE PRODUCERS ' COOPERATIVE 
There is very slight variation bet'\feen the form of 
buy·ing and assembling in producers 1 cooperatives and buy-
ing and assembling in the consumers ' cooperatives . 
The summary given in the prev:bous discussionapplies 
to the field of producers ' cooperatives as well as to 
consumers ' cooperatives . In other words , it is up to the 
cooperat"ive to buy as cheaply and as efficiently as 
possible . 
Producers' cooperatives are characteristically form-
ed to save money for t he producer of some article in pro -
duct ion and to increase the sale of that article when it 
becomes a finished product. It is, therefore , apparent 
that the type of goods purchased by the producers ' co-
operative is essentially different from the type pur-
chased by the consumers ' cooperative. 
The former type of society is dealing, as a rule, 
with raw materials or at least capital goods, and in very 
few cases 'vith products primarily intended for consumers 1 
use . Such things as oil, fertilizer, grain , and feeds, 
and farm machinery are the types of goods that the pro-
ducers ' society is i nterested in obtaining for its members . 
Al most without exception, these items are bulky, expensive, 
and subject to seasonal and cyclical price trends. 
The purchasing a gent for the producers' cooperative 
must h ave a fundamental knowledge of tre market if he is 
e x pected to handle such goods at a profit for the co-
operative . This is not a simple matter and requires 
technical training and e xperience. Small producer co-
operatives find they are able to get along without such 
technical training and experience, merely because the y 
function more as a buying group than a true cooperative 
rendering services similar to a private concern. When the 
organization. functions as a buying group , it purchases a 
qua ntity sufficient only to take care of their immediate 
demands a.nd saves middleman ' s expense by making this pur-
chase as a group . However, for the large producers ' co-
operative the situat ion is slightly different . 
Large producers ' cooperatives of this type are found 
t h rough the citrus areasS and practically ever~There else 
where farming is conducted, extending even to t~e diversi-
SA. report g iving the names, locations, and volume of go ods 
handled by these larger associations can be found in the 
Appendi x of "Cooperative Purchasing of Farm Supplies" by 
J. G. Knapp ahd J. H. Lister. This is bulletin No.1 and 
is available from the Farm Credit Administration, vlashing-
ton, D . C. 
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fie d farming of New England, where two good c ooperatives 
are n ov1 duplicating each others 1 efforts . 6 I n the large 
producer ' s cooperative the function of purchasing is some -
times done by a separate cooperative , although some societies 
find it economical t o operate a purcha~ng association and 
marketing association under the same organization , in this 
way utilizing the same clerical labor for purch ases that 
is used for marketing during t h e marketing season, t he pur-
c~asing season preceding the marketing season in most 
a gri cultural areas . \>The r e the cooperative covers a terri-
tory large enough to contain overlapping seasons , t he 
function of buying and the functi on of selling , each cover -
ing several mont h s, the separate organization is found . 
Bec.ause of the amount of money tied up in an indivi-
dual item such as fertilizer or g rain , it is frequently 
advisable to have on~ man in charge of the purchase of 
each product . In this way responsibility is allocated 
and t he purchasing agent is n ot required to h ave a fin ger in 
all fields of buifing . 
This is true in the Eastern States Farmers ' Exchange 
and the Farmers ' Union Central Exchange . I n the case of 
the former, however, such allocation of power is not only 
wise but economical . The Eastern States Ex ch ange handled 
a business in excess of t welve million dollars for t he 
year of 1934 . 
In summation, it can be said that the purchasing agent 
for the producers ' society has all the problems of t he 
6 11Eastern Stat es and Merrimac Farmers . " 
agent of a consumers ' society and also the problem of 
handling merchandise in bulk quantities, the value of 
which is subject· to the trends of season and business 
and, therefore , because of this added responsibility, 
should specialize as much as possible. The duty of 
purchasing should be functionalized to a greater degree 
in the producers ' cooperatives than in t he consumers' 
cooperatives . 
Although the producers' cooperative presents more 
problems in scientific purchasing than does the con-
sumers ' cooperative , assembling in connection with buy-
ing is not one of the big problems. In fact it very 
freque ntly takes care of itself . 
ASSEMBLING FOR THE· PRODUCERS ' COOPERATIVE 
The real problem of assembling in a producers ' co-
operative is colle cting the members ' products for sale . 
This -vrill be taken up separately, since it has no direct 
conne ction to purchasing . As mentioned previously the 
products purchased by the producers ' cooperative are 
large ly ra1v materials or capital goods . 
Some of these organizations start out with a single 
line, such as f'ertilizer , f'eeds , or a s imilar product and 
find in time that it is advantageous to add additional 
lines . Most of these societies , however , confine their 
additions to products needed for the production of their 
members ' goods . These are relatively few when compared 
with the wide choice that consumers ' cooperatives have to 
make , and a complete line can quickly be assembled . 
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After the point is reached vThere the needs of the 
producers ' cooperative are well-satisfied, the coopera-
tive may take on products lvhich are characteristically 
consumer goods , but used in sufficiently large quantities by 
its members to warrant cooperative purchase . Such things 
as disinfectants , soaps, and automobile supplies are typical 
of thoreproducts f irst considered by a producers ' coopera-
tive vrhen it begins to cater to the consumer needs of its 
members . 
-~fuen these additional i terns are added the pr•oducers ' 
cooperative then faces the same problems of buying that 
the consumers ' cooperative meets , and this problem can be 
handled in the same manner. 
Machinery and implements represent a large invest-
ment on the part of producers, but present a problem of 
slow turn-over to the cooperat ive . Such items vrill soon 
be given serious considerat ion as an adjunct to the line 
of a growing producers ' cooperative . Caution should be 
taken before the cooperative becomes a dealer in such items . 
Because of the relatively high value per machine , capital 
can be tied up very rapidly in stock . These goods have a 
varying demand depending upon the economic success of the 
producers ' season and the cooperative that ties up capital 
in such go ods may have difficulty in obtaining a ready turn-
over . The result is that profit being made on the handling 
of other lines will be cut down by the handling of machinery 
and implements. 
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At fi rs t the cooperative should arrange , if possible , 
to hand le the g oods as a broker or nparlor jobber 11 , hav-
ing them shipped direct from the producer to the consumer, 
i n the same manner as a mail order house . 
Before closing this portion, it will be well to men-
tion service cooperatives, although because of their funea-
mental characteristics they present an entirely dif f erent 
prob l em from the producers ' or consumers ' cooperatives . 
Such cooperatives, as banks , housing associations , 
ele ct ri cal associat ions , and thoreperforming a sing le 
se r vice such as t he cooperative milk distributive a ss oci -
at i on , fall in thi s cat·egory . The majority of these 
s ocieties have very f ew buying problems, inasmuch as 
handling of merchandise for distri bution to the members 
is n ot the purpose of this type of organization. The mi l k 
coopera tive for example , falls in the same category as 
t h os e coope rat ives having assembling functions for di stri-
but i on . These will be ment ioned later. 
Elect r ic power cooperatives7 have , of course , t he 
one probl em of purchasing current for distribution t o i ts 
members . 
Housing8 may present t he problem of wise real e state 
investment policie s . 
With all these types of cooperatives it is essent i al 
that t he person wi th wh om the responsibility for pur cha s -
ing lies shouJd be active in the field of the particular 
7 Publication #R690 of the Department of Labor 
Pub licat i on # R67 l of the Department of Labor 
8Publicat i on #R656 of the Department of Labor 
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product handled . Many service organizations are connected 
vrith the farming industry . In citrus territories , we find 
picking and spraying associations, and in grain territories, 
harvesting and elevator associations which likewise have no 
problem of purchasing goods to be re-handled and sold to 
the membe rs . 
Goods connected with the running of the business 
have not been mentioned and are not of the greatest im-
portance . Of course, a foolish purchase of a plant by 
a society who expects to accomplish vertical integration 
would be disastrous . It is not likely that the spending 
of such large quantities of money will be done without 
forethought . 
Most cooperatives adhere to the principle of low 
rents and , such purchases a~e usually made in low rental 
districts when these districts are desirable for the 
operation of the business . 
Cooperative stores and gasoline stations have also 
to consider the purchase of equipment and machinery and 
as the ·society grows larger this machinery will probably 
include tabulating and clerical machines . I t is to be 
recommended that such purchases be made with due thought 
but inasmuch as the purchases of this type are of a 
nature which wi l l not bring about a recurring loss and 
since turn-over , discounts and such thingsare unimportant , 
it can be assumed that the majority of cooperatives will 
not become handicapped through unwise purchases of this 
type . 
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There is one thing that should be mentioned and it 
will be brought out further in the financing portion of 
this thesis. That is, that the investment in plant equip-
ment , installations, and accessories should not over-
obligate the cooperative and place upon it a top heavy 
capital structure . 
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CHAPTER VI 
SELLI NG 
There are two factors that affect sales- -the human 
factor and business policy . The ability and training of 
the personnel create the first factor , and the policies of 
the society create the second factor . 
Different types of societies will find that one factor 
is more important than the other . The consumers ' coopera-
tive -vril l not have as much difficulty as the producers 1 
cooperative in obtaining a satisfactory personnel because 
there are fewer important positions to be filled . 
On the other hand, business policies that effect the 
sales function may be more important to the consumers ' 
cooperative than they are to the producers ' cooperative, 
for examp l e , location of the store . 
The relative importance of the business policies and of 
personnel selection must be determined by the society, and 
the business in which the society is involved will be the 
determining factor . This will become clear as the detail 
of t he two factors is developed . 
PERSONNEL 
Many cooperatives have selected their perso~Del on the 
basis that one of the members knows a friend w·ho is looking 
for a job. By stretching the imagination, such selection 
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might be called the exercise of "the spirit of coopera-
tion". If the friend of the member is well-trained and 
well-suited to t he position such selection would be cons i -
dered excellent. However, all toofrequently, this is not 
the case though the employees chosen in this manner may 
have the ability to learn, the training is an expense to 
the society. This expense may prove to be a contributing 
factor in t he dovrnfall of a group. 
Performing Selection 
Among the members of most organizations there will 
be diversification of employment. If possible, the group 
should include some one familiar with the hiring process, 
who will represent the society in selecting employees . If 
t his man hesitates to accept such responsibility because 
of the enmity t hat may arise against him, a committee may 
be appointed to aid him in his work , thus · dividing the 
responsibility of discharging employees or of refusing to 
to hire "favorite sons 11 • 
Most societies leave the appointment of executives to 
the Board of Directors . Usually the Board will be suffi-
ciently large to eliminate favorit ism, bu.t the presence of 
an experienced personnel executive on this Board will do 
much to curtail favoritism if it occurs. 
S ome uocieties may vest in the Board the power of em-
ployment of all employees . Thi s practice should be avoided 
because g ood management allo~ors superiors some voice in t h e 
selection of their junior officers and clerks. A personnel 
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officer will understand this situation, and the employment 
of clerks and junior officers s hould be left to him rather 
than to the Board of Directors~ 
The detail of selectiDn itself, may be performed in 
the customary way . The cooperative should obtain applica-
tion blanks from business concerns that are engaged in 
hiring employees to perform duties similar to those of the 
society . fter obtaining these blanks , a composite form 
can be made out by the society to meet its own particular 
needs . 
Experience and ability will be the two attributes that 
should determine emplo~aent of an individual . The executives 
will probably be chosen more because of their experience 
records than because of their ability, since the latter 
should be reflected in the former . Minor employees may be 
chosen on ability alone, and it is not the purpose of this 
chapter to dis courage the hiring of untrained men by socie-
ties that have positions requiring little or no training . 
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Interviews will supercede the application blank , and 
most personnel officers find that if the employee is inter-
viewed by several inte rested parties, the collective opinion 
is better than the judgment of one individual . 
It may be difficult for cooperatives to hire men with 
experi ence in other societies, because of the lack of avail-
able cooperative - trained personnel. A man trained in a 
similar private business "'fill be more valuable than an un-
trained man , if he has the ability and inclination to grasp 
the difference between the cooperative mode of merchandis-
ing , and the merchand::!_sing of private industry . 
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Producers ' cooperatives have their own peculiar problems 
in se lecting field agents . If these men are salaried em-
ployees of the company, the methods prescribed previously in 
t h is chapter may be applied . On t he other hand agents work-
ing on commission are sometimes used by the society . This 
is parti cularly true of the purchasing society whose members 
a re scattered over a large territory. Such cooperatives 
may find it a dvan tageous to bring the product to t he mem-
ber i n order to obtain the volume of sales necessary ·for 
efficient operation. 
It is difficult to sele ct t hese men as carefully as 
paid employees are selected, but the same rigid require-
ments are necessary because the field agent will be in a 
position to make or spoil the reputation of the coopera-
tive in his t erritory . I f the society finds it imposs ible 
to employ a g ood agent it will do better to have none . 
Training the Employee 
After the pers onnel has been selected , it should be 
educated to cooperative methods , and i n the case of un-
trained employees, the training should cover the basic 
knowledge of thei r ovn particular f unction . In the case of 
consumers ' cooperatives the sales personnel i s made up of 
clerks; and in producers ' cooperatives the personnel is 
compose d of clerks , agents and company representatives . 
Training should include a knowledge of the product , develop-
ment of a ple asing personality, and an education as to t he 
p ol i c ies of the society . 
Many private businesses do not emphas ize t hese points; 
department stores, for example , frequently consider a sales 
clerk trained as soon as he is familia r with the stock and 
is able to vrrite out a sales ticket . Because of this vreak-
nes s on t he part of many busines ses , the cooperative has an 
opportunity to perform a service for its members that they 
will appreciate . A thorough training in the knowledge of 
the product will enable the society to sell private brand-
ed merchandise . The customer will have confidence in the 
recommendation of the employee if the employee demonstrates 
that he knows of vrhat he speaks . 
"High pressure" selling methods are not desirable in 
a coope r ative society . Cooperatives should foster the 
practice of economics on the part of their members. This 
does not mean that they should not present their goods i n 
the best light , but they shouldnot induce a customer to buy 
a p roduct t hat he does not need and can not afford . At the 
same time some societies trying to avoid "high pressure " 
methods , have failed to see the need of a pleasant approach 
and pleasant personality on the part of employees . A co-
operative member is a human being and as such , he appreci-
ate s courteous and willing service . Pleasantry is not in 
itse lf "high pressure",neither is the use of sales psycho -
l ogy when it is applied to sellinggpods that t he customer 
needs and can afford . 
I n order to represent the co operative movement in a 
favorable light the employee should be trained in the 
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policies of cooperation . If he is so trained he may become an 
important factor in obtaining new members and in keeping the 
goodwill of old members . The success of the society is de -
pendent upon the goodwill of its members , and expansion of 
the association is dependent upon increasing the number of 
members . Training the employees in the policies of the g roup 
is important . 
BUSINESS POLICY 
There will be many policies that have a direct effect 
upon sales . 'l1hey are the policies of· the society that de -
termine price, quality, branding , store arrangement, and 
advertising . 
Price Po licies 
IV.Iany private businesses determine prices by adding 
margin, including operating expense and profit to cost . 
This is not true of the price policies of the cooperative. 
I f the prices of the cooperative w·ere determined in t his 
manner , they should be substantially below competitive 
prices in the same area, ovring to the economies . that an 
efficiently operated socie ty is able to make , and owing to 
the elimination of the profit factor . 
One of the important .Rochdale Principles is t h e sale 
of g oods at prevailing market prices . If the cooperative 
reduces its prices belovr those of competing businesses , it 
will probably start price cutting competition . Most co-
operatives are operating on small capital and can not with -
stand long periods of price cutting that bring about sales 
be lmv cost. 
There is another disadvantage to a society that s ells 
its goods below competing prices; it can not determine ac-
curately vThether or not new inventories, to replace the 
g oods sold, will cost more or less than the inventories 
disposed of . 
If they cost more , the coope r ative wi ll find that sales 
at cost price may not pr ovide suffi cient funds for restock -
ing . Having considered these factors, cooperatives will 
find it to thei r advantage to have t heir prices equal to the 
pre vailing market price. If this isdone the dividend rather 
than the price will be the inducement offered to price 
buyers . 
Cooperative Quality 
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In order to give their customers the immediat e benefit 
of cooperative efficiency some societies have improved the 
quality of their merchandise without raising the price . This 
practice is recommended by the Eastern Cooperative vfuolesale . 
F or e xample, canned peas put up under the cooperative whole-
sale brand are comparable to premiQm quality peas, but they 
a r e sold at standard quality price. 
To offset the advantage of this policy there is an 
important disadvantage . The cooperative movement has found 
its greatest support among those people whose incomes are 
sma ll . They have joined the movement as a ruJe to make the 
income buy more goods, not to enjoy the luxuries of pre-
mium merchandise . Naturally a society that decides to sell 
premium merchandise at standard' prices cannot pay the same 
dividends t hat it would if it were selling standard merchan-
dise at standard prices . Such a policy will reduce the 
the dividends, and therefore , the consumer ' s dollar will 
buy better merchandise but it will not buy more merchandise. 
A cooperative will have to determine . wbat policy it 
wishes to follow and this can best be done by a vote of 
the member·s . 
Branding Policies 
A society will be tempted to handle privately branded 
merchandise because it can be bought more cheaply and there-
fore yields a greater return. I f it decides to handle go ods 
under its own brand it should be very careful that the 
standards of the brand are rigidly controlled . If not, 
its members will lose confidence and buy nationally branded 
me1~handise. The cooperative should handle both private and 
nationally branded merchandise, and if its private branding 
is done with care, it vrill be able to shift a large amount 
of its sales to its own line . 
Planning Store Arrangement 
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Small cooperative societies give little or no thought to 
the arrangement of the store . The layout has . an import ant 
effect upon sales. The average individual is susceptible to 
a pleasing interior . Order , cleanliness, and scientific 
arrangement are important . The cooperative does not have 
to install expe~sive equipment to achieve this end. Societies 
have lately been following the example of large public markets 
by bringing the goods within reach of the customer . This in 
itself eliminates expensive show cases and also enables the 
buyer to serve himself. 
Bringing the goods within reach of the cus tomer is a 
convenient and efficient vray to reduce ove rhead; but 
careful check a gainst pilferage is necessary. 
Attractive display of merchandise helps to increase 
sales because it reminds the customer of his needs . It 
does not cost the cooperative anything because it can be 
done by the clerks during slack hours. 
Increasing Sales .£l Advertising 
Cooperative advertising may be divided into three 
g roups; education, direct mail , and general advertising . 
Cooperation is a new idea in many areas. Before 
general advertising and direct mai l can be effective, the 
public must be made receptive to the movement. This is 
accomplished by education. In order to operate this effi -
ciently, several societies join together to form a co-
operative society to assemble, organize, and distribute 
. 1 
information. There are several of these in existence to-
day and they welcome individua l cooperatives to their 
membership . The advice and assistance given by such or-
ganizations are invaluable to the small society, and the 
expense is much less than it would be if the society at-
tempted to prepare its own educational data. 
Having used the facilities of the educational g roup , 
the next advertising the society is likely to sponsor will 
be direct mail . This will reach the members and prospec-
lThe names and addresses of these societies may be obtained 
from the Cooperative League of the U. S . A., 167 Vles t 12th 
Street , New York City . 
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tive members at a minimum cost. Included in this type of 
advertising is special information; such as prices, nevr 
products , and f o llow-up mailing. 
Afte r the cooperative has obtained suffici ent size to 
justify a greater expense a house organ is useful. This is 
particularly true in the case of farm organizations and 
other types having a s cattered membership . It supplements 
the calls of the company ' s representative and informs the 
members as to what their society i s doing . 2 
Genera l advertising is not used by cooperatives until 
they have become large enough to justify t he expense. This 
time arrives only when they can reach t heir members and 
patrons more cheaply in this manner t han they can by direct 
mail . 
In this Country societies generally have not rea ched 
this size . A feiv of the large consumer cooperatives use 
local newspapers, and .only exceptionally large marketing 
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s oc:Leties use gener·al advertising . Among t hese are such con-
cerns as the California Frui t Grovre r s 1 Association and 
Land 0 ' Lakes Cr•eameries . 
Summary 
Al most all business policies h ave an effect upon the 
sales function, and the sales ang l e should be considered 
before determining the policies . In producers ' societies 
the sales function is more far-reaching than in consumer 
organizations and field sales work with its complications 
2:sul l etin No . l, Farm Credit Administration lis ts 40 farm 
Supply Cooperatives , presumably near ly a complete picture 
of the industry . There are 25 periodicals listed as pub-
lished by these organizations . 
must be taken into consideration . 
An e xcellent example of a marketing society that has 
built up an efficient sa les organization is the California 
Fruit Growers ' Exchange . This society has found it neces~ 
sary to increase the potential market for its products, ow-
i ng to the fact that the production of citrus fruits has 
shown a continuous upward trend . To cope with this situ-
ation, the }!:xchange has use d all the wiles of the large 
private business. An excellent description of their 
marketing organization may be · found in the July, 1936 issue 
of Fortune . 
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CHAPTE~ VII 
TRANSPo· 'I'ATIOH 
T ANSPORTAT ION I H THE CONSUMERS 1 COOPERATIV'Li: 
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he consume r s 1 cooperative has f'evrer prob1e.ms of trans -
porting than any other t ype of soci e ty. 'tlhat problems do 
arise come up either in transporting from the supplie r or 
to the c onsumer . 
Transporting from the Supplier . 
Terms offered by suppliers of consumer goods usually 
are f . o .b .. destination . i-lhen this is the case the coopere.-
tive society has rio pi'oblem in tPansporting their supplies . 
There ar•e few instances where the society may obtai n 
an advantage in pi'ice if they furnish transportation from 
from the factory or f r om a center of supply . It is conceivable 
that if t he society grm-Ts to sufficient size , the addit ional 
price differential that may be gained by transporting from 
the source of supply will be worth considering . 
This is a mathematical probelm and can be handled as 
such . In order to dea l wi th this cor r ectly the cooperative 
s houl d first ascertain the price concessions which will be 
obtained b y furnishing their m-Tn transportation . . fter doing 
this the society should est imate the expense of t r ansporting . 
I ncluded i n this will be the interest on capital invested i n 
equipment , deprepiat ion of equipment and operating -expenses . 
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Naturally in estimating t he operating expenses it should be 
taken into consideration that source s of supplie s are not 
always centralized . If this is realized it will be seen 
that the society will find it impractical to transport all 
items on which price concessi ons might be gained . Sometimes 
a society may find it advantage ous to have a freight depot 
at some central location from which they can furnish their 
own transportation. Territorial price policies on t he part 
of suppliers are an example of such situations . I t may be 
e x tremely profitable for cooperatives doing business a d -
j a cent to a territorial boundary to make a short haul to 
avoid increased charges .• 
Assuming that the cooperative does not find it pro -
fitab l e t o invest in its own trucks and equipment , there 
may be some instances where the problem of r oute choice 
and method of transport at i on is left to the society . Here 
again the comparative c ost becomes a mathematical problem . 
Tariff rates are a world unto themselves a nd a man 
having a thorough knovrled,ge of them commands a salary large r 
than the small cooperative can afford for such specialized 
service . If such problems arise the manage r will d o well 
to get comparative rates of t he various routes and methods 
t hat are available , s e lecting the cheapest to the best of 
his ability . 
•rransporting to the Consumer 
The de livery service is one least likely to be perform-
ed by a cooperative . Cooperative socie t ies do not find high 
average income groups receptive to cooporation . I t is quite 
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probable t l.:1at the middle and lo'liier classes viho fo rm the gi'eat est 
group of coope r ative members will be more than -vrilling to 
dispense with the expensive 1 de l ivery function . 
If t he c ooperative should con temp l ate delivery service 
because of popular demand , it w1ll d o -vrell to ascertain t b.e 
exact ext ent of this demand among its member•s, thus elimin-
ating the possibility of additional expense caused by t h e 
request of an a ctive minority . 
TRANSPORTATION I N THE PRODUCERS 1 COOPERATI \t'E 
Transporting by t he producers ' cooperative must be 
taken up according to t he purpose of the society. 
The purchasing society transports for two reasons ~ 
( l) I n order t o assemble i ts line . 
( 2) In order to d istribute to members . 
Transportation in the marke ting society is also a dua l 
problem . It transports f or assembling purposes and for distri -
bution to the public . 
Transportation for the Purchasing Society 
Host cooperative purchasing s ocieties have found 
it profitable to supply their own transportation when 
purchas ing goods . The only excepti ons to this rule are 
t he small socie ties that do not handle a sufficient vo lume 
t o justify the pu rchase of transportation equipment . However , 
the large societies have found in hand l ing bul k g oods that 
t he equipment purchased has justified its cost . 
A. fe1·r typical groups that are supplying their own 
lconverse, ~ · cit . , p . l.~07 Cash and carry stores save from 
2 t o 5 per ce~ De l i verie s for department and dry go ods 
stores cost from 9 .3 to 11 . 5 and average around ten cents 
per package. 
equipment are lumber cooperatives, seed and fertilizer 
organizations , oil and gasoline cooperatives, and farm 
supply societies . 
There are certain factors that must be taken into con-
sideration by a purchasing cooperative before it should 
embar k on a program of transportation . These factors 
are similar to those conside red by a consumers ' coopera-
tive . 
(1) The location of the socie py . 
(2) 
Societies not located near a common 
carrier must almost inevitably sup-
ply their own transportation. 
The profitable employment of capital when 
invested in equipment. 
Naturally it would be unwise to buy 
equipment unless the equipment more 
than paid for itse lf by savi ng frei ght 
charges . 
(3) The nature of the materia l to be handled . 
In some case s materia l requiring special 
handling -vrill demand expensive equipment , 
i . e . , gas and oil. 
The arguments in favor of investing in transportation 
equipment must sum up to t he conclusion that it i s more 
profitable to supply transportation than to accept t he 
S·3rvices of the common carrier . Other-v1ise the society 
should not consider deve loping the func t ion . 
The Common Carrier ~ used .!2z Purchasing Societies 
1·/e have dealt so far \-lith the advisabi lity of purchas-
ing transportation equipment; sometimes it will be necessary 
for the cooperative to buy transporat ion from a common 
carrier . 
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The question of comparative rates must be considered 
here . There are also other factors which will influence 
t :J.e choice of routes and methods of transportation . Such 
things are nature of the product , whether it be perishable 
or imperishable, the f acilities offered by the carrier-
handling equipment , etc . 
These contributing factors being equal, the low 
tariff route will be the one selected. Although car-
lot shipment at this stage in the '·,trade channel is not 
aa important a s when a product is be i ng marketed , it must 
be remembered that carload shipments are, of course , 
cheaper than L. C. L. 
~/la.ny purchasing societies have found it advantageous 
to integrate vertically into manufacturing . This may have 
a definite effect upon transpoPtation . Tariff rates may 
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be ' divided into tivo groups, commodity and class . It is 
sometimes quite important that the cooperat ive locate its 
manufacturing process with the thought in mind that the 
flnished product may tal{e a different frei ght rate than the 
raw materia ls. It is obvious , for example, that a coopera-
tlve doing a large business in gasoline and very little busi-
ness in other petroleum derivatives , ivill find it advantage-
ous to transport gaso line and not crude oil. The Eastern 
States Farmel"S ' Exchange does a large volume in motor oil . 
They find it advantageous to mix the bx'itestock near its 
source2 and transport the finished product . 
2Buffalo, New York 
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I n transit privileges may also affect transportation 
policies of the purchasing society . Ce rtain commodit ies may 
be stopped in tl~ansit for manufacturing , milling, fabricating 
or packing , and for ot he r purposes and shipped on after t he 
pro cess is completed, as long as the direction of movement 
is continuous . There is a small charge for this privile ge . 
Transportation for the Purchasing Society tfuen Distributing 
Goods 
The purchasing society when distributing goods will 
sometimes find it necessary to facilitate the service to 
membe rs by furnishing transportation when distributin g t he 
purchas es . Sometimes this is quite e xpensive when compared 
with ass embling transportation . 
If the members are not scattered over a large territory 
this function may sometimes be eliminated . However , there are 
re lat ive l y few large purchasing societie s wbthout scattered 
memberships . 
rany purchasing societies depe nd on volume to operate 
e f'fi ciently and in order to obtain this volume t hey service 
a large area . This was ment ioned in t he pr e ce ding chapte r . 
Tra ns portati on facilities are i mpOl"'tant -vrhen bui l ding v olume 
be cause it e liminat es the member ' s responsibility for this 
function . 
I n order to obtain satisfactory di s tribution to members 
at low cost, most purchasing cooperative s have found it 
desi rable to group deliveries . There a r e two me thods .used . 
I n the first method the cooperative allows orders to 
colle ct until a bu l k shipment can be made . This slovrs dorm 
the service to some extent but decreases expenses . This 
method is commonly used -vrhen truck deli very is made. After 
the society has built up its business it sometimes de l ivers 
in certain areas on certain days , regardless of the amount 
to be delivered because it can assume that a sufficient 
amount of orders vrill accumulate between deliveries to 
justify a schedule . 
In order to obtain satisfactory deliveries where the 
foregoing method can not be used the cooperative frequently 
selects distribution depots in the field , shipping to 
these depots in car-lot or truck loads in anticipation of 
demand. The member then furnishes his mm transportation 
from the depot . 
Either of these methods is satisfactory. Each has· its 
drm-Tbacks. Shipping after orders have been accumulated, 
or periodic shipping de l ays service causing some members to 
buy e lsevrhere vThen they need immediate deli very. 
The depot method is more satisfactory~ but if the 
society has several depots, inventories may become loaded 
and a heavy demand for working capital and lmv turn- over 
-vrill result . 
Because of the expense of deliv~ry, many cooperatives 
-vrill attempt to eliminate the function. Small societies 
may be succe ssfu~ however , the large society will find it 
possible to compete on a price basis with private concerns , 
even though t he association makes unit deliveries . 'r he y 
should, therefore, give this service in order to maintain 
volume . 
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There is really no strict set of rules that can be 
followed. Each individual society must cope with its 
O\,Tn problem. The small society may obtain the coopera-
tion of its membex·s vTi thout the service, but the small 
society is not economical. I t will probably have to branch 
into the delivery function if it intends to groi-.r to effi-
cient size . 
Assembly Transportation in the Marketing Cooperative 
The marketing cooperative has a greater problem in 
assembly transportation than any other type of society. 
The reason for this is that the marketing society is the 
result of the attempt of a large number of producers pro-
ducing in small quantities to compete with large r organi~a­
tions. 
The immediate problem is how to centralize the pro -
duct at its earliest stage in order to obtain low cost 
transportation through quantity shipment. Sometimes the 
industry itself indicates -vrhen cooperative transportation 
will begin . The best method of explanation will be to cite 
several examples . 
In the livestock shipping association the manager 
arranges the time for shipments ( depending upon train 
schedules and demand for l ivestock ) . The producer is then 
advised of t he chosen date. The member will inform the 
manager of the number of head and the appi•oximate weight of 
his shipment . After this is done the manager ascertains the 
number of cars necessary and the shipment is made. 
In the grain industry the elevator is the natural 
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point of concentration . The fa rmer delive rs the . rain to 
the associat ion elevator vrhere it is ac cumul a te d until ship-
ment is thought favorab l e . 
In the cotton industry t he most economical rout e f6r 
the cotton is direct f rom gin to mil l . The gin , however , 
is not necessarily the point of concentration . ios t co -
operative s perform t he transportati on func ti on after concen-
t rating cotton at point p repared f or the purpose and bulk 
shipment is made from this point . 
n the tobacco business t he · channe l is very similar 
to the channel in the cotton i:pdus try; the society assu· es 
transportation from the warehouse . 
In the fruit and vegetable indus try t h e packin house 
is usually the concentration point . 
The e c onomics of transport at ion must be considered 
by the marke ting society just as i t \vas consi de r ed by the 
purchasine soc i ety and t he c onsumers ' c oope r ative . Car -
l oad shipment s , i n transit privi leges , div rsion and a 
lm·r load factor on equipment are a l l pe rtinent . Tariff 
r ates should be compared and t he cheapest routing and 
me t hod should be develope d . 
· istl~ibution Transpor•tat ion in t he Ma i•keting Cooperative 
Pooling of produ cts in order to reduee transport at ion 
charges is one of t ne corne rs tones of t he success of t h e 
marketing coope r at i ve . Before co opor•ation small producers 
usually paid the h i ghest cost f or tra nsportation . 
Ste r t he goods have been de l ivered to t he cen r al 
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point mentioned previously the cooperative either alters 
t hem some¥rhat or passes them on unchanged to the marlmt. 
It some times becomes . a very complicated procedure . This 
is t he case in the California Fruit Growers ' Exchange. 
' 3 In 1935 this Exchange had gross sales of $107 , 000,000 . 
The tremendous quantity of citrus fruits that this figure 
represents is big business. 
It is the purpose of cooperat ive marketing societies 
t o sell to the greates t advantage of its members. This 
may entai l increasing demand t hrough advertising and sales 
stimulation . It is more likely to entail sensible distri-
bution yo licies . It is because of this that transport a tion 
becomes a vitally important cog in t he machinery of a mar-
keting society. 
The marke ting cooperative i-ri ll probably be able to 
determine the amount it vrill have to ship long before such 
shipment occurs. 
Giving to competition in the buying markets , it is 
up to t he association to ship where competition will be 
l east and demand greatest. This means that in many instances 
economic'al transportation must be sacrificed for speed and 
c orrect quantity . If } for example, a certain market is 
already supplied vri th the product but can stand some increase 
in this supply it \vould be foolish to send large quantities to 
that market even though transportation might be cheaper . 
Diversion which was mentioned previously should be 
3l1Fortm' ne" July 19~ 6 
' ./ 
explained at this time. A carload of goods may be shipped 
to a certain point and before or after arrival may be divert-
ed from that point, a small extra charge is made for this 
privilege . The railroads stipulate, however , that the 
gene ral dire ction of the car must remain the same . Thus a 
car can not be shipped to New York and routed back to Chicago , 
but it can be shipped from Chicago and routed through to 
New York at through rates plus the dive rsion charge . 
Marketing cooperatives if t h ey handle a lal;'ge volume 
of business can afford expert traffic handling . Such speci-
alized service will be more than worth the expense. 
Many small marketing cooperatives do not attempt 
widespread distribution of their products but are willing 
to perform t his function through a midd l eman . 
The marketing society gives its members t he follo-vr-
ing savings and advantages by performing t he transportation 
function . 
( l) Car-lot rates 
The savings accrued from this 
method of shipment varied from 
10 to 40 per cent among six co-
operatives tibulated by Matthew 
0 . Tobriner. f 
( 2 ) Consideration from the railroads . 
(3) Good refrigerator and special hand-
ling service . 
( 4 ) Diversion. 
( 5) I n transit privileges . 
(6 ) Lowered costs through efficient 
routing . 
4Mears and Tobriner, op . cit . , p. 210 
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(7 ) Reduced rates resulting from the 
pressure of an organized group . 
(8 ) Prompt consideration of associa-
tion claims by the railroad . 
( 9 ) Intelligent distribution of the 
product through the selection of 
the market . 
Although this last a vantage can hardly be considered a 
result of transportation performed by the society it 
is sufficiently related to be considered with the other 
advantages of this group . 
COOPERAT I VE DELIVERY SYSTEMS 
Duplicated delivery services have been t he object of 
derision by economists for years. Very few attempts to 
eliminate this duplication have been successful. Some -
times the attempts have been s uccessful but have in them-
selves created problems . 
For example , several years ago an investigation was 
made of the reason for the high cost of mi lk in Neiv York 
City . The result o_f t his investigation showed duplica -
tion of t he delivery function to be a very large contri-
butor . to milk cost . The ultimate result of this was the 
sanctioning and furthering by the City of New·York of 
milk company cons olidations . 
During the winter of 1937- 38 another investigation 
i·ras necessary because 1t was thought that the consolida-
tion advocated as advantageous previously was in reality 
the explanat ion for the high cost of milk . 
The cooperative delive r y system has not been success-
fully app lied to products customarily sold from door to 
door. It is for t h is reason that itis a failure in milk 
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distribution and cannot be applied to the New York City 
problem . However, it is successfully used in the distri-
bution of shopping g ood s e..nd is found in New York , Boston, 
and other large s hopping centers . 
The . cooperative de live ry socie ty operates i n · t he same 
manner as the de l ivery department of any private con cern . 
The only difference is t hat t he socie ty must arrange to 
gat he r the de l iveries from its members . Some ass ociations 
do t h is , others requii'e t hat the me mbers deposit t heir de -
liveries at a depot. 
Central de l ive ry systems are reputed to save nearly 
50 per cent S i n de l i very expens e for smaller stores , about 
one-half as many vehi cles are neede . Twenty- t i·TO s ystems 
showed an averaee s a v:i.ng s of 69 per cent 6 i n man povre r . 
These are three disadvantages to the central delivery 
sys t ems . 
( 1 ) Solicitation by drivers i s eliminate d . 
Businesses that depend on such 
solicitation can not consider 
coope r a tive delivery 
(2) Delivery service j_s the s ame 
for al l members and , therefore, 
can not be used as an argument 
to obtain sales . · 
( 3 ) The publicity value of t he priVate -
ly owned flee t is e l iminated . 
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T~e central delivery system has proven very economical . 
It has fai le d in some instances because the members h ave 
violated t he a g reements and made special de liverie s. 
5Convers e , op . cit ., p 504 
6 ibid 
Many shopping stores do not use this system be -
cause they feel that the advantage of special delivery 
services and the advertising value of a fleet more than 
offsets the savings . Neither fact i on can prove its case. 
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· If anythin g the cooperative system can shmr a concrete 
saving . The individually operated system can not sho1-1 de -
finit e ly that increased sales , be cause of the special service 
and publicity , offset the saving of a cooperative system . 
CHAPTER VIII 
STORING 
Cooperatives very often have to make the decision 
as ~o -vrhether t hey will store · or not . There are certain 
advantages to be gained by storage . The cooperative \·Til l 
be able to get more purchase discounts . It will be able to 
buy bargain merchandise and in some cases merchandise im-
proves if stored, for example , cheese . At the same time 
s t orage may be · a. considerable expense. Very often , how-
ever , if the cooperative is located in a cheap rental 
district , it can obtain space cheaply . 
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It vras not many years ago that merchandise lfas pur -
chased in a haphazard manner, the quantity taken by the buyer 
more .frequently being the quantity convenient to the supplier . 
Today , however , the buyer is more inclined to consider his 
own convenience and expense . 
The department store is credited vTith t he discovery , 
shortly after the Civil War , that frequently more money could 
be made by a rapid rate of stock t urn-over than by mark- upl . 
Of course there may have been many individual appli ca-
tions before this but the department store applied it as an 
important fa ctor in me rchandising . 
Turn- over is one of the important things to be taken 
1converse, £2 . cit ., p . l43 
into consideration \·Then quantity purchase is advocate d . 
Th e example of soap purchase on pa ge 30 is typical of a 
problem that might arise in a cooperative society; in t h is 
case it was found to be better to purchase orie hundred case 
lots . This left the cooperative an additional marg in equi -
valent to 2 per cent f o r 65 days . The other 300 days wa s 
off set by i nterest cost on the money borrowed to invest i n 
t h e soap . 
However, the cooperative had to consider storage and 
de p reciat i on , if any, on t he merchandise. If t his storage 
cos t and depreciation used up the 65 day, 2 per cent ga:Ln 
made t·h rough quantity purchase, it would be reasonable to 
as s ume that the cooperative should purchase on a hand to 
mouth basis . · 
Virtually all storage problems are the same . The cost 
of storage space can be computed accurate l y . Advantage 
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gaine d by storage can also be computed more or less accurate -
ly. One should be weighed a gainst the other and tne policy 
t hat proves more advantageous adopted . I n some cases the 
c ooperative can not consider s torage purely on an e xpens e 
ba sis and it is t hes e cases tha t we will discuss separately. 
STORAG "' FOR THE CONSUMERS ' COOPERATI VE 
· The consumers ' cooperative , if a member of a federated 
g roup, will find that its who l esale society is more under-
standing than the average jobber . 11he cooperative v!holesale 
society usually divides its merchandise , giving the small 
s oc:Lety due cons i deration, making it possible for the society 
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to buy in uantities that do not demand great storage 
facilities. This vill be gone int o in more detail in 
t he cha ter dealing vith division . 
The consumers ' society has usually only a minimum de -
mand fo storage s ace. Turn- over is extremely im ortant 
t o such so cieties . 
The epartment of LB~bor recommends a turn- over of not 
-, ' h ' l t; ' 0 
.1..ess -c __ an ·ewe ve · lmes a year;,_ some successful cooperatives 
have a turn- over of for ty times a year . This is figur~d on 
an average stock of eight thousand dol l ars . 3 
Tvo things are apparent from his c omparison . 
( l ) /\.n $8 , 000 stock of consumers ' goods does 
not r equire g r eat spa ce . 
(2 ) ~uantity purchase dis c ounts vill have a 
hard job to offset such a h i gh turn- over. 
The location of the c onsumers L cooperative 1vas dis cuss-
ed in the chapter on sel l ing . I t was pointed out t hat the 
society should locat e at a spot c onvenient to the majori t y 
of its members but not in t he high rental districts catering 
to transient business . 
I f the cooperat ive fol l ows this policy, a fair idea 
of rent expense including storage space and the store it -
self can be obtaine d from the Department of Labor bulletin 
""J r9n ~-l\O o :) O , r.I'his bul l e t in advocates t hat a store doing a 
business of $8 , 000 monthly can afford to spend from ·1~0 to 
;240 in rent . Country stores no matter what the volume 
2Department of Labor , Bulletin No . 59", p . 20 
3 ibid 
4 ibid p . 2l 
should not pay more than 1 per cent of sales . 
If a store finds that for one reason or another its 
rent is exceeding this point ~t should seek to determine 
the reason . If excessive storage space proves to be an 
important factor in cost it should be eliminated . 
The only type of consumers • cooperative that has a 
real problem of storage is the cooperative handling bulk 
goods . The gas and oil society is a good example of such 
a cooperative . 
The Government recommends5 that bulk station equip-
ment j_nc l ude three 12, 000-gal lon vertical storage tanks , 
and does not advise the purchase of any equipment of less 
t han 12,000- gallon capacity . Three tanks will cost approx-
imatel.y $ 1 , 000 f . o . b . factory . 6 
.Most stations handling a volume of gas and oil can 
not ge t tank car prices vri thOtlt such equipment unless they 
are extremely fortunate . Therefore it is almost impossible 
for the gas and oil society to avoid storage costs . 
STORAGE FOR THE PRODUCERS' COOPERATI VE 
In dealing with storage we must again divide the 
producers• cooperative functional l y. The purchasing s ociety 
will be t aken up first. 
S torage for the Purchasing Society 
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The purchasing society generally handles bulk products; 
Naturally this in itself brings about a storage problem. 
The small society usual ly finds that storage can best be 
hand le d near the central office . This office is very frequently 
c c r JDepartment of Labor, Bulletin No . oOo, p.{ 
~" 0 ibid 
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in a small tm·m in the center of an agricultural c ommuni ty. 
-fuen such is the case it is not necessary to worry much about 
t he storage expense which will be small in such lm·r rent dis -
tricts . 
There is one precaution that shoul d be taken by the 
y oung society; that is to rent if possible rather than to 
buy or build. Building is frequently done by young producers ' 
cooperatives located in rural territories and in too many 
instances the cooperatives have failed wi t h a substantial 
p roportion of their capital tied up in buildings. 
In rural ten.,itories it will be better to adapt avail-
able bui ldings to the need of the socie ty at least tempora-
rily. A barn or an old frei ght depot may not be an ide a l 
storage warehouse but it will serve the purpose until the 
·coopera tive has shown its ability to succeed . 
Purchasing cooperatives are or ganized-for the pur pose 
of g iving t h e individual the advantages of l arge scale buy-
i ng . It is needless to say that the large scale buying can 
not be carried out without storage . 
\tlith the exception of the small cooperatives mentioned 
previously, most purchasing associations have a problem of 
de ciding -vrhere such storage -vrill take pla ce . There al"e 
many thing s that must be taken into consideration when de -
c iding -vrhe re to st ore. 
There i s t he obvious problem of rent a l values , but 
t he re are also several other important f a ct ors; amon g the se 
is t he convenience of the location of the reserve supplies. 
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Shal l they be near t he members, railroads or other transport-
ation, the home office or source? 
Invent ory control and turn- over mus t be c onsidered. 
I t is easier to keep track of inventories centrally located 
than those scattered at many points, ·and turn-over may be 
stepped up and inventories reduced v-rhen storage is centra- · 
lized . 
I n the chapter on tPansportation, the policy of some 
purchasing societies to l ocate reserve supplies in the .field 
'ivas mentioned . It is policies such as t his that may add to 
• 
inventories and reduce turn-over. Some times in co or dinating 
supplies i t is necessary to take from one field storage loca-
ti on totr ansfer to another. This results in expense and 
p r ovides . another argument against this method of storage . 
In general it can be said that bulk products should be 
stored n ear transportation services. Th is will reduce s hort 
haul transportation expense. 
Purchasing societies that manufacture or process, gen -
erally store the bulk of their product near the plant. Th is 
eliminates the possibility of shipping quantities to a cen-
tra l l ocati on merely to ship back again in the direction 
from whence the product came . 
The Eastern States Farmers ' Exchange in Springfield 
h as :lts central office in t hat city at vlhich point it st ore s 
certain consumer goods that its members use sucn as soap 
and oil fi lters. It also has a warehouse in that city locat -
ed near transportation facilities. This handle s a reserve 
supply to take care of the demand of Northern and Central 
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New England . 
Its manufacturing operations7 are carried on at Buffalo . 
NevT York and the bulk of its merchandise stored there near 
railroad lines . It can give quick service to its outlying 
warehouses and has the facilities to ship out 108 carloads 
of feed per day . 
In summation it can be said that the purchasing society ' s 
problem of storage is a problem of holding operating costs to 
a minimum and reducing overhead accordingly . 
Storage for the Marketing Society 
The mark~ting society has a greater storage problem 
than any other type of cooperative . The reason for this is 
that it collects its member ' s prod~cts which naturally brings 
about the need for a plant where the merchandise can be 
centralized and held until such time as the market can best 
absorb it. 
One of the reasons "\vhy marketing societies have proven 
profitable in their ventures is that they have been able to 
supply storage facilities that would be impossible for the 
individual members , due to prohibitive cost . The members, 
prior to the formation of the cooperative , not only were 
receiving a lower price for their goods because they vrere 
not abl e to take advantage of the market , but storage middle -
men -vrere also making a profit on the member 1 s goods . 
I n some marketing cooperatives where storage is a 
primary consideration, it has been 'fomLd judicious to form 
a storage cooperative ovmed by the marketing cooperat ive . 
7Except fertilizer which because of imported ingredients is 
manufactured on the seaboard at Cambri dge , Massachusetts and 
\H lmington , Delmvare . It is stored at these points . 
This is the case in t he Farmers' National Grain Corporation , 
which owns all the stock in the Farmers ' Nati onal Vfarehouse 
Corporation . 
I n 1931 the warehouse corporation controlled a total 
terminal elevator capacity of 1+0 ,000, 000 bushe l s ; 18 ,000,000 
represented owned facilities and a bout 22,000,000 leased 
faci l itie0 . 8 This capacity was found to be unwieldly be -
cause many9 of its grain e levators -vrere located in country 
districts . Country e le vators are necessary in the g rain 
business because individual farme rs do n ot produce in 
sufficient quantities to obtain the best freight rates . The 
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grain must be con centrated t o facil itate hand ling and shi pping . 
It was found advisab l e to sponsor .l o c a l cooperative societie s 
vrhich would ovm and control the local elevator; by 1935 211 
of t he country facilities were dispose d of . 
'rhe Farmers 1 National l·farehouse Corporation by dispos -
ing of t heir local societies were taking t he r is k t hat these 
socie t ies might later dispos e of their wares through anothe r 
channel; however, very little l os s has been suffered and much 
r ed tape has been cut. 
Decentra li zation i s typical of many marke ting societies . 
Small c ooperativGs usually control the first point of storage . 
I n the tobacco business , it is the warehouse ; in the frui t 
business , t he packing house; in the cotton business , it is the 
gin and warehouse . Small local s oc i eties are usually members 
of a l arger federated society . The l a tter genera lly own~ 
storage facilities at terminal markets. 
8Fet ro-v1 , \liard If ., Coope r a t ive Market ing of Ag;ri cu l tura l Products 
p . 511. 
9 391 in 1933 
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The extent of investment that a marke ting society 
should make in storage facilities is a debatable point. 
Th e small society should rent such facilities if possible; 
l a r ger societies can profitabl y inves t in varehouses. \-Then 
the society is dependent upon crops for its business, there 
is the chance that drought or unfavorable years may curtail 
operations to a point where it is difficult to meet over·head . 
This happened in the grain belt in 1933-34-35 ,10 
Storage facilities for marketing associations are 
generally of a specialized nature. The grain elevator is 
typical . The independent producer has frequently found that' 
he has been unable to obtain satis fa ctory specialized stor-
a ge servi ces and that owing to the absence of suoh servic~s, 
he has been forced to suffer a loss on marketing his crops . 
Because of this, most cooperatives feel that the storage 
plant shoul d furnish its memberswith adequate facilities 
1-rhatever• they may be·. Many storage plants are Government 
approved, thus enabling the society to obtain funds on their 
me rchandise stored with·them. 
In conclus ion it can be said that the marketing 
society should give its members the best possible storage 
facilities. These facilities should be located at a point 
convenient to the members and convenient to the market be -
cause of the difficulty in coordinating s torage facilities. 
Such facilities may be owned by local societies t hat are 
members of a federated system . The owned facilities of the 
storage cooperatives should not equal the demands of the 
p .56 
members during peak seasons. Peak demands may be met by 
the association if it owns part of its facilities and rents 
the rest. This will eliminate the possibility of high over-
head cost during periods of low production. 
CONSUMER ST ORAGE COOPERAT I VES 
The consumer storage cooperative is a unit lvithin it-
self and can not be classified either as a consumers ' or 
producers' cooperative . 
I 
The storage cooperat ive, purely for the c onvenience 
of marketing producers, has been mentioned p reviously . It 
is generally an off-shoot of the marketing cooperative; 
hm-Tever , there has been of la.t e a movement to supply the 
producer with storage facilitie~ that would take care of 
goods 11hich he himself has raised and that he will later 
consume. This type of! cooperative is not as prevalent in 
territories raising one money crop as it is in diversified 
fa~ming districts . It is the purpose of these societies 
to enable the farmer to consume out of season the goods 
.he has produced . A cooperative of this sort generally has 
a storage plant divided i nto small bins O!' lockers. where 
produce may.be stored by the member until such time as he 
sees fit to consume it. 
Seve r al of these societies have been quite success-
ful. Formed primarily to store the producer ' s own crop, 
they have expanded t o include non-producers 1.rn.o purchase 
loca l produce in season and consume it later. 
A successful cooperative of this nature is now oper -
ating in Amherst, J:vlassachus etts , I ts suc·cess in this 
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territ ory can be attributed to two things: first, .it is 
located in a region of diversified farming , and second, 
it is in a tmm where there is an agricultural c ol l ege 
tha t has aided in the education of members . 
Further movements of this type should be forthcom-
ing . Their success, like t he success of all cooper .t ive 
societies , will depend upon the educa tion of the public , 
and since this partictilar type of coope r a t ive is new, it 
will probably be slow in growth . 
5-
CHAPTER I X 
STAN ARDI ZI NG AND G ADING 
The standardi zation of products and promotion of 
accurate grading has .been one of the great services per-
formed by the producers ' cooperatives fo r the farmer. he 
consumers' cooper tive has not been particularly instrument -
al in romotine grading for the consL~ers although this is 
an open fie l d t hat they are beginning to recognize b stan-
dardizing and grading to make their products more acce t -
able to their buyers . 
STANDA .DIZI NG AS PERFO TIVE 
The earliest stage at ~orhich the consumers 1 coo erative 
standardized goods is during the processing or manufacturing 
of products. This i s carried on laraely by cooperative 
"'·rholesa l e s ocieties and though the policies are decided u -
on by the society as a vrhole , the direction of the function 
is left to the purchasing agent . 
Because there is demand in consumer goods for the 
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same item in different qualities , most ·vrho l esale societies '/ 
have adopted t he princi ple of differentiating Jrades through 
di stinctive labeling. P certain standard is e stablished 
and t~ ereafter pacl:ed under the l abel adopted for that 
standard . 
This practice is quite well establ ished in retail 
firms and has lone; been customary on the part of de artment 
stores and chains . It can be adapted to 1most any ty e of 
merchandise . For· example , should a cooperative desi nate 
its b lue label a s to· uality,. its red label a s second a.nd 
its e llm·r labe l as chea me r chandise , it can desi nat e canned 
go ds , ya rd goods , and toilet L.rticles of first ualit by 
a plying the b lue l abe l to all of this me rchandise: t h red 
_a~el to al l second class Lerchandise and the ellow label 
to al l t n i r·d class me rchandise . 
his method is a sensi.ble one fo r the cooperal:;i ve to 
adop·;:, because it aids in further in a mover.1ent of p rivate 
br anded merchandise . I f the c onsumer bu s b l ue l abel eaches , 
finds tnem to e oi' the .best quality, he has mor e. confidence 
willn b l ue label y a r d Joods are offered to him . It re ui re~ 
l ess education on the part of t - e cooperative to make sales 
of' rivatel branded mercl1ar~c1ise i n unre l ated lines. 
This is dist inct ly to· he consumer ' s advantage . 1'o 
Quote an xample from info::emat ·· on1 publi s hed by t he astern 
Cooperative League , nThe lo c:~l co opera:i::;:i_ ve s aves r o er 
cent er ound on the vholesale cost and the consumer saves 
35 per cent on the 11 e tai rice over nationa ly a vert ise 
br·ands . ' 3oa.p 'lalces is t he item to 1-rhich thi s quotation 
r e ? ers . 
Stan ard:_';_za;t.ion mus t be rigld ; in some cases a .iven 
standard is est bl:Lshed and a ll merch ndi.se b oue:ht PlUS~ con-
f orm with this standard . This 1retho can be a · plier to 
1 Tnt it led r:1ime gra h d info rmation availabl upon r u s . 
r"\(' 
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uniform me rchandise such as yard oods, hOi.revei· , it is not 
satisfac~orily used \Len dea l ing 1vit ~1 ca.nned rocerles . Be -
cause of crop irregularities, the best gr·are of' canned e.: •. cnes 
may be superior one season to the best g r·ade of the ·"ollo~;rin . 
season. In canne goods it is imposs:Lble to have conformance 
to any· i ven standard and merchandise must be re-standardized 
each year . Tais someti .1es br ings about a difficult roblem. 
'l'he Eastern Cooperative 1{holesa1e Society in the Fall 
of 1936 bought a quantity of peaches from a vrestern cann~r 
to conform t0 e. ce:r·tain sample . 'rhese eaches were ae;ce · ted 
1-rit i1 3reat ent_ usiasm by c ooperative members of retail units. 
In t he Fall of 1937 , the purchasing agent again bou~ t 
pAte;hes to conforom to the best samp l e available, howev r , ow-
ing to certain peculiarities in production and crop, the 1937 
batct1 did not come up to the 1936 pack . 'rhis caused a reat 
deal of ill feeling on the part of the members and , many 
members lost confidence in the 11.u. C . W." brand . 
Precau~ion should be taken to prevent such an occurence . 
Afte r an analysis of the incident , the purch asing a·ent real -
ized that the 1936 pack S[lOuld have been sold under a fancy 
label . The 1937 pack was a ~ood firs ·J run pack that coulJ 
be repeated annually . 
Such inc~dents are extremely dangerous to the coopera-
tive. I f the society intends to bui ld up brand confidence , 
it must be sure t ~1at its standard:Lzation is exact and 
consistent . 
Iv"erchandise that ca nnot consistently conform to a 
given standard must be bought on s ample a s shown above . 
However , there are certain given standards t hat even s tel 
article s ca n conform to . Ca nned merchandise , for exam l e , 
should never be sla ckly filled ; it shou l d never• have undue 
ue ight because o:f' s yrup . In other 1vor ds , the outside of 
tne package should be representative of the cont entG . T~i s 
is true of a ny packaged goods. 
The unit consumei• ' s c oo e r ative store, because of 
its small purcha sing power, wil l not be able to standa rdize 
for the benefit of its members . If it i s an independent unit, 
it s merchandise \·Till be produced by othe rs a.nd carr t r1e bran d 
of its supplie rs ; only good branded mercha ndise should be 
h andled . 
I f the retail unit is a member of a federa ed or aniza-
t i on , the policies mentioned pr·evi ous_y will be gove r ned b.-
the co ope:r•ative wholes a le . 
BY HE CONS Ufl-lERS 1 CO OPE- ATIVE 
Consumers ' co operatives have ve ry little op or tunity 
fhat l itt l e they do is a result of tne purchase 
of gr•ee n groce ries, fruits and meats. It is profit able for 
t . e c ons ume rs ' cQoperative t o g r ade such merchandise . 
The consumers ' cooperative t hat buys green vegetables 
must make i ts purchase locally; it is seldom done through 
t .1.e cooperative 1-rholesale . e n the merchandise is urcha se d 
it is usually found that s ome is in prime condition; some i n 
only f C:J.i r• shape ; and pa rt of it poor . 
It is u~ to the manager or the c lerk in charge to unpack 
suc'-1 merchandise when it ar'rives, grade and price it 
accordingly. I f it i·Tere ungraded the custome r would pick 
out the prime me rchandise and gradually there would be 
nothing left but the merchandise of poor quality, this 
',wul' have to be marked down or tnrOi·rn out . By 6radin 
the store is able to make a bet ter profit than it would 
:Lf :Lt 1-1ere to handle the merchandise as a single grade at 
a singl~ pr•ice . The customer l:Lkes this because _ e fee l s 
:i.1.e get s vrha.t he j_s paying f'o i'. 
, TANDARDIZING AND GRADING AS PERFO MED BY 
THE PR'O:DUC.;:!.RS I COOPERATIV2 
Some producer's ' coopera tives do vei'y little vlith the 
standai'dizing and grading fbnctions . Th se ai'e usuall 
small so~ieties that cannot afford to entei' a field that 
I'equires a great deal of I'esearch and OI'ganization or 
they are societies whose members produce a product that has 
no need for the function . 
I n gene i'al, large pui'chasing societies and marketing 
societies tha t ha nd l e fai'm pi'oducts have the most to do with 
this sub ject. 
Standai'dizinp_· and GI'adinr: as Performed Ex the 
Purchasing Societies 
Purchasing societies are intei'ested in buying for t he 
member , products that wi l l serve h im best. It is re gi'e t-
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able that in some i nstance s purchasing socie ties buy l'imari -
l goods that will yield a margin . The latter gPoup is a 
price buyer and as such the mepchandise is sometimes shoi't 
in quality. However this gi'oup is in the minoi'ity ~ Most 
urc'1.asing societies are interested in givinr: the member the 
greatest value · er dollar . I f by doing so the are able to 
sell their products to the members at a low price, the~ are 
fortunate , but this is not the determining factor . 
1ost societies believe in selling merchandise that 
wil l ield the most in erformance; in order to do t his , 
extensive standardization has been necessary . 
Sometimes purcnasing societi.es have em lo ed their 
oim research departments . This is particularly true when 
merchanci e such as chemicals can be analyzed in a abora -
tory . <1any materials dealt in by purchasin societies can 
not be satisfactorily analyzed in tha chemical laborator . 
The must be given a fie l d test and in some instances this 
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is expensive. For example , fertilizer must be com ared under 
varying conditions and even then the results depend u on the 
pri ce obtained for the product fertili~ed . I t may be -refit -
able to fertilize ' eavil when prices are h~gh but un refit -
able when rices are lCi·T . 
f the coo erative is to perform its own standardiza-
tion of ~ertilizers, it must be re ared to meet a heav 
expense . Many societies have been successful in persuading 
state colleges and other impartial tes ting organizations to 
shar e the expense of standardization projects . 
Raising of standards is a protectibn to the urchasin 
societ . If the society is ab l e to sell on a quality basis 
at a cost com arable to other mcrchandi3e it wi ll be able to 
rotect itse l f in the event of price cuttin~ . 
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The Eastern States Farmers ' xchange :V.:nows the value 
of such policies . I ts fertilizer prices are f . 9 . b . factory . 
~actories are located in Cambrid~e, Massachusetts and ~i l ­
mington, Delaware . The greater art o ·its territor is 
reasonably adjacent to these points, but some of it is quite 
far removed ; Presque I s le, Maine , located in t he potato re -
g ion, several hundred miles dista_t from Ca.bridge . 
Almos t al l fertilizer manufacturers deliver at an 
averaae rice in any territory. A competing manu.1·acturer 
located in Cambridge, Massachusetts would sel l his product 
in nearby towns at a highe r price than the Eastern tates ' 
roduct . But because of the average price polic it is able 
to undersell the Eastern States at Pr esque I sle . If it were 
not that the "E . S . F·. E ." had established ver • igh standards 
for its fertilizers , it would b-3 unable to meet the competition 
in aine . However , t hey can show that it is chefl.per for the 
farmer to pay a higher price than he would pay for com euin 
products which 1-Till not yield as much nutriment per acre . 
Besides protecting the society , quality standar s ar•e 
esirabl e from the member ' s viewpoint, since the uality 
goods and equipment he may buy through the purchasing society 
aid him in producing prime roducts . There is usually an 
. under supply of prime l'oducts and the member is able to 
obtain remium prices for his me rchan dise . 
Producers ' purchasing societies have raised the 
standards of products in many fields . Among these are 
petroleum products , dairy equipment, . tobacco , . cott on , grain, 
fertilizers, and farm equipment . 
Grading , which is t he separation of products into 
standardized groups, has not been an important function of 
the purchasine society because it buys by standard , goods 
that have been previously graded . 
Standardizing as Performed ~ the Marketing Societies 
tandardizing for many years was completely lacking 
in the marketing of agricultural products . As a result of 
this tile farmer suffered because he usually received payment 
for a ll his goods based upon those of poorest quality . 
The grain industry was the first one to recognize the 
importance of establishing standards . This education was 
promoted by the government and in 1916 Congress passed the 
Unite States ~rarehouse Act, >vhich permitted those stor·ing 
in public warehouses to discount their warehouse receipts at 
banks. Previous~y a bank was loathe to accept a warehous 
receipt because standardization was not specific . 
This act in itself has done much to convince the 
farmer of the "\visdom of standards . The Government has also 
spent large sums of money in deve l oping agricultural 
standards . The more pror:r?essive farmers have found it "'i-Tise 
to produce goods ·of a g iven st andard , but without pressure 
from outside agencies many farwers have not troub l ed with 
t his function. Cooperatives have f i l l ed t e gap and have 
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done much to spread the doctrines of standardization among 
agricultura l communities . Farmers who might r•esent the advice 
of theoretical Government men , have accepted it when it came 
from their own cooperative so ciety . 
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Producers' societies, made up of other than agri cul -
tura l groups, have not found it necessary to push t he 
standardi z ing functi on to t he same extent as the fa rmer 
socie ty because the f ormer type, whose membe r s are in 
industry , generally handle a manufactured product as i t 
com~s from their members and while it must conform to a 
given standard , it will generally do so be c ause industry 
is acutely conscious that its products must c ompete . 
The s t andardi zati on function a s performed by the 
cooperative i s largely one of a ccepting Government standards 
and advi s ing t heir members to produce a product. t ~1.at con-
forms. t o t hese standards . In some i n stances, cooperatives 
have de veloped t heir own research de partments seeking to 
improve upon t he given ~tandards . Some of t hese depart.me ~ts 
have ma de excellent progress a nd through the i r rese rch have 
pro uced improved raw mat e rials and i mproved methods of handl -
_ng . Such rese a rch has enabled its members to en j oy the pro-
ceeds resulting from producing premium grades . 
Grading a s Perf ormed Ez t he Marketing Society 
The standards havi ng been es t ablished it is up to the 
membe rs of the c ooperatives, a nd in most cases t e coopera-
ti~e itse lf, to d i vide the producbs so that t he y confo rm 
to t h e standard . This process is grad i ne. 
. l 
r\ . . ..._ ost i:!ll r: .':J :t··:keting c o ope :r·Bt i ves rer•form this func-
tion for their members . It is natur·al that they should do 
so because grading i n many inste~nees wi.ll require s pecial 
equipment ·Cl.nd special l y tr'Ed.ned personne l. Prior tc1 the 
corn1ng of the cooperative even the progressive f8.rrnel's -vrho 
--------
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produce d standardized products were unable to separate their 
cr·op be c ause they were not able to afford the added expe nse . 
In J:lan cr ses they had to se lJ . . L.ltej !' IllBl'Chandise t o UTlSC:r··nr:u -
Jo us middlemen v1ho would grade it f ar belov its true staLdc:.rd . 
I n other ca ses they h a d to pa y to have this grading performe 
for them . 
Cooperative s , be cause they have the res ources of seve ral 
p roduce rs, C<:l.n pur·cha:3e e;:e,,~di r~.e; equipment and can hiPe rained 
pers onnel. Because the c ooperative is wor·king for t he farme r 
without profit motl ve , tne r e is no reason why the grad i ng 
per.Lormed by t hem should not be ac curate . 
orne f armers 1·1:1e n t h ey hav e first turned over their 
.c rops to a c oopera tive marke ting society have bee n surpris ed 
tha t t heir product has conformed t o a grade far above t :1eir 
expectations . It may be similar to the crops of other years 
which had previously been subjected to such inaccuracy in 
grad ing that the farmer had very little idea of the real va l ue 
of his g oods . Many independent elevators made much of thei r 
profit by under gradi ng when they purchased the grain . 
This has been entire ly eli minate d by the cooperative 
and the correct performance of this funct ion, together with 
savings made in the transportation and storage functions , 
justify completely the existence of cooperative ffiarket i ng 
societies in one-crop regions . 
Standardizing and grading by cooperative societies is 
performed in many fields . Tobacco , cotton, wheat , corn , citrus 
and non- citrus fruits and dairy products are some of the out-
standing agricultrual products that are being standardized 
and graded by cooperat i ve societies.2 
2There is little avail~-ole print ed matter covering the sub-
j ects of standardizing and grading . The proceedure and 
conclusions outlined here have been obtained fro corres-
pondence and interviews with officers of l arge societies. 
The "E . C. 'tl . H and Eastern S t ates F a rmers ' ""xchange have 
been particularly helpful . 
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DIVIDING AND PACKING 
DIVIDING FOR THE CONSUMERS ' COOP RAT I VE 
Dividing varies according to the function perf ormed 
by the cooperative and the products handled by it. In the 
federated c ooperative , the wholesale is the first to perform 
the function . If the wholesale owns any of' its sources of 
supplies , d ividing may occur at the source . I n 1~aking d ivi-
sions , three points should be ke pt in mind . 
{l) The division should be convenient to 
the consumer . 
( 2) Division shoul d cater to the quantity 
buying habits of the public . 
{ 3 ) The division shou l d be of customary 
monetary value . 
I n the case of the vrholesale that is distributing to 
local societies , t he local society is its primary consumer. 
Ultimate ly t he g oods 1-1ill get into the hands of the publi c . 
Therefore, in making divisions , a wholesale must consider the 
convenience and buying habits of both the local society a nd 
the ultimate consumer . 
The quantity which the local society is able to pur-
chase varies with its capital , sales volume and storage facili-
ties. Therefore , the wholesaler must kee p these things in 
mind . Goods which the l·lholesaler purchases are frequently 
conveniently divided i-rhen received . This is true of practic-
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ally all canned , bot tled and packaged goods . Such items 
are bought by t hE;J 1-rho l esal er in c a s es and i t is merely a 
matter of shipping to the individual soci ety the number of 
cases desired . 
The real problem of division arises vlhen t he \·Thole-
saler buys in bulk quantit i es or specifies merchandise 
to be made up bearing the cooperative brand . This has been 
mentioned in t_e preceding chapter as a very profitable 
venture for the cooperative organization, but when the 
wholesale enters this field, it should not think itself 
an exception to the competitive rules governing inde endent 
producers . I ts product should be divided a c cording to the 
principles outlined at the beginning of the chapter . 
The re t ail society if it 'belongs to a federated g roup 
is supplied by the ~rho lesaler who has already performe d the 
function . I t is governed by the three rules given previously 
. and should not depart from them . 
n example of departur e was given in Chapter V and 
dealt Hith the SOCiety that attempted t o sell in case lots 
and 1vas not suc cessful in changing the buying habits of its 
m=-mbers . 
A g r oup that does not belong t o a federated body and 
purchases its supplies independent ly ~orill have t he opportunity 
to buy many t hings in bulk such as , prunes , macaroni , sugar 
and similar items . I f it can convince its membership that 
purchasing has been restricted to quality items , it will 
,. 
have no difficulty in disposing of such mer•chandise . 
When it takes the responsibility of division upon 
itself , it risks the loss of goodwill if such a division 
is not accurate. In many goods \>Ti th a water content, there 
is shrinkage . An example is prunes ivhich if. boueht in bu l k 
and packaged by the society wi ll dry out after packaging. 
Such things should be t a ken into consideration and the 
dividing governed a ccordingly. 
The local society that does not buy through a co-
operative wholes a ler will probably have no problem of 
ordering products for its own br·anded lines because tne 
volume invo lve d wi ll not be sufficient to permit a producer 
to package solely for the society . 
PACKI NG FOR THE CONSU 
I n packing merchandise t he consumer society can 
choose from t hree policie s . 
( l) As cheap a package as possible . 
( 2) An attractive , ine xpensive package . 
(3) An attractive, expensive package . 
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Ac c ording to the cooperative idea l s , the society should 
package as cheaply as possible , thus saving for its merrber 
any undue expense . Actually it is not good practice to 
follOi·T this policy . An example may be taken from a bar of 
laundry soap vrhi ch is :purchased unbrande dby the Eastern Co-
o erative 'Hholesale . The society doe s not at tempt in any 
way to make the bar of soap appear i n other than its rough 
form . The purchasin agent himself admits tha t t he y have had 
difficulty in persuading their member societies to place this 
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soap upon their shelves because the societies have found out 
that the members ref r a bar wit ' a neater appearance . 
he second choice that ·the cooperative rna ak to 
&ckage in xp nsivel and attractivel is obviousl an 
im rovement over the first policy. neat , colorful and 
clean package is desirable . Aeain using soap as an illus -
tration, ·1·1e find that the same 1·Tholesale societ mentioned in 
the foregoing example has vrap ed s oap in three bar lots in 
cellophane , thus attainin an inexpensive ackage with a 
groat deal o a pe l. Anot' r i llustration migh '· be that 
of canned goods . I n this case, the saving has been in 
ducing t e unnecessar advertising on labels and using 
standard cans of t_e same size fo any product s . 
he last policy that the cooperative might pursue is 
that of e:r.:p nsive '-rra pin. . This practise is to be de lored 
and no cooperative should adopt the eccentric sha es and 
c olor scheme3 of competitive nerchandise . 
he type of dividing that the roduce rs ' cooperative 
has to do depends on the business of the society . I f it is 
a purchasin cqoperative it ~ill ave diffe rent proble s 
rom the marketing cooperative . 
· _et er it be urchasing or marketing, it is essentiall· 
a simple function . The distinct ion ies in the fact t at the 
consumer of the roducts, in the case of the purc_asing coop ra-
tive , is a society member . In the . arket in cooperative t_e 
p od ct is sold to the general ublic . he three rules men-
tioned in t ~1e beginning of this chapter ap ly to dividing for 
- ------ ------
t B producers ' c oo erative . 
Div1dinc f or the u rchasing S ociet y 
1 ne urchasing nociety is s u plyin g g oods for ro -
duction _ur~os ~s . ~or exampl8 , the f arm and gr cwe r s supply 
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society operate business lai'ge ly for g rains and fertilizers 
supplemented by a few additional lines . S i n ce these pro -
ducts ~oril l be c'onsume d in large quant i ties they need n ot be 
divided in the same manner as househ old products . Occasion-
ally such a society may adapt some of its me.rchandise to 
househo l d consumption l>ihen t _1e demand occurs . An illustra-
t ion of this is a cleansing compound used f or milk bott l es 
'vhich was f ound excellent for dish washing purposes . Aft e r 
the socie ty de cided t o cater to this demand , i t f ound itself 
conf r onted l·ri.th divi sion fo r con sumer use . W11.ile this divi -
sion was convenient f or the householder i t was expensive for 
t he society and price adjustments had to be made according l y . 
Hmrever , gene rally speaking a problem such as this is t he 
exception to the rule . 
Most purchasin g societies divide their products a c-
c or d i ng to the practices ~f the trade and adhere to the 
three rules fdr dividing . 
:G i vid.:Lng for the I.Jiarke t i ng Soci e t y 
The market i ng society mus t remember that it is in 
'competi"::.ion vTith private ly produced products and i t s _ ou l d 
govern :Ltself accordingly. Its cons ume rs buy n ot to save 
mon y e nt i re ly but because of desire and a ppearance, and are 
.sub j ect to the wiles of the advertising a gent . There f ore in 
d ividing , the mar•ket i ng cooperative should not attempt t o 
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divide as cheaply as possible but as attractively as possible 
and adhere t o t_e three rule s given in the beginning of the 
chapter. 
PACKI NG FOR THE PR ODUCERS 1 COOPERATDTE 
Packing for the producers ' society must also be 
separated according to the service performed by the gr oup , 
for eN:ample , purchasing or ma rlmting . 
Packaging for the Purchasing Society 
The purdhas ing society can iri most cas es entirely dis -
pense ·w-ith expensive pa ckaging . Its members are, for the 
mos t par t , producers who are interested primarily in cost 
and results a.n d care lit t le for the appearance of the goods 
they buy . \mere t her•e is any question that the package might 
affe c t the quality of the goods, the socie ty will do we ll to 
provide a package prot e c ting this qua l ity . good example 
of t his is chemicals , used for spraying a n d motor oil . How-
ever, in most cases , this t ype of society can package as 
cheaply as possible without injuring its e lf . 
Pa ckaging for t he Marketing Society 
The marketing society, on t he other hand , is entering 
a highly compe titive field . I ts competitors in private 
business \·rill seelc to obtain customers through attractive 
packaging and the coopera tive , vlhen sel l ing to the public , 
must r esort to t h is if they 1v-is h to attain t he successfu l 
me rchandising of their membe rs ' products . 
""xpensively handling a n d packaging is sometimes the 
best way to popularize the product and, a lth ough such a 
waste of money is against the ideals of the popular con -
ception of cooperation, it is necessary if the marketing 
group is to be successful . 
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CHAPrER XI 
ASS...,.r.ffiLI NG 
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n ssembling is so correlated ~ith other functions of 
marketing that it is difficult to deal with it separately . 
The first chapter dealt l·rith buying and assembling . It was 
pointed out at that time how the buyer should ass e mble the 
goods which the members -vrould consume and that it is foolish 
for t he young society to begin idth an eterogeneous line be-
fore completing the assembling of related products. If the 
society decides to become a true cooperative, ( rriany small 
s ocieties are nothing more than buying clubs) it should 
respect t he buying habits of its members and make it possi b le 
for them to purchase as many items of the related line as 
possible in the same s tore . It 1vas also pointed out in the 
chapte r on buying and as sembling , that t l1e consumers 1 co-
operative will do well to join a federated group, thus hav-
ing the assembling function supervised by the wholesale 
socie ty . 
The purchasing society must realize that its fun ction 
is to buy for producers , and it should complete the assembl-
ing of a producer ' s l i ne before it attempts to cater to the 
consu..mer demands of its members . If it adheres to this 
principle it will eliminate controversy regarding the intro-
du ction of consumer merchandise to the stock on hand . 
The marketing society performs the function of assembl-
ing -vrhen it brings together the products of its membe rs . 
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Much of this has been covered in storage and transportat ion. 
There is one problem that has not yet been mentioned . This 
is the problem t hat ax•ises w"hen a society operates in a 
territory that produces more than one major crop . 
Assembling in !~reas Having Several .Money Crops 
Usually marketing societies arise through the coopera-
tion of a group producing a single crop , just as the Califor -
nia Fruit Grovrers 1 Ex change started as a movement to handle 
the sale of oranges in Ca lifornia . 1 
California is also a substantial producer of lemons, 
grapefrui t , and walnuts. The exchange and the societies 
1-rhich vrent to make up the original group2 have been requested 
from time to time by their members and outside growers to 
sponsor the map-Iceting of these other• products. 
The harvesting, packing and marketing of oranges i s 
similar to the harvest:Lng , pack:Lng and market:Lng of all 
citrus fruits, therefore , t he California Fruit Growers' 
Exchange decided to include lemons and grapefruits in 
their assembled line . 
,_ 
falnuts on the other hand are of a distinctly dif -
ferent nature, being relatively non-perishable , having 
different food values , and presenting different problems to 
t he g rowers . The California Exchange has not taken over 
the marketing of walnuts . This is a sensible decision and 
its principles can be applied to other cooperatives in other 
fields . Any society will do well to confine its activity 
lThe origin of the California Fruit Growers ' Exchange was 
in the Southern California Fru~t Exchange founded in 1893 . 
2The Exchange vra s organized in 1905 
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to marketing products of a similar nature . 
Some marketing societies have developed in territor i es 
given to diversified farming . Though t hese are marketing 
societies, t hey have been most frequently instigated by 
consumer g roups that have offered an outlet for t he g oods 
of the l ocal producer. Th e assembly function performed by 
these societies is therefore primarily the assembling func-
tion of the consumers' cooperative . Such societies are only 
found in this cou...ntry in t erritories vrhere the consumers 1 
coope rative is strong, because it requires a large retail 
sale to dispose of the merchandise of a diversified g roup . 
As yet there are no large marketing societies in 
areas of dive rsified farming because each producer has only 
a small part of his tota l production in any one crop . It 
is very hard for a society to introduce substantial e conomies 
to producers in such areas. It has been mentione d previously 
t hat by performing the functions of grading , storage and 
transportation, the ma~keting soci~ty firmly justifie s its 
e x istence . Opportunities for economies in thes e functions 
are conspicuously lackina in territories where divers ified 
farming is preva l ent . 
Assemblin g as a Result of Conversion 
r.1arke t i ng societies mus t sometimes convert the product 
of its membe rs into manufactured merchandise that vrill give 
the society an outlet for its members ' mer chandis e when the 
market is poor for t he unproce ssed g oods . 
The Land O ' Lakes Creamery Cooperative gives us an 
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excel.lent example of such an organization . This society , 
as its name implies, is intereste d in disposing of the 
large dairy production of the Middle We st . Milk is its 
staple , but in order to use the surplus production of its 
members , it has developed a large butter and cheesedivision . 
After years of experience it has found that the demand for 
butter , varying as it does with price, fluctuates widely . I n 
order to overcome this it has recently developed a large 
ice cream business . The result is that it has assembled a 
line of' re l ated items t hat may be marketed economically . 
In summation it may be s a id that the function of 
assembling wi ll be satisfactorily handled if the society 
bears in mind that a related line is essential and t hat such 
relations should be based upon consumer demand and mai•keting 
efficiency. 
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CHAPTER XII 
FIN NCING 
Instead of dividing t he topic of finance as it applies 
to consume r and producer organizations, the subject itself 
;,rill be divided i nt o its logical steps . These steps may be 
applied to any type of society. 
( 1) 
( 2 ) 
(3) 
( 4) 
( 5) 
( t:') \ 0 
Hm·r capi .... al may be obtained . 
How to prepare for obtaining capital . 
Obtaining the original capital. 
Providing for increasing capit.al demands. 
Surplus aCCLrnulation . 
Dividend d istribution. 
HOvl CAPITAL N'LAY BE OBTAI NED 
-- - - ---'--- -
There are three methods used today by which the 
society.may obtain funds . The first of these methods and 
the most important is the sale of stock or bonds to the 
public ( fut u re me mbe rs) . Membe rship fees are the second 
means of obtaining capit a l. The third method is to raise 
funds on col l atera l . 
3ale of Stocks and Bo~ds to Obtai~ Cap~tal 
Ivlany states prescribe this as the only met. wd that 
may be used by cooperative societies . I t has two advantages. 
(1 ) I t permits the society to accumulate capital 
by selling small amount s of its securities 
to a large number of people ; · I ri doin g this 
the society builds up its future patronage 
(2) The public is accustomed to t his method o.f 
raising money . 
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It is obvious that the society in choosing bet1·reen the 
sale of stocks or the sal e of bonds should normally choose 
the former . This preve n ts the society from be gin~ing its 
career with fixed obligations . I t also enables the society 
to obtain additional funds in the future by borrm·ring upon 
i ts assets, although it 1 s n )t desirable for a cooperative 
to bor:r'o"Yr if it can be avoided, it may be necessary if the 
society is hard pressed for capital in the future . If its 
equity -vrere already impaired ivith liens it -vrould be 
difficult . 
Membership Fees 
Some s tatesl permit the formation of non-stock societies . 
Such societies operate through t he payment of membership fees . 
This organization is unusual in the business cooperative be-
cause most business societies demand larger funds than could 
be accumulated i n this ma1mer . 
We find the non-stock society is generally an after 
thought of the business group or a portion of a federated 
cooperative system . The membership fees in this case are 
often paid by the unit societies vrho be long to the non-stock 
g roup . This is a convenient way for a group of societies 
to establish an advertising subs idiary or a wholesale associ -
ation . Usually the membership fees are governedby the size 
of the unit society, each society contributing a given amount 
pe r member . 
Obtaining C &pital~ Posting Collateral 
':C his is an unusual method of obtaining capital. The 
lAlabama, California , Nevada, New York, Oregon, Washington 
and Wisconsin 
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Eastern States Farmers ' Exchange was formed in this way 
and accoi•ding to H. L . Lane , ti•easurer of this association , 
it is t he only socie t y t o his knowledge that has ever used 
this method . 
To raise funds in t_is manner , the organizing g roup 
posts collateral vlith a bank . The bank loans t he funds to 
the society on this collateral . The society when it obtains 
the funds commences business . I ts membership after that date 
is composed of those using the society. 
The reason for this method, as used by the Easte rn 
States Farmers ' Exchange , was the conviction of a small 
g roup that a purchasing society 1-1as a needed economy in 
local areas . 
Th e disadvantage s to such a method of capitalization 
are obvious . It is hard to persuade a small group of 
organizers to risk t he ir ca pital on a venture that wil l 
thereafter be managed by a group of members viho have no 
capi~al interests . The second dis advantage is t hat such 
a society mus t educate its members after its organization . 
The advantage s such a society may expect are adequate 
capital to start, elimination of stock , and a small but 
very active group of organizers· . 
I t is hard to find a group sufficient l y altruistic 
to risk their own personal holdings for the benefit of 
society as a vrhole . Because of this it will be impossi b le 
for young societies to rely on this method of financing . 
PREPARATI ON FOR FI NANCING 
Before the actual raising of capital takes place it 
wil l be neces sary fo:t' the organizers t o determine vrhat 
method they will use . I n some states this is already 
determined for t hem, therefore , the first logical step 
is to ascertain the state statutes governing raising of 
capital . 
St a t e Statutes Governing Haising of Capital 
Some states prescribe the manner in w·hich t his cap-
i tal may be raised , others pres cribe a limit of value per 
share of stock . 2 Many states s e t a def i nit e maximum in-
te r est rate to be paid on capita l stock . 3 Thes e things 
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wi ll be determining factors in deciding how the capital wil l 
be r aised . Although as in the case _of Nev[ York, some states 
set a low par value per share , it is wi se if t he cooperat i ve , 
even in states without a limi t , keep the par value l ow so 
that it can sell shares to pe ople who othervrise mi ght not 
be abl e to af ford them . It is also wi se fo r the cooperative 
to s e t a maximum limit to the amount of stock t hat any one 
person may purchase. 4 Afte r these point s ha ve been determined 
t he society 1-lill make out subscription contracts, (example 
\·Til l be found in . ppendix ), obtain signatures t o these 
contracts and obtain a charter . Th i s is large l y a matte r of 
2
.As in Nevr York , whi ch prescr ibe s $5 maximum value per share . 
3Mas sachusetts , Penns y l vania , New York , North Carolina, 7ermont , 
Michigan , !v1ontana , Minnesota, Nebr aska , North Da.cota , Oregon , 
Washington, Wisconsin , Iowa , 1lissouri and South Dakota . 
4Bureau of Labor Statistics , Bulletin No . 598 recommends ., 1,000 
p . l 3 
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organiz tion and not a marketing function . 
OBTAirUNG THE ORI GIN L CAPIT AL 
To o bta:ln the or.i.ginal capital t he cooperative must 
circulate the subscriptions an receive sufficient signed 
contra cts to guarantee enough capital to begin operations . 
' 
The amount of necessary capital \vith whi ch to begin 
business varies with the purpose and s i ze of the cooperative . 
T 1e Federa l Government sugges t s that $3 , 750 s hould be a 
minimum amoUJ.'J.t for mos t societies . 5 It points out that 
that amount coul d be a ccumulated from 150 members and by 
impl ication suggests that such a membe rship vri l l be necess-
ary if the cooperat ive i s to succeed . It further recommends 
that 200 membe rs 1vill be better than 150 . Hmrever , it admits 
that in many instances ·small cooperatives ha e operate i n 
smal l communities with l ess capita l than advocated . 
The cooperative having obtained its ori gina l goal f or 
capit al vill find , if it groW&, that continual demands arise 
for nevr funds . There fore , it vTi 11 do re 11 t o meet t his sit -
ua-:::.:tcn at the time of its organization and provide for the 
raising of new capital . 
P10VIDI -G FOR I NCREASING 
There are several vrays t at ne•..r capital may be intra -
duced . A cooperc.t ive 1vill do \-Te ll to adopt one or more of 
these methods . Seve r al of the more successful cooperatives 
have used all of them . 
5Bureau of Labor Statistics , Bulletin No . 598 , p . l2 
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~bsortin~ Dividends 
, . 
1 any S uates 8 re-ui re or expect Uc.l a yme t of 6 1 ·Jidends 
t o membe rs and non - members . 
Otll.er states 7 reseribe that non - members -vrill be aid 
onG - half as much as members . 
f the society has set a minj_mum amount of ca ital stock 
to \·Thic:1 the non- __ embe r' must subscr•ibe before he is entit led 
to membership , it ~auld also rovide that d i v idends will be 
-vrii:.'1he l d until tney e qual this minimum subscription a t -v:hic 
time tl1e stock will be issued to the n n - member . 
Hos t ocieties realizins t ~J.at the mini 1um anount of 
stock is not sufficient to su ,. 1: increasin ca it 1 n ds 
'.-rill r e uire its members to bu;:;r additional stock as tim t"J"Oes 
on . It will do well to include in t~is provision t.at r ividends 
1-lill be credited tm-rard the s toc~~ subscri tion of wembers un-
til such time as t l: lf~ m'•mber .tu 1.fil ls his contract. 
Calling for t l1e Purchase of Addi tion.<:•.l ' t ock 
~ · .t1en the cooperative is or•zanized it may be be8 t to 
permit members to j oin for a small amount which will entitl9 
tnvm o pa rtici 1ate equrlly with the others . In t is way 
. embe ·shi will be incre a sed more ra idly than it would be lf 
9 large 0 initial urchas e of stock were re uired . 
If" the societ decides to let members c ome in this 
manner , it should provide for the continuous reinvestment of 
.... 
0 !, _as1ca , I llin8is, li nnesota , Missouri, Nortn ako ta , o- _la.n.oma , 
0 egon , ~ autn arolina, South Dakota and Vermont 
I I·a3SrcC-1.usetts , Montana, N w York , North arolina, Penns ~ l vr.nia 
Virginia , ~ashin ~ton, and } isconsin . 
;_::The t::;r __ s small and large are used here relat ·vel A srnall 
initial stock u chase might be considered $5 to ¢10 ; lar e, 
in t. e neighborhood of ~25 . 
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CB.pita.l by t_jose member's . Thls shoulrl be done in t_ e. sub -
scri )tion contract . 
Complete pA-yment for the entire subscription should 
take lace over a p riod of months or oars and , as entioned 
pr·evious ly ~ members 1 dividends may be used as a credl t e;ains t. 
tneir subscription receivable account until such time as t _eir 
account is paid in ful l. 
r he , le of He 1·1 Stock 
Continual drive s for new ca. _ital must be made b"' th~ 
young societ y. 'very membe r should be a salesman and bring 
in o.s man new members as possi ble . If the societ is to ex-
and and benefit from the economies of large scale o er tion , 
it can do t~is only throug the int roduction of new capital 
.runds . 
Alt oug the imp ortance of the methods mentioned re -
viously fo r r ais ing such fun s s ou ld not be minimized they 
shoulu be c onsidered uxiliary . The sale of stock to new 
nembeJ>s and t e sale of more stock to old ~nembers ar·e tne 
important means for obtainin~ additional capital. Furt_er-
. 
more as members leave the society it will be necessary to 
replace them. 
I t is only after a society has obtained subst~ntial 
proportions t at it can ignore t e sale of stock . In t he 
United States , there are very few examples of societies that 
no l oncre r need new funds . I n Euro e, some groups have reached 
th·' s size. These organizations do a sufficiently large bus i -
ness tc permit the a ecumul tion of large reserves '.vhieh , wh n 
a Jpr·opriat ed , supply the funds for expansion and improvement . 
- ll 
~on- transferable tock 
l ost coo ratjves find i t des irabl to ~ revent an 
o en market for the ir secur·ities . This is done by i nsertin 
a clause in the st o ck indenture that prohibits the sale of 
stoc k by the stockholders to any outsider . tock will be 
redeemed by the society a t par , if sur.lus funds a re avail -
able f' or such r edemption . It ma then be re - issued to ne ~or 
stockholde rs . he precaution prevents speculation in the 
stock of t ' e c ooperat i ve and does much t o eliminate inac tive 
members . Such a procedure is, of course , sub"ect to the 
statut ory regulations of t he state . 
Loans 
orroioling money is em expensi ve procedure, unless the 
mone borrowed earns a return greater than i ts interest cost. 
Any organization tha t borrows mone , unless it is sure t nat 
these borro¥red f unds will continue to yie l d an increment , will 
suf'fer the deduction of interest payments from its normal 
arnings during e riods when earning ower is oo r est . 9 
ecause of the uncertaint t hat r e vails in man co-
operative organizat i ons it is better to raise mone b other 
means if p ossibl e , but some cooperatives h ve borrowed money 
and successful l developed t he pr•inci le of t r ading on the 
socie ty ' s equity . 
T ~ publ i c and bankers usual l y demafid adequate securit~ 
if t he y are to loan mone y to a c oo e rative or anization . The 
societ 1ay offer two t es of security . 
9 his is known as t he Principle of Trading on the Equit . A 
full ex lanation will be found in Financial Organization and 
Mana13ement, b Gerstenbe r g , Chapter 10, and iri other financial 
tex s . 
( l ) Fixed assets 
(2) •vidence of current assets , for 
example , warehouse rece~p ts . 
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I f the society is to raise money on fixed assets , the 
can obtain it by note or throu h a bond issue . 10 The latter 
method is used '..Then the sum to be r aised is large and wher: 
the mone y is needed fo r a long period of time . 
• arehouse recei ts and s~milar current as s ets su ly 
security for notes which provide funds for t he eriodic 
ca ital demands that arise in seasonal businesses . u ch 
borr·owing is prevalent among elevator and grain marketin 
societ:Les . 
Unsecured loans and debentur es are out of the uestion 
as a zenera.l r u l e for coo erative socie ties toda , because 
the pub l ic l a czs confidence , in the future of the move ent . 
B:xce tions to this rule exist vrhen the cooperative borrows 
from its membe r·s . 
SURPLUS ACCU ULATION 
One of the most difficult policies for a oung societ 
to out line is the policy of sur lus accumulation . Because 
most cooperatives fee l that they s ou ld p a y as the go they 
rna' find i t necess a.ry to set up r eserve s to take care of 
ex ansion . 
As noted previous ly in this cha te r, a large organiza-
tion can do this without seriously impairing dividend ayments . 
3ma l er organizations may feel i t necessary to withho l d t he 
greater part of earnings for such purposes . This wil_ a rous 
l Oaf 110 associa ti ons questioned by Mears & Torbriner , 6 were 
found to be financed through i s sue s of bonds . 
Mears & T briner , QE·Cit. , . 240 
the animosity of membe rs who have entered the organization 
be ca se of t he divi dends . If a c ooperative sells at r e -
ve"iling market prices many members rna have t h i s feelin . 
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A medium course is suggested . Expansion s hould be 
financed as much a s poss iblJ through ne-vr stock sale . e -
serves should be based upon sound a ccounting principle s and 
provide for depreciations and unforeseen c ont i ngenc ex e n se . 
I f t he cooperat ive finances its expansion b ap ro-
priating earnings it is not fair t o t he early members who 
because they a r e sacrificing divi 3nds , are furn i shing 
the c a i t al t hat future members may profit . . '-lhi le sue a 
procedure is highly a ltrus ti c it can hardl be ex ected in 
our present economic structure . 
I f t he ~ooperative urgently needs funds for ex ansion 
and improvement purposes in order to provide more ade uate 
service for the prese nt members , it. s h ou ld offset c:ppropria -
t::i. ons o f this nature by issuing stoc k dividends t o the 
r esent members . 
{e r e t he average c orporation to appropriate surplus 
for expansion and improvement, the book value of the 
stock would increase and hence the market value 1-roul 
appreciate . But when the market val ue is controlled as i t 
i s by most coope rative societies , t he early member will re-
ceive nothing but psychic income for his altrustism . 
All cooperatives should build up r eserves and t hese 
rese rves s h ould be adequate for ny forese e n or unforeseen 
contingenc • Only in large societies is it g ood o licy to 
appropriate such r ese rves for expansion and improvement. 
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The surplus policies of cooperative s are sometimes 
effected by s t ate statute s .· I n Iowa , Montana, New York , 
North Carolina , North Dakota , Pe nnsylvania, South Caro lina , 
Virginia , Y.Tashi ngton and vli sconsin, dis t ribution ·of part of' 
t he surplus m~st be made as bonuses to employees . 11 Other 
statutes may effect surp l us po licies , but they will compli-
cate rather t han a i d the socie ty in forming a policy of 
its own. 
DIVIDEND DI STRIBUTION 
A sound policy provi ding for the a ccumulat ion of sur -
plus will do much to facilitate the forming of a policy for 
dividend distributions . Obvious ly divi dends will not be 
dist ributed unti l t he r equire d surplus and re s erves are 
establish ed . f t er the a ccumu l a tion of prescribed surpl us 
has been a chieved the residue can be applied t o the dividends 
payable account . The distribution to the members and non-
members fr om this account may be gove rned by law as previous-
l y menti oned in t h i s chapter . 
The dividend policy can hardly be dea lt wi th s eparate-
ly because it is the culminat i on of succ ssful oper ti on . 
Factors i¥hich Hlll lEJ.Ve e. earinc; direct l y o r· i n directl:;r 
u Jon this o icy ar·e : sales a t prevailing market price s , 
surplus and reserve poli cies , legal fact ors , a ppropriation 
of div idends to inc rease stock subscripti on , and of c ourse 
the a ll import ant factor of successful ope r ation whi ch will 
pe rmit the a ccuraula tion of surplus for distr l bution. The 
effects of these fac tors he.ve been e xpla i ned previously . 
llAccording to the Bureau of Labor s·~ atis t i c s, Bullet i n No . 598 , 
p . 2 6 , there is only one cooperative that a ctually gives s u ch 
bonus e s. This is t he S oo Cooperative Mercantile ssociLt i on 
at Sault Ste . Marie , Michigan 
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at ion 
It is fairly easy to summarize the function of financ -
ing and make it follow its logical steps on paper . It is 
difficul to shm-r on paper the tremendous amount of initiative 
necessar on the art of members and officers to successfull-
finance a society. 
Liberal members perpetually bring pressure to bear upon 
the g roup, that would l ead to hand to mouth policies . Conser -
vative membe s , on the other hand, may become so conservative 
that they remove one of the strong incentives for joining t e 
society, for example, dividends . A happy medium is desirable 
and can be arranged only by the continuous adherence to fl..:._nda-
mentally sound policies . 
To sum up these policies: 
(l) Adequate capital to start business . 
(2) ow value per share . 
(3 ) Minimum a nd maximum capital re uirements 
per member . 
( l.J.) stablishment of ade uate reserves . 
( 5) E pans ion or improvement paid for by nevr 
capi.tal . 
(6) Distribution of dividends after reserves 
have been set up . 
7) edemption of stock by the society onl • 
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, -APT • III 
I KS ASSU "'D 
Coo er .tive societies face the same risks as ot er 
businesses . These risks are minimized or ma_nified , a t_e 
cas e rna be , accordin to the extent that the business in 
which the coo erative is en~a ed involves the various t es 
of risks . 
Because of the high ercenta e of failures in coo era -
ti ve societies , the risk of ovmership may be great r in this 
t ~ e of or anization than in ot ' er types . But even this is 
questionable and can not be checked be cause of th lack of 
accurate figures ertaining to cooperative failures . 1 
ere are sevvral types of risks ln business . e 
can be classified as follows : 
1 ) Price de c line of mer chandise . 
2 Decline of value of fixed assets . 
~ ) Losses caused by fire , flood, theft , etc . 
(4) Credit risk . 
5) -vmershi risk . 
De cline in Value of erch&.ndise and Fixed Assets 
rlce decline of merchan ise or assets rna- be a.ttr·i-
t.uted to three factors: the eene r al downward trend of rices , 
obsol scence of the merchandise and h· sical de teriora io_ or 
s oilage. 
. 57 
The do vn-vrard trend of prices may be caus...,d by the 
business cycle; or t e i n c e se of supplies , or lack of 
de and in a particular field. 
Obsoles cence is caused by improvement or re lacement 
of a product, or by tyle change . 
Physi cal deterioration is caused by spoilage , wear, 
or exposure . 
These risks are hard to overcome. Downward trend in 
prices may somet imes be offset by hedging in co oditie s . 
_is is sometimes done by cooperat ive societies. bsoles -
cence is hard to avoid , but wise buying will offset this 
risk to some extent. Phys i cal de teriorat ion is a lso offset 
by careful purcha ing and by ca refu l supervision and mainten-
ance . 
Th'e s afest ways t o minimize these risks is to prov de 
me ans ~ori t. w ich t o mee t the loss when it occurs, t rough 
t e establishment o f an ade quate surplus , and to prevent 
t e loss as much as possible by good management . 
Los s e s E.l ire and Theft 
he c ooperative must re a lize t hat fire , flood and other 
~'acts of God" and theft may e ntirely b lot out the wor k of 
ears . These losses , unlike the ones previous l mentioned 
rna i n .nost cases be ade uatel provided for by shift ing 
t he burden of risk to insurance companies and bonding houses. 
he society itself may I'edu ce these hazarG.s t hereby 
educing t he cost of i n surance by locating outside of flood 
areas , if ossible , nd by improving the property to prevent 
fire losses , or by hiri ng p rope rty a lread so rotected . 
21-
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3prinklers , nonconbustible r oofs , and fire roof structure , 
ulthoue;h re uirin!. a .reELte r inve stment t-han un rotected 
const ructi on, usually more th n offset their cost in the 
reduct ion o f insurance remiums . 
Cr<::dit ::.sks . 
' he risk involved b extending cr•edi t need no necessar -
11 be great if credit olicies ere w~ll su e r visec . Credi~ 
:1 s not encour aged ln ost coo erati 'Je societies . T e rna· or -
ity o~ tner have eliminated it entire ly . Those that ex end 
ere it can b8st offset thi s ha:Gai'd by estab ishinr; es e r-Jes 
to _ rovi~- for losses from bE~ d~~ts , b~ rovidin ede(uate 
sup_ vision of c~edit p olicies, and b r e lnPncine lon 
Ovners.lif isks 
The final a_d greates~ ri~k that a cooperati1e soci_t, 
c: •. 3s un1es :!..s the m·mers~~li r·islL ' here is no via that t is 
risk m. be of_se t exce t br ada _tlng and followin- tod 
or~aniz ·ci on an· manag-3uent r·inciplas . 
I t is to be r•e .:;ret ted the: t in t:1.e past ma.n :-ocL:tiJs 
new banner t a ne~., goal . 
If socie ·ies in r~eneral reB.liz'::l L~:1 \; tl1ey are merel- i ntrc -
r,LlCin~ a f~iv nevl princip. Gf3 into G_le economic or·de ' an' ti1?t 
J~'1e ir ore:anlzatlon nus t. o er•ate c_:..n a sound usiness ;:;sis, 
less ownership ris wou l d be involved . 
~ ·his - rises f rom the 
_ he r it ems of h iph 
sale of tractors , 
n · t v l ue . 
farm ma.c~-11 
CHAPTER XIV 
RECORDING 
RECORDING FOR THE CONSU~mRS ' COOPERATIVE 
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Recording for the consume rs ' cooperative can be simple 
or complex depending entire ly upon the size of the coopera-
tive and the amount of data desirable . Records for a con-
sume r cooperative may be divided int o four groups: 
(1) Organizat ion Re cords . 
(2) Accounting for income and expense, 
assets , liabilities and surplus . 
(3) Ac counting for patronage refunds . 
( 4) Re COl"ding for the purpose of stock 
control, estimating turn- over and 
de t ermining margins . 
The necessary. re cords are those re f err .3d t o in the 
first t hree groups . They will be taken up here in chrono-
logical se quence . 
Organization Records 
The mim.ito book is t he f irst r·ecord t hat t he young co-
operative 1vill need . Details of the meetings of the organizers 
should be s tated in thi s book so that r efe rence may be made 
t o them i n the future . 
r:I'he next instrument to be dr awn up vrill be t he sub-
scriber ' s contract.l After t he necessary subsc~iptions 2 are 
l ample , see Appendix p . l45 
2s tate Statute 
collected a ce rtlficate of incorJor ation3 ui _l be m~de ou 
and sent to t:'1e De m~tment of . .: ·a e fo a rroval. 4 "_.-l8Tl 
su'osc· ibers 1 s:'.znc:..tur~s have been obtained , the sub::Jcri )-
tion contract becones an asse and should be t ea ed as 
such, for e:xample J recorded and ke t in a safe ,lace . 
I n conjunctlon .;-dtb t 1 se r·ecords a set of ' - laiv-sS 
s.ould 'e drawn up, this will f acilitate off ering t~e stock 
of t:1.e cor orati on to t~1e Jublic be ca.use it lvill s_ ovr t~e 
fLture nernbers how the soci ty will o arate . 
fccounting ·-ecords 
T e organization records of t:e society =u onaticall 
br·ing u th3 sub j ect of accounting r·ecor·d3 . C•rzanizat i on 
...., ;~pens~s should be recorded and subscriptions H:ceivable 
shculd be set u as an asset and capite.l stock subscribed 
as proprie~orshi . 
It is to be recomrnenred tha t or anization ex Jonse be 
carri Jd -vri thout Ln ainnent to ca Ji tal. Th:i..s ex '3ns _, f e 
s .;:wu l d b less than one clol l ar• and r:1ay be collected at L. 
vi.re of subscri.tion . his will robabl be the first cash 
th~t the societ, has at it dis posal and may be entered 1~ 
a 3ener-l j ournal . If this process is to be follow~d , c. 
3An analysis of t_e va rious state laws ooverning cor orations 
may be obtained from Un ited S t ates Bureau of :. t at:Ls tics, ~ash ­
lngton , D. C. 
1!· I 1·1 f, ..L- r ba rtP C 1 H'o .. ··n..~.-· a lJ '7 Y .,.,k 1"'""" d 0 'I '~- . t . . a. 1.~, . ___ .L_ , ·e,· o ... ~ ' '. ~- va a, re on , . as.o.1:Lnc on , 
and : isconsin non- stoc.l{ a.ssoc~'Le.tions may be formed . 
SA set of uodel by - laws may b obtained from the u erinten1en~ 
of Documen t s , \-/ashington , D.C ., Bul l etin of the U . . Bu_eau 
of ·-abor _, t atistics , No . 598 , fo gasoline an o:i. l ro . 606 
!--ls o s ~e endix, p .146 
CEzcept a non- stock society. 
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~ensral journal is t he first accountin record of' t __ ~ societ . 7 
os t coo erati ves adopt the rinci le of small subs cri 
tions and a larc;;; nl.lmber of shar holrers and dd rn...,nber::1 
continuously over a riod of years . 'his necessitates many 
en ries of this t e and therefore to eliminate lat r changes 
in bookkee ing, these entrie.s rna be made in a cash journal . 
Posting is tl-_e next ste and it becomes necessar to _a-re 
a gen_ral led er . 
I n satting u the ledger . ra id closin should be ke t . 
i~ _ ind ~ and it is b~tter to arr an e _e ger account for con-
venient transfer to ci working s heet than to lace ~ em in 
haphazard order as ransactions occur . his m ans t~at an 
a~alysis of .the business should be made , an all a.ccounts 
•:rhich -vrill be necessary entered at this time . Becanse of 
t_e number bf stock holders , a subscriptions recei v ble book 
-;.,rill be con renient durine; the early eriod of organization 
and may be dro ed -1~1en subs cri tlon contracts are eliminated. 
ubscription blanks8 a _e usuall repared and after the 
si':J'natur e of subscribe r s is obtained these blanks should b 
filed and will then serve as the subscription book . The 
entries in this book may be summarized erio ically an __ t_le 
totals os ted through the eneral ~ournal . This entr will 
debit to s 1bscri tions receivable , and a credit to capical 
stock subscribed . T e amounts Ovled b r subscribers will be 
posted directly from the subscriber~ book to the subscribers ' 
7 I t -vrill probabl be the first record in any event , since an 
opening entry stating ur ose and place of business , author· -
ized ca ital , date, etc ., is usually made in t i book . 
8see appendix , .145 
ledger , a subsidary ledger controlled by the subscribers 
receivable account . 
These accounts a re credited from the cash book 1v-hen 
payments ar·e made . The subscribers r eceivable control 
account is also debi ted vJith the total subscriptions and 
credited with the t~t al of cash from subs cribe r s . 
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stockholders ' record book and ledger is indicated as 
the next a ;-;ep. The sto ck cer'tificate book may be come t_~e 
st;cckholders' record book . \vhen shares are issued , a stub 
at t ached to the s hare may be filed in this book . 
he stockholder's 1 ledger is a subsidary record of 
uhe ca ital stock .out standing. After the neces s ar- ca i a l 
stock is issued the society is ready to begin its o e r ations . 
It will first buy equipm;3nt, contract for rent , or the pur-
chase of a bui ldi ng, and p r obably pay for alt e rations and 
installation of equi ment . 
I f the t ransac t i ons are cash , they will be entered 
in the cash book; if on cre di t they ma- be entered in the 
general j ournal . No special j ournals are necessary at this 
time be cause of the variety and relatively small Lumber of 
entr'ies , but vrhen inventor•y purchases are made , a purchase 
j ournal shou l d be drawn up . 
A columnar journal is desirable so t l1.at cJassifica ... ion 
of purchas es i s ·facilitated . The same procedure i s customar 
for sales, although sales slips are f r eque ntly used as a sales 
journal . No subsidiary accounts payab le or accounts receivable 
ledgers a r·e necessary i f t he cooperative operate s on a cas h 
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basis . 
Sumrr.ary of Required Books 
It is nO\·r p ossible and advisable to review and SU."'ll 
up the necessary books vrith vrhich a cooperative should star • 
. ecords 
1) .Minute Book 
'2 ) Subscription eceivab-e Record 
3 ) Stock ecord Book 
Journals 
( l ) General J o Jrna l 
'( 2) Cash J ournal 
(3 ) Sales Journal 
4) Purchases Journal 
( t._ standard order form i s suppl ementar 
Led ers 
1) Ge neral Led . er 
( 2 ubs cri tion Ledger 
3) Stockholders ' Ledger 
Patronage Refunds 
I f the cooper ;tive is successful , it will accumulate 
a surplus , the account should have been rovided for when 
t~1.e general ledger was made up . The patronage refund e.nd 
res erve d or a propriated sur lus wi_l come from this c.LCCount. 
Appro)riations are a sim le transfer . 
efund ayme nts are complicated b rovisions in Sta e 
Statute and the marn1er and metho of ayment as set u in 
the by-laws . 
The states of Il_inois, Minnesota, Missouri, North 
Dakota , Oklahomc, Oregon, South Carolina, South Dakota and 
Vermont , and the territor of Alaska , the expect distribu-
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tion of e ual atrona ge dividends to non- members and membe rs . 
assachus e tts , Mont ana , Ne w York, No th Carolina, Penn3--- vania , 
Virgi n a , ~ ashington and Wisconsin , s ecifically allow pa ~ent 
at half t he membe r ' s rate . I n a propriat ing s ur lus in these 
states it will ba necessar to follow the state law. I n the 
roup of states where e ua l dividends mus t be paid t o members 
and non - members , this simplif ies the bookkee ing I'ocedure . 
~fuen it is de t e r mined wha t rate will be aid t h i s 
amount must be deducted from the unappropirated sur lus an 
set u as dividends payable . 
vfuen patrons are required to resent sales slips in 
or der to c olle ct these dividends it is not necessar t o 
credit these aMounts to the i ndivi ual ' s account . The use of 
sli- s is extremely desirabl and should be practiced wherever 
ossible be cause it e liminates much bookkee ing . Usuall 
a eri od for dividend a e nt is establishe and at the c los 
of this period any d ividends t hat have not been clai ed b 
patrons may be removed to another a ccount . Man soc"eties 
have used the se l e ft-overs fo r proj e cts benefit in the rou 
as a who l e , such as , education . 
{hen the co operative pays different r a te s to _embe r s 
and non - membe rs , a p ro riations for re funds should be d i vided . 
This -.;.ril l compli cate t he book ee pine somevrhat . I n states 
that permit no dividend pa ent t o non- member·s , sa l es wil l 
have t o be di vided into membe r and non- member roups . A 
simple method of doing this is to us e ifferently c o lored 
sal es s li s . 
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If the by-laws of the s ociety provide for d i vidend ay-
ments in anything but cash , it 1·ti 11 be necessary to set up 
a book listing the individual a ccounts of dividend recipients . 
In many societies , a member -vrill purchase on ly one share , 
subscribe to more than one share and dividends will be applied 
against this s u bscription . 
In many states whe re refunds are paid to non-members , 
i t is customary that t he se :t~efunds be taken in stock until 
such time as the non-member c ompletes a capital inves t ment 
equivalent to the member s . 
If the coope rat i ve decides to mail checks for refunds 
without requiring the prese ntation of sales slips , i t is 
likewise ne ce ssary t o set up a s ubsidiary ledge r , itemizing 
the individual accounts to vrhich these d i v i dends a re appli -
cable . 
Cooperatives that have se l e cted this me t hod are bur -
dened in s orne instances vli t h the expense of a c omple te de -
partment to take care o f such tabu l at ion. Payment of dividen ds 
in this case is usually made at a given time and when the in-
d ividual ac count has reached a certain pre-determined fi gur e . 
This frequently means that the socie t y mus t keep these accounts 
on 1 ts books fo r a long pe1•iod of time unti l such an accumula -
tion is r eached . Further attention wil l be g i ven to this 
me thod o f payment, when recording for t he pr~ducers coopera-
tive i s taken up, since it is here that this me thod of record-
ing i s chiefly used . 
I t 1s foolis h for a consumer society servicing a local 
area t o at tempt such an e laborate system. Mail -house consumer 
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societies , however , wil l be fo r ced to u s e t s met o i :1 
or or to be fair to their members . 
It may be pointed out a t this time ·::;hat i viden s 
should be pai according to the PI'ofi ts 1 a e on t he te 11s 
sol . For -xample, a member pure as i ng gasol ne and grocar es . 
I ti 2.v t:1.is wou l d e f nir , no coopera uive i s ted in Governm nt 
s-r..;:rve ys h s at tempte to split the di viden rate . Such a 
proce:s fou l ' involve remendous detail and in mas cases 
Jro·re i practical • 
. e F :~ pons i bility for Bookkeepin g and Auditing 
It can be readily observed tha t book ee ing and audit-
in ~ func t ons require sp cial tra i ning. Purchase and sales 
t ransact ions and stock subscriptions ca n be recorde d b~ 9. 
clerL . £ Oi-rever , the co 1plete pr·ocess o f bookkeepi n s _ould 
e t1..l. r.;.10d ove r to trained ac count ant; such an a c co ntant 
mn lle fu ll or par t tim , de pending u p on t e arne nt bu _ess . 
e should be re sponsible to a n audit committee made u of 
s o c i e t ~ embe rs a nd a non-l __ e mber Certified Public cc ou n t an . 
I n o r der to avoid disputes in r egar d to a ccounting po licies , 
it is de sirable fo r he non-member to _ ave had r evious 
experience with cooperatives . 
Because it vms almost impossible for l ocal societies 
to obtai n such experienced a c c ountants , central cooperative 
organizat ions are now providing auditing services.9 
9 llinois --Centra l St a tes Cooperative Le ague , Bloomington . 
innesota - -1 i d l a nd Coo erative Oil \ssocia ion and orthern 
'"'tates Co o erative M3ague , inneapolis; New ork- - East r 
s-ates Cooperative Le a ue , and Cooperative League oft e 
u. ~ . A . as _ in ton--Grange Cooperative olesale , Se a ttle; 
1 isconsin- - Central Cooperative Wholesale , u perior 
e one drawback to this service is that it is ex-
pensive10 because the auditor must travel a considerable 
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dlstance in many case s . Besides checking the routine account-
ing procedure of the cooperative, a complete audit should be 
made . The Government recomrnends 11 that such an audit should 
occur at least annually ancl 3hould verify the records of 
membership , addresses, occupat ion and per capita purchases. 
A store audit is also desirab le to establish cleanliness , 
neatnes , economical layouts , turn- ave~ , etc . 
... e cording for the Pur'pose of .Mer•chandising Efficiently 
The fourth grou.p of' records reconunended at the beginnin 
of the chapte r includes such recording a s pert a ins to stock 
control, turn-over, profit per item, per capita purchase , etc . 
These records are not essent i al to the society and should not 
be attempted until the store obtains sufficient volume to 
j ustify the expense . For example, in order to determine the 
p r ofit per item it will be necessary to itemize all bills , 
separating t hem into the goods purchased. 
The Eastern Cooperative Wholesale carries nearly ten 
different bar soaps with its own brand. A single invoice 
may show purchases of al l of these soaps. The difficulty 
of segregation is readily seen . If itemizing is attempted 
from stock records, it may be sorne1:rhat eas ier but still pre-
sents a very detailed problem. 
Sales slips must also be itemized and analyzed to deter-
mine mark up . 
In conclusion, it may be said that t he cooperative 
1 0 $20 a day in Springfield , Mass . 
l lnepartment of Labor, Bulletin No . 598 , p.28-29 
s ould not at t e pt to determine any thing but ave r a e margins . 
This can be done r eadil as sales and purchases a r e d art -
mentalized . 
Stock control i f too de t ailed is anot er co plicated 
ro blem . Perpetual inventorie s rna' be kept if the co o era -
tive is not h andling a co plete line of consumer goods . l2 
Such per e tua l inventor may be recorded dail b de-
ducting unit sale s from units on hand . 
s at isfa ctory method of eliminating t e ov · - tocl 
o r out - of - sock problem f or the s tore carryin alar e . umber 
of items , is to se grega te atock so that a sufficient a.oun 
of st ock is r eserved f or current demands vrhi l e an order is 
being p l ced and delive r made. ·men stock is remove d fro . 
thi reserve , a: orde r should be sent in automatically for 
addit ional quanti t ies • 
. s pointed out previousl the re is hothin 
l u g nt about ~his last group of records , t e 
b faced l·rhen it arises . 
REC ORDI NG VE 
ar icular•-
obl can 
Tl ree s ituation s arise in the producers ' cooperative 
that bring about a change in t he method of b ookkeeping . s 
. entioned previous ly, t.ese condi tions rna a ri e in the con -
sumer cooper tive, par ti cular ly the mail order house; ut 
most cons ume r organizat i ons are we ll rid of the m. 
a s fo llm·rs : 
12 
or example , gasoline and oil coopera t i ves . 
he are 
1) ember e uity in the society 
coumodity purchas or sale r ather 
than stock subscription . 
(2) A scatte ed membership covering a 
larg erri or . 
(3) arketin functions erformed for 
the members . 
. n of the above conditions requi e an individual 
recording of members 1 transactions iviL the cooperative . 
guity Pl'oportiona.te to Cooperator ' s Patronage 
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If members ' e uit in the society is regulated h the 
i ndi 7idual contribution to purc. ases or sales , it is ob-
vious that to easure this equit a record of t.e me rs ' 
t ransactions ¥lith the society must be kept. 
his situation rna arise if the organizat i on has n o 
tockholders , bon~holders or members ' fe s. 
Cooperatives have been st~rted in the past b small 
group of people lending the soci ety collateral with w. ich 
t o rai e mone . If the coopera tive is started as a stock 
cor oration or as a _embersli fee (eit- er of whic governs 
ne e uit of the members in the societ ) but as a clause i!l 
its stock indenture permitting the recalling of t e st o ck so 
t hat at some tlme in the futuro there ta be no stocl{ ol e s , 
either t e society Le . bers will lose thelr control or lse t.e 
societJ gives over h a t control to its patrons. 
The book for recording of embers' accounts has been 
call dl3 similar to an accounts receivable ledger with no 
d bit ide. Postines to this le dger are made·from sales sli ps . 
T e led "er pae are removed periodically and dividends com uted . 
fro1 th m. 
l3vr. Lane , Treasurer of •astern Stctes Farmer·s ' 'J:xchang 
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T ese dividends are entered on individual account 
et u for tha t pui'pose . As mentioned r eviousl 
' 
the 
d:.i_vidend are s ent to the me be rs at a certain tim if th 
.ember ' s account has reached a certain tot a l. 14 I f t .e 
. e ber 1 s ac count has not r eached the e;iven total it ust 
c ntinue to be carrie d until it r eaches the giv amount 
o r unti l t he b -lavs of the societ provide for its dis os l . 
cattered =~~~=.=:. 
I f the members of a society ar•e scattered ove r a 1 rg 
te ?r it o r i is i n c onvenient fo r them to pre s ent their sales 
e cei pts f or efund pa yment . Although such a rocedure could 
be required , it is more advant a eou to the me bers i f t· 
cooperat ive a ssume s the r esponsibi lity of a ing these r fund 
· ithout troubling the membe r . hi s f or ces the c oo erat i ve 
t kee the sa.me t p of ac counts mentioned as ke 
ties having no stockholders . 
arketing Societies 
b 
.a rket in societies must kee the most c om licat d 
ocie -
ac c ounting record s of an f orm of c oo e ra~ive . There are 
everal reasons for t.is, the first be ing tat an of these 
societ i es frequentl perform both a purchas ing and a ... a ·k t ing 
unct i on or t heir members . herefore, a member ' s a ccount 
will ~ave bo h debit and credit entries and dividends (probabl 
of d lfferen· r a t es ) will be paid on these f uncti ons. 
Ver' fei·r small c oo erat i ve s offer both buying a n d se ll-
i n functions t o their member~ . he s all societ starts as 
either a urchasing or· a a r keti.n societ and vrhen it z· ow 
es t e ot e r function . 
1 4 o elimina te t he a ilin and andling of sma l l check . 
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~ - en a society is offering these two duties it usu-
c. ll se arates t e de ·artments o t at , if a ember bot~ 
bu s and sells , he buys f r om one de artment and se l ls through 
anot_ er . Man marketing coope r a ti ves or purcha s in coope r a -
tives , rather than have a c o np l i cated organizati on within 
hemselves , have s onsored the formin of a sep rate coo era-
tive thr ough which it s members may carr on t he function not 
pe r formed b the original socie t y . 
here is one argument a _ainst this , and that is t _ c.t 
roducers 1 c oo era tl ves , vrhen buyin f or their members, do 
so as a rul befor t _e arketing season . I f t he y perform 
both funct ions under• th s ame roof , t he can utilize the 
same cle ica l l abor . i 1en t he mark t in s~ ason is takin 
lace, t he urchas ing cler·ks \-Till be used in the marketing 
depart_ ent and v ice versa . 
_ r~arket society us t e e xeedinel particu l ar in 
h and l n it s member•s 1 accounts . I n t he cas e of c o s , 
for xa le , the member frequentl l<..nov1s lit tle of its 
value ot _ r : em ·· n a genera l Hay unti l he rece i ves the 
ch clc of t _ _:e coo :>ernti ve Ecfter the roduct has been sold . 
F equentl the. cooperative perfor•ms the harvest ing fEnccion , 
t akes the crop fror. he menber, stor es i t , grades i t , shi s 
it and sel ls it . Tne cro , after it has been received b t ~ 
s oc iet , is t r o-vrn in i·7ith the c rops of other embe rs . 
The:esfor , i is im orte..nt that the coo erati ve erro m 
i' s t;ra(Ung func-:ior1 accurat.ely so tnat ~'1e account of · _ 
ner.1bcr :Ls credlted l'or a certain a mount of a. certai n grade . 
I ·r tner·e ::..s an rnis take in :--:_-raa"l·_,l 0 - · · · 
_ re COP•:· ln ._. , ·c1.1e r e _ be • 
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is uite lik ly to withdraw his patronage. 
1 _len the crop is sold the member is paid for h s cro 
accordin, to the value received. rom this has been d duct -
ed expenses of operatin , figured to allow a a rgin for the 
society . Natur ally such a figure should be det rmin db -
c st accounting methods . At t he end of the fiscal e r iod 
t e society will remit to the member a dividend , assuming 
of c ourse that it has earn~d enough after a pro~ riations 
have been ade . 
In order to avoid the cost accounting , mentioned in 
the preceding paragraph , some societies · deduct a flat 
amount per Qnit of goods handled. Thi s method i s less 
I 
bother t o the society and it is also less sat isfact ry. 
Large societies do not use it. 
liscellaneous Records 
Producers ' societies frequently go into marke t r e -
search in behalf of their memb rs . They may also go into 
production research , endeavoring to find a more satisfactory 
method of production for its members . 
This brines u r ecording of an entirely different 
nature. uch recording is based upon t he research and shows 
the results of t he investi a tion . This can not possibly 
be handled by any one department because each reaearch will 
re uire different types of r e cords . 
It is to the advantage of the society not to attem t 
such research s until the time comes vrhen it can ade uatel 
record the ·res u lt s . 
tock control, i nventories , et c ., can be recorded in 
t he same manner as prescribed for the consumer coo eratives . 
PART III 
CONCLUSION 
GHAPT•R Z:V 
s UlVIMf \y 
The purpose of this thesis is to point out the im-
portance of marke t ing functions to cooperatives . 
~orne cooperatives do not realize t he.existenc · of 
th~ e functions . This is particularl true of cons mer 
- l 
or anizat ions . The author has in his files a _etter from 
the secretary of one of the large educat i onal cooperati ve 
l eagu s . This le tter was in response t o a r equest for in-
for a tion asking for the reco nmendations of the league in 
r egard to markeing functions . To quote the letter: "I am 
sorry that our organization i s an educational league of 
consumer cooperatives , and the r efore , is not able to sup l 
y ou ·with materi al on marketing functi ons as perfor med b 
c ooperatives as you re ue sted . " Natur ally if cooperatives 
do not r ea lize t hat such func tion s exist and that t he are 
clearl defi ned , they can b.ar·dly be expe cted to deal lvi t h 
t hem in a scientific manner . Too many societies have started 
business hoping hat business pro cedure would take care of 
i t self . 
I f the coopera t ive r ealizes that mar keting functions 
are performed by the i1~ or ganizations , it ma y feel that be -
caus e t he society has characteris t ics pe culiar t o the co -
operat ive type , it \vi l l have to de t ermine its ovm me t hod of 
opera tion . This is not true . The previou s chapte rs h a ve 
pointed out that cooperative societies perform the se 
f unct i ons much in the s a me manner as they are pex•form d b 
o t he r types of business organizations. 
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Certain functions Hill have to be adapted to the 
society, but it would be far better for the socie ty to adopt 
the.m as a ~orhole from business than to disregard them entire -
ly . It ivi ll be wel l t o summarize these adaptations before 
closing . 
Buying and ssembling 
The cooperative society s hould use scientif ic ur-
cha sing and assembling methods to the best of their abilit • 
his vri ll include taking adva ntage of dis counts , bu ing in 
quantity, buyi ng p rivately brande d merchandise , assembling 
a r e l a t ed line , and stock control • 
.Adaptation s of this policy result because of the finan-
cial limitations of the organization . The cons umer organiza-
t i on t hat attempts to change the tastes of the consume r be -
f ore it is finan cially independent risks failure . 
S e lling 
Cooperative organizations are inclined to fe e l t hat 
their members constit ute a r e ady market for their merchandi s • 
This is not true until such time as the cooperative is a 
gen e ral l y a c cepted institution in the community . 
~ven though sales e xpense re duces the return to t he 
membe r , t h e society must obtain a subs t antial volume in 
orde r to be successful . They should employ education , direct 
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mailing and general adve rtising , according to their means 
and in no event should they consider an untrained ersonnel 
eood enough for thJir purposes . 
The marketing society is in direct competition with large , 
rivate organizations and can only ove rcome this competition 
by a opting the me thods of the private organization, It will 
serve its membe rs bes t by developin strong sales techni ue . 
Transporting 
Transportation performed by coope r a t ive organizations 
is similar to transportation performed by private concerns . 
Economy and efficiency are of primary importance . 
Delivery is an expensive func t ion and can be eliminated 
·by most societies . The membex•s ma-y have to be educated be -
fore they will accept t1is elimination . 
" taring 
taring enables the cooperative to take advantage of 
quantity discounts but may add to the overhead cost . This be -
comes a mathematical problem and sllould be treated as such . 
The producers ' cooperative frequently j ustifies its 
exis tence by performing this function satisfactorily for its 
members . Conservative policies should be followed by the 
society . They should not acquire storage property rapidly 
until they haTe deter~~ned their average demands for such 
properties . 
Standardizing and Grading 
As was the case in storage , many cooperatives have 
justified their existence by the performance of these func-
tions alone . 
This is particularly true in the case of producer coopera-
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ti ves . They have sho-vm their members the enefi ts of hig-.1 
s tandards and have financial ly benefited the ir members b 
accurate gra ing. 
Rigid conformance t o s t andards ·s necessar · or t e 
co sumers ' cooperative that develops its o-vm brandin • 
Div ing an._ Pac{ing 
i vi ding -vri 11 be perfo~C'med by consumers 1 cooperatives 
ivhen it t ake s de livery of ~oods i n bulk and separbtes inLn 
r_;o_11.TG!lient uantities for· t:t.1.e consumer. The consumer ociety 
tha t is a member of a federated system will have this per-
f ormed by the cooperative -vrho lesa e . 
i v isi on should be made 'ith three thi ns in _ d . 
(1) The divis ion should be convenient to 
the consume r. 
(2) The division should cater o t _ e bu, ~ 
i~s h a bits of the public. 
(3 ) The division s 10uld be of cust omar-
r. onetary value . 
The _ a r ke ting socie ty wi ll divi de its embers ' roducts 
fo r arketing purposes . t s t adhere strictl o the or -
going principles and should be a iva re of its competition . 
Cooperatives that do t .eir mn packin ¥Till f i nd it 
advi 3able to adopt inexpensive met ods and deve lo uniforn 
styl s , sizes and ma t erial • tt ractivenes s o packag is 
desirable but not of primary importance . ... owever t he s oci ty 
hat is at tempting to develop a private brand of its own will 
be abl e t o obtain r e cogni tion of its brand more u ickl if it 
appearance is c omparable to othe r branded merch andise . h 
c ooperative should use hone'st packaging . The exterior o · the 
package should be indicative of the quantity within . 
Marketing societies must compe.te with private business 
and they may find that an attractive package will _elp them 
in this competition . 
Assembling 
As sembly is so closely related to other functions , 
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such as purchasing, that it is difficult to separate it . 
Therefore, t he assembly function has been taken up -vrhen deal-
ing with the other functions to vlhich it is related . 
The exception to this has been the assembling of a 
marketable line by a marketing society . Such societies, by 
the development of by-products , have been able to offs 0 t; 
seasonal demands. 
Financing 
The function of financing is extremely important to 
the cooperative society . lVIost societies will find the 
corporate form desirable. Adequate funds are of the utmost 
importance. Provision fo r the method of financing expansion 
and improvement should be made by the society when it is 
organized . Continuous effort on the part of members is 
needed to increase the membership and capital . 
Ris ks Assumed 
The risks that a cooperative society runs are identical 
with those of any other business organization . 0-vmership 
risks may be accentuated somevThat , but a thorough organization 
and good management vTill offset the Oi·mership risk. 
Organization and good management 1vill also offset risks 
caused by price fluctuation and obsolescence . 
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Most cooperatives do business on a cash basis thereby 
eliminating credit risks . The marketing cooperative tha t 
has a credit department , in order to compete \vi th concerns 
in its field , rrius t give this department careful supervision . 
Purchasing societies and cons ume r cooperatives that 
sell goods of a high unit value may be forced to consider 
time payments . Su ch time paJ~ents should be f inanced through 
a third party in order to minimi ze the risk of the coopera -
t .ive. 
I nsurance wi ll offset such unforeseen hazards as fire 
and t heft . 
Re cording 
All cooperatives must set up a satisfactory accounting 
system . 'rhis need not necessarily involve a great dea l of 
re d tape . In order to avoid complicated accounting , the 
coopel"'ati ve should adopt policies of dividend payment \·Thich 
adapt themselves to simple re cording . 
To conduct business in a satisfactory manner , records 
should be kept that wi ll indicate inventorie s and s ales . 
This vTill aid in conducting purchasing scient ifically . In 
orde r to elimina te the possibility of fa lse findings , re -
search records should be kept by any cooperative t hat at tempts 
t o go into research work . 
onclusion 
A t horough education of cooperative members is essenti -
a l to the \vell run society . Hmvever , the history and the 
social possibilitie s of the movement have only a small part 
in t he operation of a cooperative store or marketing associ -
ation . An education of the officers and employees in bus iness 
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fundamentals is just as essential as the development of co -
operative ideals . 
A l{nowledge of business operation must be obtaine d be-
fore a cooperative can succeed , and it is the feeling of 
the author that the high mortality rates of cooperative 
societies could be reduced substantially if this type of 
education w·ere conducted ciiuring the period of organization • . 
i 
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. APP tN I 
•rABLE I 
embership in Consumers ' Cooperatives in lation 
to Population of Principal Countries in 193/ l 
Per cent 
Population embers s 
(000 omitted ) ( 000 omitted ) ulat ion 
British Isle s 1~4 ' 790 7,152 15 . 9 d 
Finland 3 , 667 496 13 . 52 . 
Switzerland 4 , 066 41 10 . 29 
enmark 3 , 551 329 9 . 27 
vleden 6 , 190 551 0 
un ary " , 6 02 
Icelan 108 7 . 08 
zechos1ovakia 17 , 726 1 , 031 5 . 2 
Belgium , 130 467 5 . 7 
Ger an 5, 300 3 , 344 . 12 
Austria r , 733 344 5 . 12 
N orv.ray 2 '"'17 , o_ 130 4 . 60 
23 uro ean countries 36 , 695 18 , 669 5 . 07 
Canada 10 , 376 39 . 30 
nited States 122, 775 690 . 56 
·r A L 500, o46 19 , 3 ~ ..-' • 
lFror.1 ll evie ·T of ooperati ve ovement t hroughout t e 1· o ld 
· n 1934 , 11 ! onth1y Labor evie·v , J anuary 1936 , p . 101 
of 
0 op-
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ii 
~ample ledge, Membe rship fpplication and hecei t 1 
BLI~N <.: OOP ATIVE 
'"' OCIT£T 
No .. ------Date-· -- -
Heceived from 
the sum of el for 
initiation fee and 
: ~--- - - as advance 
pa.yment for stock as 
agi'eecl on detached 
pledge and applica -
tion form . 
( signed) 
( Officer of ociety ) 
BL! NK COOPER TI\I'"S 0 I..!.TY 
No .---- Blank, N. Y.---19 
I hereby make application for member -
s hip in the above named societ. , and 
if elected, agree to abide by th co_-
stitution and by--lmv-s and by pers onal 
effort endeavor at all times o pro-
mote the interest of th s aid associa-
~lon . I do also p ledge the fu llest 
possible amount of y m·rn patrona e to 
my c ooperative tore . 
I hereby make pa~nent of $1 as my ini -
t iat ion fee, and in addition do sub-
scribe for ----sha res of the capital 
stock Of the society, at $ ---per ~hare . 
llith this a plicat ion I ake pa yment of 
$ - - - - - -on my subscription of stock and 
do promise to pay $ -----per ont _ ·ere -
after until full amount is paid . 
N arne - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ·· - - - -- - -- - - - - - - -
1 ddress -- - --- -- - -- - ---- - -- - -- - - --
:-· ample s ubscription for capital stock 
I h ereby subscri be for - - ---- - ------ ----- -- ----- s hares of t . 
capital stock of the ----- - ----- - ------------ - - -- Socie ty at 
.1) - - - -- - --- - - e ach, and agree to pay for same -- - - - -- -- ---- -- - -
It is understood that such capital stock shall bear i nterest 
of---- - - - 7-· er year , and sl'lall be vli thclrawable onl upon 60 
( or 0) days ' notice i n writing . 
0 d \ s1gne ) 
a t e -- - - - - ---------
1Department of Labor, Bulletin No . 598 , .53 
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·' 1e b - laws of t~ -• Eastern S ·a es Fa.nners 1 Exc 1ane;e ar~ 
ver- brief , but b cause of their brevit· th~ can be include6 
l:e _e . T _ rin up most of tne topics that should be included 
i n the b- -laws of any coope r a ti ve . C rtain societl s articu-
la 1- L1e consum.e r t will wish to be more s ecific i _ :~ga d 
·'-o certain f uncti.o _s . An ex cellen u exam le of detailed b• - la1.·T 0 
J.:-11:>. be found in the Bulletin of Un· L.ed 3tates ureau of abor 
'tatistics, No . S~ G . 
.1\ET w 
n·lis a"'sociation shall be kn')1·Tn as the _!. as tern ' tates 
arne rs ' Exc11ange . 
!' L' 'ICIE I 
a:e : 
b·'ects 
The objects of the; J:ast::;rn. . · cates Farmer·s 1 2xc a.r1ge 
( l) 
(2) 
( 3 ) 
4 ) 
(5) 
' 6 ) 
To encour ge, lntroduce and a · · L · r·ov d busi -
ness methods in agricultu1•e and to promot~ co -
o eratio1 rith national , ectional , · 1:1.te , "'ount y , 
anr local o~zanizat ions w~ich are en aee in t e 
r r _ of d ve l opin3 gric, t ural intere3 s concern-
e in coo erative bu~ in and se l in . 
To encourage , int_ oduce anc a pl better __ rJ. ore 
economical methode in the 'rchase of _armers 1 
supplies and ~oduct s . 
To secure eff icient and economical met· ods i!l the 
gra in , packing , trans ort ng , uark ti g ~nd ad-
vertising of farm oduct . . 
0 effect economical mr t :od of d i tribution . 
o de lop busines s coopera tion amon 
al inte r est s and to enco 1 rage a c o o e 
on ~ e p a rt of t he publi c. 
a ricultur· -
a i v s ·i 1 
To encourage a nd r omo e a clos mutual ~ la ion-
s _ ip between a ricu ltura l interests and indu rial 
i nt e i'ests and t h c on"" 'L ning ublic ~ and a 
und rst a ndlng of ' he problems e t aini g ~~reo . 
iv 
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Na ur3 of th~ r canization 
·r he ?as tern States arn.ers 1 J:xc:· _ange s_ al l ~ave n o 
cap·tal stock, but t~e ne e ssary funds oro vration . _a l l e 
provided in su~ manner as t . e irector s shal l de t e r ine or 
may a rang . I t s al l conduct busines s f o r the mutual help of 
i s mvmbe r s and wit out profit . 
_• B I T .•' I V 
-1erubership 
The meml.Jcrship of the 1:a ste rn Stat ~ s .b' a mers 1 · ~ c~1.ange 
s hall be constituted as f o llows: 
' ection 1 : All Farmers who s hal l urchase fron or 
through the 2 a stern 3tates •ar ne rs ' Exchahge s all t hereu on, 
. ·v;ri LlOL~t fur t he r notice or a ction, be co e members o c.: · .a ae , 
nnd shall wi t in sixty da ys the re~fter be g·v n a c r tificat e o a 
membe shi bearing upon i's face a uo t at ion ~ - lafs 
shovJing the me ho of dis t ributi on of any sa ings a ccumula ed b 
the .!!.xc~an e . 
Secti on 2 ; I f f or any t 'YTO consecutive y ars 
a member of th "xchan6 e under -· v ction 1 shall r. ak n o • 1. r c 'lc.:.se 
from o- t hroug· the~ chan 1 hi me~b rshi 3 ~all t_er u on 
auto a tic.:a lly las~ . 
!: , ICW 
Officers and ei r ..:!. 1 . ction 
..::. ec t ion 1: he o"' 'i cers of t e corpor•ation , rith the 
vXCe tion of the Directors , shall hold office f or one ~ear a n 
until t eir suc cesaors a r e ele cted and s all ua lif . 3uc 
of_ icers shall consist of a ' reasure r a n d lerk to be lee ted 
b r b=~llot b r the me be rs a t the ;\nnual I eeting or a t a.n- eet -
lns held in lieu the r e of , and of aPr sident and t1o Vice - Presi -
dents 1-rho s~ all be e lect d by t . . , Dir" ctors from t he · r o- n number . 
All af i cers shall be ~e~bers of the corpora tion . 
2. e ction 2: I mmediately aft e r the election of .:1e 
D ·re ctors a·~ s.ny annual meetine; , or a t an sp cial meet in., he d 
i n lieu t ·l.e r eof , the ne\fly v le e d oard of' ir c t ors shall me t 
and shall e l c t f rom their mm. numbe r a Pres i dent and 1-to rice -
Pr e side nLs . No noti c of sue __ meeti 1g shall be ne e s r "' 
P.Hm I C I.E VI 
oa rd of Di rect ors 
The Board of' 1 i re ctor s shal l consist of not less t:tmn 
t uent - five or mor e t1 an six ty- five _, who shall be elect d b y 
th .. emb-e r s by ballot a t the Annual Meeting or at any neetin 
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held i n l i eu t hereof . Beginning 1-ri th the _. nnual v'ieeting of 
F ebr"G.a!'y l 2'7 , the oard of Directol"s shall be electe d f o _ the 
fo l louing terms: 
ne - third of t 1e Board for one year, one -thir'd of t e 
.,... oard for t-vro years , one - thir·d of the Board for l ree years 
a.nd t:1ereafter annua lly one-third of the Board for U r ee 
years . irectors shall continue in office for t _e r~s ect ive 
.t <:l rms for uhich they e.re el cted an~ until ot her"'J are elec · ·e c.: 
in their ste"d . 
m e Board of Directors , or by committe e , s al~ hav~ 
t: e general I!Iana gement , control a nd direction of all the busines s 
and a ff a irs of the Zxch ange , and of al l the t rusts and und r -
t akings , vith full - ovrer to make all investments and t o trans-
fer a ll r ea l and psrsonal property belon._;;ing to or in charge or 
contro l of the 3xch~nge . 
The Board of Direc tors may pass such votes a s t _ e y d e1 
for t _ e bes t interests of the Exchange . The Executive Co Jittee 
shall act in a c c ordance with such votes and shall at all 
e sub j ect to the control of t : e Board of Directors . 
The Directors may aut orize t he President or Trea urer , 
a t a ny t ime to sign, execute and acknowledge any deed of re a l 
estate , or lease or any instr·ument in -vrirting , as t hey rna see 
f it. he Directors shal l have paver to dete rmine upon t __ e f o rm 
of certificate of membe rship, and of the transfer the r eof , anC. 
upon a c orporate seal; t o make furthe r rules and r e ulations 
for . their ovm govermnent and the transaction of business , not 
inconsistent with these By- laws. 
he Board of Directors shall rescribe the duti s of 
t he officers oft~ Exchange , fix their s alaries, a nd require 
sat isfactory bonds f r> om the Treasurer and from suc~ ot_er officers 
and agents of the Company as they see fit . The Board. o f Directoi'S 
may delegate any of these powers to the .11. xe cutive Cormnitt~e . 
There shall be a meeting of the Board of Director s for 
t l e transac tions of business t1:rice eac_ year, and as much often r 
as may be found necessary or u on the call of the President or 
five Directors . Seven Directors shall constitute a uorum for 
t he transaction of busines s. j 
Any vacancy occurr · ne 
meewlngs by death ~ r esignati 
other vrise , may be filled by 
ART IC LE VII 
in the intervals bet-vreen annual 
disqualifications , inability, or 
remaining Directors . 
Duties f Offi cers 
Section 1: The Pr sident shall preside at all meetings 
-----ti 
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of t he membe rs and of the DLectors . I f not presen , on~ of 
the Vice-Presid nts shall p~eside . 
I 
Section 2: The P~esident shall perform all other 
duties incident to his offide or prescribed b a v o t e of the 
m .mbe r s of the Exchange or d
1
f the Directors . H . shall be an 
x - officio membe r of every Cpmrnit t e e of the ?xclan e and shall 
exercise such gene ral direc t lion a nd supe rvision of t e busin .ss 
of t .e Exchange as its interfst a nd security may require . 
ART ICLE VIII \ 
v i:ce - r residents 
The Vice - Presidentf shall be vested 1-rith al l the 
pm.rers and shall perform all the duties of t he Pr s ident in his 
absence o r disabilit • 
A. .TICill I ~ 
'I I ·re a surer 
Th e Treasur er sha ll receive and dis burse all mo_ ys 
of the Sxahnge , shal l keep aq curat e accounts of all transac t ions 
of t he x change whi ch shall ~hrays be open t o t he ins ection of 
the Di rectors . He shall sign in behalf of the Exchanee al l 
c ommercia l pa pe r , and shall -d~erfox•m such othe r dut ies a s al l 
from time to time be prescri ed by the Directors . 11 he .,.,xecutive 
Commit t ee ma y a ppoint one or o r e Ass istant Treasur e r s for sue 
period and purposes a s the y wry dire ct; s u ch pe rs ons t o ive 
bond vrhen requir ed by the ·"'xeeut ive Committee f or the f a it u l 
erformance of his or t l 2.e i r dpties a nd to insure the ..:!. x chan e 
from finan cia l loss . I f r e u~re d by t he Board of i rectors , 
the Treasur er sha l l give bond~ to be approved by the Board of 
Direct ors for t he faithful pe~formance of h i o duties and to in-
sure the Exchange from financ~t. a l l os s . t the expiration of 
t e ir term of office t hey sha 1 immediate ly deliver to t.J.eir 
s ucce ssor , or successors all noneys , property, books, _ noranda , 
recor ds and al l 1-1ri tin s and diocuments pertaining to t. eir 
r·espe ctive office , or belongit1g to t he Exchan e . 
I 
I 
__ ,TICL.:!. X I 
Cle~k 
The Clerk s hall keel? correct r e c ords ·Of a ll the meet -
ings of t he members and di rectJ ors , and sha ll give noti ce of al l 
such me etings , a~d s ha~ l be si-{o:n to t~e f~ithf~l ~nd i mpartial 
pe r for•mance of hl s dutl s . At Ghe explratlon 01. h1. s te r m of 
office he shall i mmediately de\l iver to his success or all books , 
records, memoranda and all prqpert y or documents of va l ue or 
pe rtaining to the office of selcre tary or· belonging t o the ~xc· anee . 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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Jl I w XI 
..:xecu ive Committee 
The Board of Dire tors shall annually elect not less 
than seven of its number vrh >, with the P1•esident shall consti -
tute the •xecutive Com.rnitte.... . The Comr11ittee shall elect their 
m.rn chairman . The Executi v Corr .. mittee shall meet as often as 
the business of the Exchang may r•equire. They shall keep a 
r e cord of their proceedings 
It shall be the d ty of the Comrnittee to exe r cise a 
careful supervision of al l he bus ines s affairs of the Exchan e 
and of a.ll trusts held by i , if any . 
The xecutive Comrrittee shall have poi·rer -vrhen the 
Board of Directors is not i session to transact all business 
for and in behalf of the Exc _ange , and to give the necessary 
i ns tructions to the · executiv~ officers in their behalf; and to 
authorize the officers to exb cute and affix the corporate seal 
to any contracts or ins trume 1ts in vrri ting. 
The Executive Comrn;ttee may advise and superintend 
all i.nvestments that shall b made of the funds of the Exchan e 
in s tocl{ , personal se curi ti.e , and bonds and mortgages E,nd may 
direct the di.sposal of the s
1 
me . 
'I'he Executive Committee may authorize the Pres iden 
or Treasurer to make collateral or other loans under such condi -
tions as they may deem e xpedient, but all loans must be record -
. ed and be shovrn , if so requested , at each meeting of the .L!;Xecu-
tive Committee , and such loans must be approved by the Committee 
or suitable action taken thereon . 
ARTICLE XII 
Meetings 
Section 1 : The am1.ual meeting of the members "'hall 
be held on the fourth Tuesday in Februar•y in the city of Sprin -
field, County of Hampden and Commonwealth of rvlassachusetts , at 
such place and hour as may be stated in the notice of said 
meeting . 
Section 2: The President of the Exchange or the Chair-
man of the Executive Committee \-Then requested by five Directors 
or ten members shall call special mee tings of the members at 
such time and place as may be stated in a notice of sai d meeting . 
Section 3: The Clerk shall give notice in writing of 
all meetings by mailing a copy t hereof to every member at his 
last ¥....nown address seven days at least before the time of the 
meeting . 
viii 
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ARTICLE : III 
uorum 
Section l: Eleven members shall be required for a 
meeting of the membership and seven members shall be r~quired 
for a meeting of the Board of Directors and three members shall 
be requi i'ed for a meeting of the Executive Committee of the 
Exchange . 
ection 2: There shall be no voting by proxy . 
A TICLE IV 
Distribution of Savings 
Section 1: There shall be no distri bution by the 
Exchange to members from its s avings until a surplus fund of 
$100,000 has been created and maintained. 
Thereupon out of the net savings of any calendar 
year , after due allowance has been made for depreciation of 
equipment , shrinkage of inventory, bad debts; etc ., 33 e r cent 
of such net savings shall be a dded to the surplus fund, and the 
other 67 per cent shall be distribut ed among members who have 
purchased t hrough or from t he Sxchange within said calendar 
year, in proportion to the amounts of such purchases . 
Section 2: In the event of a di~solution of the 
?xchange, vrhet __ er voluntary or involuntary , the net asse s 
after t he payment of all just debts of the ~xchange and the 
expenses of liqui dation shall be divided among the membership 
of the Exchange as then constituted and in proportion to t ~ eir 
purchases from or through the Exchange in the calendar year in 
which dissolution takes place, and the calendar year immedi-
ately preceding . 
ARTICLE XV 
Amenclrnents 
These By-laws may be amended at any regular or special 
meeting of the member of the Exchange called for that purpos e 
by t hree -fourths of the qualified voters present voting in the 
affirmative , provided that written notice shall have previously 
been given to each member setting forth the propose d amenrunent 
at least seven days before said meeting. 
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